
 

 

 

 

 

NVTC COMMISSION MEETING  

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 2009 

 NVTC CONFERENCE ROOM   

8:00 PM 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

AGENDA 
 
 
 

1. Minutes of the NVTC Meeting of September 3, 2009. 
 
Recommended Action: Approval.  
 
 

2. VRE Items 
 

A. Report from the VRE Operations Board and Chief Executive Officer--
Information Item. 
 

B. Approval of Spotsylvania County Membership Agreement and VRE Master 
Agreement Amendments--Action Item/Resolution #2132. 

 
C. Additional VRE Locomotives--Action Item/Resolution #2133. 
 
D. VRE Operations/Maintenance Contract--Closed Session (Section 2.2-3711 A 

(6) (7) and (29) of the Code of Virginia). 

NOTE: A buffet supper will be provided for attendees. 
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3. Status of I-66 Transit/TDM Study. 
 
DRPT staff will be present to brief the commission on this study and respond to 
questions. 
 
Presentation Item.  

 
 

 
4. Status of New Regulations for the NVTC/PRTC Motor Fuels Tax. 

 
NVTC and local staff have been asked to comment on draft regulations prepared 
by the Virginia Department of Taxation. 
 
Discussion Item.  
 
 

5. Legislative Items. 
 
The status of state and federal legislative initiatives will be reviewed, including 
federal authorization, climate change and appropriations.  A staff paper on 
national transportation policy is provided. 
 
Discussion Item. 
 
 

6. WMATA Items. 
 
Current items of interest will be reviewed, including information on shares of 
customers of various transit systems now using SmarTrip cards, ridership trends 
and a forum co-sponsored by NVTC on WMATA’s FY 2011 budget. 
 
Information Item. 
 
 

7. Vanpool Incentive Program. 
 
NVTC staff has submitted an application for federal funds from NVTA for a 
proposal to encourage additional vanpooling and to increase the region’s 
earnings of federal formula assistance. 

 
Information Item. 
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8.  Regional Transportation Items.  

A. Potomac River Ferry Demonstration. 
B. Status of I-95/395 HOT Lanes Project.  
C. Transit Technologies--Bus Shelter Ads and Electric Power from Transit 

Customers. 
D. MWCOG Guaranteed Ride Home. 
E. Success of Virginia’s Telework Day. 
F. NVTC Media Release on I-66 Mode Shares. 
G. Safe Trip I-95 Travel Time Website. 
H. Transit, Call Centers and 511 Report. 
I. Virginia Air Quality Improvements.  
J. New Tysons Bus Services. 

 
Information Item. 

 
 

9.  NVTC Financial Items for August and September, 2009. 
 
Information Item. 



 
 

 

          
AGENDA ITEM #1 

 
MINUTES 

NVTC COMMISSION MEETING – SEPTEMBER 3, 2009 
NVTC CONFERENCE ROOM, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 

 
 The meeting of the Northern Virginia Transportation Commission was called to order 
by Chairman Zimmerman at 8:07 P.M. 
 
 
Members Present 
David Albo 
Charles Badger 
Sharon Bulova 
Kelly Burk 
Adam Ebbin 
William D. Euille 
Jay Fisette 
John Foust 
Jeffrey Greenfield 
Mark R. Herring 
Pat Herrity 
Catherine Hudgins 
Dan Maller  
Jeffrey McKay 
Thomas Rust 
Mary Margaret Whipple 
Christopher Zimmerman 
 
 
Members Absent 
Mary Hynes 
Joe May 
Paul Smedberg 
 
 
Staff Present 
Lynn Everett 
Rhonda Gilchrest 
Scott Kalkwarf 
Steve MacIsaac (VRE) 
Greg McFarland 
Adam McGavock 
Kala Quintana 
Jennifer Straub (VRE) 
Rick Taube 
Dale Zehner (VRE) 
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Minutes of the July 2, 2009 NVTC Meeting 
 
 Mr. Maller requested that the minutes reflect further clarification concerning a 
potential conflict of interest with a proposed VRE station.  He suggested the following 
wording in the second paragraph on page 5:  “Mr. Maller disclosed that he will recuse 
himself from any action concerning this project because he has a potential conflict of 
interest since one of his clients owns a piece of property in the service area, which may 
be the location of a proposed station, and Mr. Maller has a personal financial interest in 
the affected property.” 
 

Mr. Euille moved, with a second by Mrs. Bulova, to approve the amended 
minutes.  The vote in favor was cast by commissioners Badger, Bulova, Burk, Ebbin, 
Euille, Fisette, Foust, Greenfield, Herring, Hudgins, Maller, Rust, Whipple and 
Zimmerman.   
 
 
WMATA General Manager’s Presentation 
 
 Chairman Zimmerman welcomed Mr. John Catoe, WMATA’s General Manager.  
Mr. Catoe began his presentation by announcing that WMATA will undertake a 
complete track overhaul on the Blue and Yellow lines over the Labor Day Weekend, 
which will close the Pentagon, Crystal City and National Airport Metrorail stations.  The 
stations will close at 9:30 P.M. Friday, September 4th and will reopen again on Tuesday, 
September 8th at 5:00 A.M.  The work involves replacing track switches, rails and ties, 
as well as performing concrete and deck joint repairs, conducting fire line maintenance 
and installing cable to upgrade cell phone service in the Metrorail system.  The track 
switch replacement is work recommended by the National Transportation Safety Board 
(NTSB) and the cell phone service upgrade is a congressional mandate.  He explained 
that these improvements are important and necessary for system safety and reliability 
and cannot be accomplished in a four-hour overnight period.  By doing it over a 
weekend holiday, WMATA will save $1 million in late-night maintenance costs that 
would have resulted in 150 days of single-tracking.   This specific weekend was chosen 
because Labor Day weekend is the least busy time for air travel and, therefore, will 
have the least impact for the National Airport station.   
 
 Mr. McKay arrived at 8:10 P.M. 
 
 Mr. Catoe stated that in the future WMATA will do a better job of communicating 
to passengers about upcoming closures, especially since much of the system is over 30 
years old and the region will see more closings for improvements over the next several 
years.  WMATA plans to have over 60 employees located at these stations to help 
customers navigate around the track work and Metro will also run free shuttle buses to 
get people past the affected work area. 
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 Mr. Catoe described the status of the ongoing investigation of the recent 
Metrorail accident.  Although federal regulations prohibit WMATA from releasing 
information about an investigation headed by the NTSB, he is able to report that the 
investigation is currently focusing on modules in the control system.  Whatever the 
result of the investigation, it will probably impact rail systems throughout the United 
States and parts of Europe.  Mr. Catoe reported that WMATA will continue to operate 
trains manually until a cause of the accident is determined.  Other steps being taken 
include inspections of 3,000 track circuits and daily testing; independent/external review 
of the Automatic Train Control System; putting older railcars between newer cars; and 
ongoing public relations (additional personnel on Red Line, flyer distribution and website 
updates). 

 
Mr. Catoe reviewed the new practices already put into place as a result of the 

accident, including senior management meeting with each WMATA employee to talk 
about safety, as well as improved hiring criteria for drivers/operators. The criteria are 
much more stringent so that under the new criteria, four out of six current operators 
would not have been hired.  Also, there is a zero tolerance policy for cell phone usage 
by operators.  

 
Mr. Catoe announced that the Metropolitan Police were awarded $9.5 million of 

stimulus funding from a Homeland Security grant, which will fund 20 additional transit 
officers for three years, as well as provide equipment for anti-terrorism training.  In 
addition, WMATA has also received funds from a Department of Homeland Security 
urban area security initiative that will allow WMATA to put additional cameras on 
Metrobuses. 

 
Mr. Catoe then reviewed the proposed FY 2011 WMATA Budget which will be 

presented to the WMATA Board on September 10th.  The budget includes the 
assumption that the amount of jurisdictional subsidies will not increase.  However, there 
still remains a budget gap.  He also announced that President Obama has signed the 
WMATA compact amendments, which will allow WMATA to receive federal funding 
when appropriated ($150 million). These new funds will first be applied to whatever 
recommendations are made by the NTSB after they issue their findings concerning the 
Metrorail accident and then it will be recommended that the 1000 series railcars be 
replaced.  The capital needs inventory for the next 10 years is $11.4 billion, of which $8 
billion is necessary to keep the system in good repair and does not include major 
expansion of the system.   Mr. Catoe concluded by stating that this is a challenging year 
for the Metro budget and that the budget must be balanced by June, 2010.  Above all, it 
is important to focus on safe operations.   
 
 Mr. Herrity arrived at 8:32 P.M.   
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 In response to a question from Delegate Rust, Mr. Catoe explained that the Rail 
to Dulles project is being funded separately by Metropolitan Washington Airports 
Authority (MWAA) capital improvements funds, and is not a Metro project, although 
Metro serves as a paid project consultant.  Chairman Zimmerman explained that 
although the capital costs to build the project are not part of WMATA’s budget, the 
operating and maintenance costs will be part of the budget once the extension is 
operational.  Mr. Herrity asked if there have been any estimates for operating and 
maintenance costs.  WMATA staff member, Shiva Pant, stated that it is estimated that it 
will result in a three percent overall budget increase.  Chairman Zimmerman further 
stated that the resulting subsidy increases will vary by jurisdiction. 
  
 Mrs. Burk asked for on-time statistics since she has heard complaints from riders 
that on-time performance is not reliable.  Mr. Catoe explained that on-time performance 
has been affected by the trains being run in manual mode so that schedules are not as 
precise, which causes the entire system to back up.  Also, fewer trains can run if trains 
are run manually.   
 
 Mrs. Bulova expressed her appreciation to Mr. Catoe as he has been doing radio 
and other media interviews to answer riders’ questions and discuss issues.  
 
 
VRE Items 
 

Report from the VRE Operations Board.   Mr. Zehner reported that on-time 
performance remains strong, with six out of the last eight months at 90 percent or higher 
systemwide.  This can be attributed to good relationships with the railroads, completed 
capital improvement projects, and improved mechanical performance.  Systemwide 
ridership has also increased 6.3 percent compared to last year.  He also announced 
that commissioners will be invited to attend the inauguration event on September 30th 
for the new state sponsored train service from Lynchburg to Washington, D.C.  Regular 
service will begin October 1, 2009.  

 
Sale of Three F-40 Locomotives.  Mrs. Bulova reported that the VRE Operations 

Board recommends approval of Resolution #2125, which would authorize VRE’s CEO 
to modify the contract with Motive Power, Inc., to increase the base order to 12 from 
nine locomotives.  This increases the contract value to $48.5 million, an increase of $12 
million including contingency.  The unit price of the new locomotives remains the same 
at just under $3.7 million.  Grant funds are available for this purchase. 

 
Mr. Maller asked what the book value is for the locomotives.  Mr. Zehner stated 

that he can find out this information and provide it to the commission.   
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On a motion by Mrs. Bulova and a second by Mr. McKay, the commission 
unanimously approved the resolution (copy attached).  The vote in favor was cast by 
commissioners Badger, Bulova, Burk, Ebbin, Euille, Fisette, Foust, Greenfield, Herring, 
Herrity, Hudgins, Maller, McKay, Rust, Whipple and Zimmerman.   

 
Spotsylvania County Joining VRE/PRTC.  Mrs. Bulova announced that 

Spotsylvania County voted to join PRTC and VRE.  She stated that there is a new 
updated version of Resolution #2129, which would forward VRE master agreement 
amendments to the jurisdictions for them to take action first.  Mr. MacIsaac explained 
the changes to the resolution. Initially, the resolution called for the amendments and 
membership agreement to be approved by the commissions first.  Now the jurisdictions 
would act first and then NVTC (and PRTC) would act on November 5th.  He reported 
that PRTC adopted the same version of the resolution that NVTC is being asked to 
approve.   

 
Mrs. Bulova moved, with a second by Mr. McKay, to approve Resolution #2129. 
 
Mrs. Bulova reviewed the steps that need to be accomplished: Jurisdictions and 

commissions need to approve the membership agreement and an amendment to the 
VRE Master Agreement by November 30, 2009; PRTC is requested to act by November 
30, 2009 to approve and execute an amendment to its founding ordinance and to obtain 
certification from the Secretary of the Commonwealth that Spotsylvania County’s 
membership in PRTC is effective February 15, 2010 and contingent on all three 
agreements being in full force and effective on that date; and  PRTC must also forward 
the certification to the Spotsylvania County Board of Supervisors for entry into the 
minutes of a Board meeting by November 30, 2009.   

 
Delegate Albo arrived at 8:45 P.M. and joined the discussion. 
 
In response to a question from Delegate Rust, Chairman Zimmerman stated that 

the parking lot issue is no longer an issue at this time.  Mr. MacIsaac stated that the 
agreement is silent on this point; however, it could be resurrected at some point. 

 
The commission then voted on the new Resolution #2129 and it passed (copy 

attached).  The vote in favor was cast by commissioners Albo, Badger, Bulova, Burk, 
Ebbin, Euille, Fisette, Foust, Greenfield, Herring, Herrity, Hudgins, Maller, McKay, Rust, 
Whipple and Zimmerman.   

 
Endorsing Virginia’s High Speed Rail ARRA Application.  Mrs. Bulova reported 

that the VRE Operations Board recommends approval of Resolution #2130, which 
would endorse Virginia’s application for funds from the $8 billion high speed rail portion 
of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA).  The Governor’s office is 
requesting endorsements. The portion of the application pertaining to $72 million for rail 
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improvements between Arkendale and Powell’s Creek, including construction of 11-
miles of third track, is of immediate benefit to VRE. 

 
Mrs. Bulova moved, with a second by Mr. Greenfield, to approve Resolution 

#2130.  
 
Mr. Fisette asked about the locations of Arkendale and Powell’s Creek.  Mr. 

Zehner explained that Powell’s Creek is in Prince William County and Arkendale is 11 
miles further south in Stafford County.  Mr. Fisette asked for a synopsis of the longer 
range plans for the rest of the rail segments.  Mr. Badger replied that this segment is an 
important element to a series of improvements.  These projects are being done to 
increase capacity and not necessarily to create a new third track the entire length of the 
corridor.  In response to another question from Mr. Fisette, Mr. Badger stated that the 
improvements needed to the Richmond Terminal area will be addressed in other 
funding requests. 

 
In response to a question from Senator Whipple, Mr. Zehner stated that this is 

the only project in Virginia (as well as the rest of the United States) at the 30 percent 
completed stage.  Since the environmental work is complete, it is considered a “ready to 
go” project.  If selected, VRE would need to do a design build, which would expedite the 
timeline.  CSX and the Commonwealth have no objection to this. 

 
The commission then voted on the motion and it passed. The vote in favor was 

cast by commissioners Albo, Badger, Bulova, Burk, Ebbin, Euille, Fisette, Foust, 
Greenfield, Herring, Herrity, Hudgins, Maller, McKay, Rust, Whipple and Zimmerman.  
(A copy of Resolution #2130 is attached.) 

 
FY 2011 Preliminary VRE Budget.   Mrs. Bulova stated that the VRE Operations 

Board recommends approval of Resolution #2131.  This resolution receives the 
preliminary FY 2011 VRE Budget and refers it to the VRE jurisdictions for review and 
comment.  Currently there is a $2.4 million shortfall that must be closed by December, 
2009.  At the last Operations Board meeting, some VRE Board members urged that 
each local subsidy amount be held constant or reduced, while VRE staff pledged to hold 
the line on total local subsidies.   

 
Mrs. Bulova explained that changes to the current FY 2010 budget include higher 

state aid and lower fuel costs, together with a $4.1 million favorable variance at the end 
of FY 2009.  VRE staff will propose how these surplus funds can be used in December, 
2009.  In the meantime, VRE staff proposed several possibilities, and some VRE Board 
members also suggested returning some or all of the surplus to the jurisdictions.   
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 Mrs. Bulova moved, with a second by Mr. Greenfield, to approve the resolution 
(copy attached). 
 
 Chairman Zimmerman clarified that the budget is not balanced yet; however, the 
commission is not being asked to approve it, just to send it to the jurisdictions.  Mrs. 
Bulova stated that the budget process is a challenge as the Operations Board attempts 
to have no subsidy increase, no reduction in service and, hopefully, no fare increase.  
 
 The commission then voted on the motion and it unanimously passed.  The vote 
in favor was cast by commissioners Albo, Badger, Bulova, Burk, Ebbin, Euille, Fisette, 
Foust, Greenfield, Herring, Herrity, Hudgins, Maller, McKay, Rust, Whipple and 
Zimmerman.   
 
 2009 VRE Passenger Survey Results.    Mrs. Bulova stated that the results of 
VRE’s onboard passenger survey are completed.  Overall, the results are slightly better 
than the 2008 survey.  The VRE train crews received the highest marks.   
 

Mr. Herrity stated that it would be interesting to know the reasons why people 
have stopped using VRE.  Mr. Zehner stated that the turnover rate is 30 percent a year, 
but this region tends to be transient. However, he offered to look at how staff could 
obtain this information. 
 
  
Vanpool Incentive Program 
 
 Mr. Taube explained that the commission is being asked to endorse obtaining 
consultants for the design of a vanpool incentive program and to authorize staff to 
actively pursue funding for that purpose including, but not limited to, an application for 
FY 2011 CMAQ or RSTP funding through NVTA.  The funds would provide seed money 
to cover half of the cost of consultants to design a new regional vanpool incentive 
program in which capital and/or operating subsidies would be provided.  The FAMPO 
region would provide the other half.  Further, funds would be requested from NVTA to 
cover up to half of the estimated cost of the first year of implementing the program, if it 
is successfully designed.  These funds ($500,000) could allow the program to begin in 
FY 2011 and result in Section 5307 earnings being available much sooner (there is a 
two-year gap between reporting NTD data and receiving federal formula funds).  Mr. 
Taube suggested that this request to NVTA for implementation funds should be 
contingent on a successful design; NVTA could select a backup project that could be 
funded if the region determines that the vanpool incentives program should not be 
implemented in FY 2011.  
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It is important to note that this program, if properly designed, will save energy, 
reduce pollution, combat traffic congestion, and lower green house gas emissions as 
new vanpools are formed through incentive payments.   Further, because such 
vanpools can be included in annual submissions to the National Transit Database, the 
initial cost will be recovered in the third year of operation and thereafter substantial net 
Section 5307 earnings will be realized.  These will be shared among WMATA, PRTC 
and FAMPO districts. 
 
 Mr. Taube stated that NVTC staff has performed extensive research on the 
subject.  A regional meeting on August 11th and several subsequent meetings of 
jurisdiction staff revealed significant support for design of the project, although many 
important details will need to be worked out after the consultant is hired.    He explained 
that it is believed that there are at least 650-750 vanpools operating from Virginia with 
destinations in the core of Metropolitan Washington.  If just 200 vanpools participate 
(new or existing), about $2 million annually in new Section 5307 earnings would be 
realized, net of subsidy costs, two years after the initial NTD filing.  Virtually every other 
major metropolitan area in the country already operates such vanpool incentive 
programs (including Richmond and Hampton Roads).   NVTC is already involved in 
helping submit local bus data to the NTD, which results in $5 million of additional 
funding for Metro each year ($180,000 is used by NVTC for a consultant).  The payoff 
could be even greater with vanpools because of the distances traveled.  However, there 
still is hard work that needs to be accomplished, including reaching an agreement about 
how the proceeds would be divided by jurisdictions.     
 

Mr. Euille moved, with a second by Mrs. Hudgins, to endorse obtaining 
consultants for the design of a vanpool incentive program and to authorize staff to 
actively pursue funding for that purpose including, but not limited to, an application for 
FY 2011 CMAQ or RSTP funding through NVTA.  The application would include a 
request for up to $100,000 for design.  Further, it would request up to $500,000 for 
implementing the project but only if the design was successful and only if NVTA 
determined that such funding is desirable after considering other competing projects.  

 
In response to a question from Delegate Albo, Mr. Taube explained that the 

funding would come from CMAQ or RSTP funding, which is provided by the federal 
government though the Commonwealth for allocation by NVTA and requires no match.  
Delegate Albo asked about what other projects would be competing for the same funds.  
Mr. Taube explained that CMAQ and RSTP funds can be spent on road and transit 
projects, signalization, etc.  Projects are prioritized by NVTA which decides which 
projects are funded.  In this case, the funds provided would be returned through the 
Section 5307 earnings, so it would be more like a loan.  Senator Whipple stated that an 
important benefit is the air quality improvements since it would reduce emissions.  In 
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response to a question from Mr. Herrity, Chairman Zimmerman stated that by law 
Section 5307 funds go to Metro, which in turn lowers jurisdictional Metro payments.     
 

Mrs. Bulova stated that she is supportive of moving ahead with this action, but 
before funding is reserved for implementation she would like to know what other 
projects would be competing for funding.  Mrs. Hudgins stated that it is important to 
keep the focus on capturing more transit dollars. Chairman Zimmerman also expressed 
his support and reminded commissioners if Virginia does not apply for these federal 
dollars they will go to other parts of the country. 
 

The commission then voted on the motion and it passed.  Commissioners who 
voted in favor were Badger, Bulova, Burk, Ebbin, Euille, Fisette, Foust, Greenfield, 
Herring, Herrity, Hudgins, Maller, McKay, Whipple and Zimmerman.  Delegate Albo 
voted no and Delegate Rust abstained. 
 
 
NVTC’s Preliminary Administrative Budget for FY 2011 
 
 Mr. Taube reported that the preliminary budget for FY 2011 adheres to the 
guidance provided by NVTC commissioners for FY 2010.  That is, the preliminary 
budget contains no increase in total expenditures; no increase in total local 
contributions; and freezes staff salaries at the levels of June 30, 2009.  Expenditures 
would remain at $1.2 million and local contributions at $310,000.  Almost $60,000 is 
available from FY 2009 budgeted funds that were saved through economies during the 
past year.  This budget has been reviewed with local staff.  Mr. Taube explained that the 
budget will come back to the commission in January for approval.    Mr. Euille observed 
that the budget seems to be a “status quo” budget with no subsidy or salary increases. 
 

Senator Whipple moved, with a second by Mrs. Bulova, to authorize NVTC staff 
to provide the preliminary FY 2011 budget to NVTC’s jurisdictions for use in planning 
their respective budgets.  The vote in favor was cast by commissioners Albo, Badger, 
Bulova, Burk, Ebbin, Euille, Fisette, Foust, Greenfield, Herring, Herrity, Hudgins, Maller, 
McKay, Rust, Whipple and Zimmerman.   
 
 
Status of NVTC’s Projects 
 
 Mr. Taube asked staff members to provide an update on several NVTC projects.  
Mr. Taube stated that Mr. McFarland is responsible for the vanpool project, but since it 
was already discussed, he will not be providing an update on this project. 
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 Real-Time Bus Information.  Mr. McGavock reported that NVTC is managing two 
projects to provide real-time bus information.  The MARTHA project developed a very 
simple software system that utilizes GPS-enabled cell phones and a simple IVR system 
to deliver real-time bus departure information to transit riders.  In-service demonstration 
and testing were successfully completed in November, 2008 and exceeded WMATA 
Real-Time Bus Information performance requirements during the demonstration period.  
The MARTHA software will be distributed free of charge as an open source initiative.  
Blacksburg Transit has agreed to host the distribution, in cooperation with Virginia Tech.  
Mr. McGavock also reported that the real-time bus information project in Alexandria will 
provide information via SMS Text messaging, web-based maps, and at selected DASH 
and Metrobus stops.   This system will be the first transit system to integrate with RITIS, 
with the intention of having RITIS serve as the central transit information repository for 
the region.  System-wide installation will begin soon with completion by November of 
2009.     

 
E-Schedules.  Ms. Quintana reported that the use of electronic schedules (E-

schedules) continues to expand in Northern Virginia, under NVTC’s partnership with 
Arlington County.  Overall, the e-schedules page is consistently among the top 
requested pages of all the pages on CommuterPage.com and the majority of the 
requests for e-schedules come directly from Google.com and WMATA.com.  There has 
been a 40 percent increase in usage compared to the same time last year and a 69 
percent increase over the last two years.  It is a very cost effective program ($16,000 for 
e-schedules and $14,000 for promotion). 

 
I-66 Mode Share Report.  Ms. Everett reported that the I-66 Outside the Beltway 

Cordon Count Study was performed by MWCOG with VDOT funding and NVTC 
coordination of transit data.  To summarize, approximately 95,250 people commute 
inbound during the peak A.M. period every day.  Transit and HOV make up 44 percent 
of person trips.  Ms. Everett stated that MWCOG is looking at doing cordon counts for 
the Dulles Access Road/Tollway in fall of 2009.  Delegate Rust encouraged staff to 
contact MWAA because it is his understanding that they already do traffic counts and 
may have data that would be useful.   

 
Senator Whipple observed the following impressive statement in the results:  

“The I-66 HOV lane moves more persons per lane per hour than any of the other 
roadways in this study at 2,626 persons per lane per hour compared to 1,003 persons 
per lane per hour on the general purpose lanes of I-66.” 

  
 

Legislative Items 
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State Legislative Items.  Mr. Taube explained that he, as chairman of VTA’s 
Legislative Committee, prepared a presentation of the VTA legislative agenda for the 
2010 General Assembly session with essential information about public transit 
performance.  VTA’s intent is to use portions of the presentation, and an accompanying 
three-page summary, as briefing material for Virginia’s gubernatorial candidates.  
Revisions will be made as comments are received from VTA members. 

   
Federal Legislative Items.  Mr. Taube stated that Congress recessed in August 

without completing several key pieces of legislation, including the FY 2010 
transportation appropriations bill and the six-year surface transportation reauthorization.  
Representative Moran’s office notified NVTC that a $350,000 appropriation is contained 
in the transportation appropriations bill passed by the House for a study of multi-modal 
transportation in the Alexandria/Falls Church/Fairfax County Route 7 Corridor. 

 
     

Status of I-95/395 HOT Lanes Project 
 
 Mr. Taube reported that at a July 28th briefing on the HOT lanes’ BRT Operations 
Analysis, VDOT staff revealed that financial markets do not currently permit the entire 
project to proceed as originally planned.  Accordingly, VDOT and its consultants are 
quickly examining the entire project for cost-cutting opportunities, especially phasing.  
This “scoping review” will examine whether to eliminate or delay construction of 
proposed in-line stations, such as at Lorton.  DRPT staff assured the group that 
Secretary Homer will not jeopardize the promised $195 million advance payment for 
transit.  The 3,000 new parking spaces will also be preserved.  The third lane on I-395 
will not be recommended for deferral but whether the third lane further south on I-95 will 
be deferred is still under consideration.   
 

It was also reported that Arlington County has filed a lawsuit in U.S. District Court 
in Washington D.C. challenging FHWA’s decision to exempt the project from more 
detailed environmental analysis.  Air quality and congestion on local streets were cited 
as serious concerns.   
 
 
 
Regional Transportation Items 
  

Monthly Transit Ridership Report.   Mr. Taube reported that for FY 2009, 
Northern Virginia’s transit ridership grew four percent compared to FY 2008, reaching 
149.1 million passenger trips.  Statewide ridership was 196.5 million.  During the month 
of July, ridership declined slightly overall. 
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 2007/2008 MWCOG Household Travel Survey.  Mr. Taube reported that 
MWCOG has completed its first such survey since 1994.  About 11,000 households 
were surveyed regarding their work and non-work trips.  Mode shares for transit are up 
significantly in most jurisdictions compared to 1994, as are walking and biking.  Single 
occupant driving shares are up in D.C. and Fairfax, Loudoun and Prince William 
counties, but down elsewhere.  Auto passengers (ridesharing) shares are down 
significantly across the region. 
 

City of Fairfax Operates Six New Hybrid Buses.   Six new 35-foot, 30-passenger 
hybrid-electric buses began service in mid-August.  They feature an aerodynamic look 
and bike racks.  The buses will use up to 40 percent less diesel fuel per mile. 
 
 Status of Regional BRT TIGER Grant Application.    The application deadline for 
the regional effort is mid-September. The regional package of projects includes a K 
Street transitway; a collection of priority bus corridors and services; a bike-sharing 
system; improvements to two Metrorail stations and the creation of one new transit 
center; existing and planned management (HOV/HOT) lanes; and additional bus priority 
treatments across two Potomac River crossings and along three arterials. 
 

Texas Transportation Institute 2009 Urban Mobility Report.  The annual report 
provides an easily understood analysis of congestion and mobility issues nationwide.  
The 2009 report, based on 2007 data collected from state and federal traffic agencies 
covering 439 urban areas, seeks to quantify congestion and mobility issues, and show 
the costs of congestion in terms of time and fuel.  The report also provides comparisons 
of congestion in very large, large, medium and small urban areas.  For the Washington 
Metropolitan area, the average commuter spent 62 hours in congestion, at an annual 
cost of $2.76 billion for the region.  This is the second worst in the U.S. 

 
Statewide Transit Plan/Surface Transportation Plan/Corridors of Statewide 

Significance.   DRPT staff conducted a briefing on July 28th.  Consultants have compiled 
lists of specific transit projects and services that are in existence or planned.  In the 
case of the transit plan, these are split according to whether they are needed to 
maintain a state of good repair, are part of capacity expansion plans, or are part of 
major corridor investment needs.  Population/employment growth and completed 
Transit Development Plans were used to identify these needed projects.  Areas that are 
not served by transit but should be were included. For Northern Virginia, several current 
capacity issues were listed (e.g. Metrobus REX routes at King Street Terminal; Metrorail 
Orange Line in Rosslyn Tunnel). 

 
VTrans 2035 Research.  Dr. John Miller of the Virginia Transportation Research 

Council has provided a research report titled, “Socioeconomic and Travel Demand 
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Forecasts for Virginia and Potential Policy Responses.”  The report is available at 
www.vtrc.net. 

 
APTA 2009 Public Transportation Fact Book.  Each year APTA publishes a fact 

book. The 60th edition (data are nationwide from calendar 2007) contains interesting 
information, including the fact that WMATA ranked fourth in combined bus and rail 
passenger trips and sixth in passenger miles while its service territory ranked eighth in 
population.  VRE ranks 12th among commuter rail agencies in unlinked passenger trips 
(3.4 million) and passenger miles (103 million). 

 
2008 Transportation Statistics Annual Report (U.S. Bureau of Statistics).  The 

U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics has released its annual report. Some highlights 
include that transportation emits 34 percent of CO2 (2 billion metric tons in 2007) and 
passenger cars emit a third of that (and trucks almost half); the average costs of owning 
and operating an automobile were 54-cents per mile in 2007; and Amtrak’s Union 
Station was the second busiest station with 4.1 million riders boarding or alighting in FY 
2007. 
 
 Transportation Energy Data Book.  The U.S. Department of Energy released the 
28th Edition of this comprehensive review of transportation energy information, with 
many historical data current through 2008.   
 
 Try Transit Week.  Mr. Taube reported that this year the week of September 21-
25 is designated Try Transit Week by APTA.  DRPT again is taking the lead in 
encouraging an active statewide response. 
 
 David R. Goode National Transportation Policy Conference.  This conference for 
invited experts will occur September 9-11, 2009 at the Miller Center for Public Affairs at 
the University of Virginia in Charlottesville.  NVTC’s Executive Director will participate.  
The purpose is to develop a comprehensive set of proposals for the authorization of 
America’s transportation programs.  A full report on the conference will be provided at 
NVTC’s next meeting. 
 
 Stranded at the Station (Transportation for America).  This August 2009 report 
examines the impact of the financial crisis on public transportation. 
 
 
NVTC Financial Items for June and July, 2009 
 

Commissioners were provided with a copy of NVTC’s financial reports.   Mr. 
Taube observed that gas tax revenues continue to trend downward.   
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Closed Session for a Personnel Item 
 

Chairman Zimmerman moved, with a second by Senator Whipple, the following 
motion: 
 

Pursuant to the Virginia Freedom of Information Act (Sections 2.2-
3711A (1) of the Code of Virginia), the Northern Virginia 
Transportation Commission authorizes discussion in Closed 
Session concerning a personnel item, pertaining to the annual 
performance review of NVTC’s executive director.  

 
The vote in favor was cast by commissioners Albo, Badger, Bulova, Burk, Ebbin, 

Euille, Fisette, Foust, Greenfield, Herring, Herrity, Hudgins, Maller, McKay, Rust, 
Whipple and Zimmerman.   

 
The commission entered into Closed Session at 9:40 P.M. and returned to Open 

Session at 9:47 P.M. 
 

Mr. Euille moved, with a second by Mr. McKay, the following certification: 
 

The Northern Virginia Transportation Commission certifies that, to 
the best of each member’s knowledge and with no individual 
member dissenting, at the just concluded Closed Session: 
 
1. Only public business matters lawfully exempted from open 

meeting requirements under the Freedom of Information Act 
discussed; and 
 

2. Only such public business matters as were identified in the 
motion by which the Closed Session was convened were heard, 
discussed or considered. 

 
The vote in favor was cast by commissioners Albo, Badger, Bulova, Burk, Ebbin, 

Euille, Fisette, Foust, Greenfield, Herring, Herrity, Hudgins, Maller, McKay, Rust, 
Whipple and Zimmerman.   

 
Mr. Euille moved, with a second by Mr. McKay, to approve the recommendation 

presented to the commission during the closed session concerning the executive 
director’s annual performance review.  The vote in favor was cast by commissioners 
Albo, Badger, Bulova, Burk, Ebbin, Euille, Fisette, Foust, Greenfield, Herring, Herrity, 
Hudgins, Maller, McKay, Rust, Whipple and Zimmerman.  

 
   

Adjournment 
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Without objection, Chairman Zimmerman adjourned the meeting at 9:50 P.M. 

 
Approved this 5th day of November, 2009. 
 
     
 
       ________________________ 
       Christopher Zimmerman 
       Chairman 
 
 
____________________________ 
William Euille 
Secretary-Treasurer 



 

 

 

 
 
 
          AGENDA ITEM #2 
 
 
 
 
 
TO:  Chairman Zimmerman and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Rick Taube  
 
DATE: October 29, 2009 
 
SUBJECT: VRE Items 
              
 
A. Report from the VRE Operations Board and Chief Executive Officer--Information 

Item. 
 

B. Approval of Spotsylvania County Membership Agreement and VRE Master 
Agreement Amendments--Action Item/Resolution #2132. 

 
C. Additional VRE Locomotives--Action Item/Resolution #2133.  

 
D. VRE Operations/Maintenance Contract--Closed Session (Section 2.2-3711 A (6), 

(7) and (29) of the Code of Virginia).



 

   

 
 

Item #2A 
 

 
Report from the VRE Operations Board and Chief Executive Officer  
 
 Attached for your information are minutes from the VRE Operations Board 
meetings of September 18 and October 16, 2009.  Also attached are reports from the 
VRE Chief Executive Officer for September and October, including ridership and on-
time performance, among other information.   An article describes the new Virginia 
Amtrak service launched recently with VRE’s cooperation. 
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Virginia Railway Express 
 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S 
REPORT 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  MONTHLY DELAY SUMMARY 
 May June July August 
System wide     
Total delays 50 76 45 74 
Average length of delay (mins.) 15 21 20 16 
Number over 30 minutes 2 18 5 9 
Days with Heat Restrictions/Total days 0/20 3/22 0/22 4/21 
On-Time Performance 91.4% 88% 92.9% 87.8% 
Fredericksburg Line     
Total delays 33 43 24 38 
Average length of delay (mins.) 18 22 19 15 
Number over 30 minutes 2 11 2 4 
On-Time Performance 87.3% 84.9% 91.6% 86.1% 
Manassas Line     
Total delays 17 33 21 36 
Average length of delay (mins.) 11 19 21 17 
Number over 30 minutes 0 7 3 5 
On-Time Performance 94.7% 90.6% 94.0% 89.3% 
     
     
     

 

The total number of August trips in 2009 was 2.4% higher than in August 2008.  However, this 

is the fifth consecutive month of this calendar year in which ridership increased on the 

Manassas Line and decreased on the Fredericksburg Line.  We are continuing to attempt to 

determine the reason for this occurrence.  The average daily ridership number is 15,480 which 

represents a 1.8% year-to-date gain in ridership.  

 

System on time performance for August was 87.8%.  OTP on the Manassas Line was 89.3% and 

the Fredericksburg Line was 86.1%.  Most delays (45%) were due to 4 days of heat-related speed 

restrictions and one afternoon of switch/signal failures due to a signal bungalow overheating 

(HVAC failed). Despite these delays, 11 out of 21 days operated 90% or better. 

SYSTEM RIDERSHIP 

SYSTEM ON TIME PERFORMANCE 

 September 2009 
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The production of the first new locomotive has begun at Motive Power in Boise, Idaho.  The 

first unit will be delivered in June 2010.  The subsequent 11 units are scheduled to roll off the 

production line beginning in November 2010 and will continue at about two per month. I will 

continue to work to secure funding for the eight remaining units needed. 
 

 

The new state-funded train from Lynchburg will begin on October 1st.  The train will accept 

VRE passengers using an Amtrak “Step-Up” ticket, which upgrades a VRE ticket for an extra 

$10.00.  In order to accommodate this train, the VRE schedule was adjusted slightly. Train 331 

on the Manassas line is 5 minutes later and train #307 on the Fredericksburg line is 5 minutes 

earlier. 

 

NEW LOCOMOTIVE UPDATE 

OCTOBER SCHEDULE CHANGE 
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On September 9th, Amtrak police, TSA officials and more than 100 local police departments 

across 13 states including Washington, D.C., mobilized for Operation ALERTS (Allied Law 

Enforcement for Rail and Transit Security). This was a joint, coordinated and synchronized rail 

security operation performed throughout the northeastern United States. Every train station 

between Fredericksburg, Virginia and Essex Junction, Vermont was involved in the operation.   

 

This exercise was not in response to any particular threat, but rather part of an ongoing 

proactive approach to expand counterterrorism and incident response capabilities.  VRE 

arranged to have local law enforcement presence at all VRE stations on the Fredericksburg and 

Manassas Lines as well as CSX and Norfolk Southern police at key stations.   

 

 

The shifting of the west track at the Woodbridge station by CSX has been completed.  The 

exterior painting on the bridge has also begun and the project is expected to be completed in 

December. 

 

With increased attention being given to the impending flu season, particularly the potential 

spread of the H1N1 virus, VRE has begun a proactive approach to alerting riders of steps being 

taken as a front line defense.  Railcars are inspected each evening and all touch points 

disinfected, i.e., handrails, handles and bathrooms.  In addition, VRE is encouraging riders’ 

diligence in disease prevention, such as washing hands and coughing into the sleeve.  VRE will 

also be featured in an upcoming issue of APTA’s Passenger Transport regarding our efforts.  

The Clifton Betterment Association (CBA) has again approached VRE to operate excursion 

trains to and from the Clifton Day Antique, Arts & Crafts Festival on Sunday, October 11, 2009.  

Trains will stop at Manassas, Manassas Park, Burke Centre and Rolling Road, bringing riders to 

Clifton Day.  The CBA and VRE are currently finalizing the contract for this service.  The cost of 

train operations is paid for in advance by the CBA, who also receives proceeds from ticket sales.  

The full train schedule will be posted on the VRE web site shortly. 

 

Beginning in November, PRTC will be starting a new bus service to Tyson’s corner connecting 

with VRE at the Woodbridge station. Four round trips are anticipated.  Passengers with a VRE 

monthly ticket can transfer to the bus one way for free (Woodbridge to Tyson’s Corner) but 

must pay for the return bus trip.  Prices and schedules are being finalized and will be posted on 

the VRE web site when available. 

 

OPERATION ALERTS 

WOODBRIDGE STATION UPDATE 

H1N1 VIRUS 

CLIFTON DAY 

 

BUS SERVICE TO TYSON’S CORNER 
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On Wednesday, September 9th, I made a presentation before local elected officials and area 

business leaders at the request of the Northern Virginia Transportation Alliance (NVTA). This is 

the fifth year that the NVTA held a transportation seminar to address critical transportation 

needs in our region. This year’s topic focused on the impact of the I-66 corridor and 

surrounding communities. Fellow speakers included Tom Harrington, Metro; John Lynch, 

VDOT; Nick Nicholson, VDOT; and were highlighted by Secretary Pierce Homer’s insight into 

the current state of transportation in the Commonwealth.  My presentation included a summary 

of VRE performance as well as an update on the Gainesville-Haymarket project.   

 

NVTA TRANSPORTATION SEMINAR 
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MONTHLY ON-TIME PERFORMANCE ON-TIME 

PERCENTAGE 

August Fredericksburg OTP Average 86.1% 

August Manassas OTP Average 89.3% 

VRE  AUGUST  OVERALL OTP AVERAGE 87.8% 

 
MONTHLY PERFORMANCE MEASURES – AUGUST 2009 

RIDERSHIP YEAR TO DATE  RIDERSHIP  

VRE FY 2009 Passenger Totals  669,524 

VRE FY 2008 Passenger Totals  657,813 

PERCENTAGE CHANGE 1.5% 

RIDERSHIP MONTH TO MONTH COMPARISON 

DESCRIPTION MONTHLY RIDERSHIP 

AUGUST 2009 326,954 

AUGUST 2008 319,222 

PERCENTAGE CHANGE  2.4% 

SERVICE DAYS (CURRENT/PRIOR) 21 / 21 
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MM    II    NN    UU    TT    EE    SS  
  

VRE OPERATIONS BOARD MEETING 
PRTC HEADQUARTERS – PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY, VIRGINIA 

 SEPTEMBER 18, 2009 
 

MEMBERS PRESENT JURISDICTION 
Sharon Bulova (NVTC) Fairfax County 
Maureen Caddigan (PRTC) Prince William County 
Wally Covington (PRTC) Prince William County 
John D. Jenkins (PRTC) Prince William County 
Matthew Kelly (PRTC) City of Fredericksburg 
Paul Milde (PRTC) Stafford County 
Kevin Page DRPT 
George H. Schwartz (PRTC) Stafford County 
Jonathan Way (PRTC) City of Manassas 
Christopher Zimmerman (NVTC) Arlington County 

 
MEMBERS ABSENT JURISDICTION 
Patrick Herrity (NVTC) Fairfax County 
Suhas Naddoni (PRTC) City of Manassas Park 
Paul Smedberg (NVTC) City of Alexandria 

 
ALTERNATES ABSENT JURISDICTION 
Marc Aveni (PRTC) City of Manassas 
Charles Badger DRPT 
Brad Ellis City of Fredericksburg 
Harry Crisp (PRTC) Stafford County 
Mark Dudenhefer (PRTC) Stafford County 
Jay Fisette (NVTC) Arlington County 
Frank C. Jones (PRTC) City of Manassas Park 
Timothy Lovain (NVTC) City of Alexandria 
Michael C. May (PRTC) Prince William County 
Jeff McKay (NVTC) Fairfax County 
Martin E. Nohe (PRTC) Prince William County 
John Stirrup (PRTC) Prince William County 

 
STAFF AND GENERAL PUBLIC  
Laura Bateman – PHD Consulting/ 

Bombardier 
Tim Craver – BLET 
Anna Gotthardt – VRE 
Kelly Hannon – Free Lance-Star 
Al Harf – PRTC staff 
Christine Hoeffner – VRE 
Angela Horan –PW Attorney 
Ann King – VRE  
Mike Lake -- Fairfax DOT 
Trinh Lam – VRE 
Bob Leibbrandt – Prince William County 
 

Steve MacIsaac – VRE counsel 
April Maguigad – VRE 
Greg Marston – IBT 
Betsie Massie – PRTC staff 
Dick Peacock – citizen 
Lynn Rivers – Arlington County 
Mark Roeber – VRE 
Mike Schaller - citizen 
Jennifer Straub – VRE 
Rick Taube – NVTC staff 
Walter Yeatts – United Transp. Union 
Dale Zehner – VRE 
 

** Delineates arrival following the commencement of the Board meeting.  Notation of 
exact arrival time is included in the body of the minutes. 
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Chairman Zimmerman called the meeting to order at 9:35 A.M.  Following the Pledge of 
Allegiance, roll call was taken.  
 
 
Approval of the Agenda – 3 
 
Mr. Zehner stated that Agenda Item #9C has been updated with a correction.  Mr. 
Covington moved, with a second by Mr. Jenkins, to approve the amended agenda.  The 
vote in favor was cast by Board Members Bulova, Caddigan, Covington, Jenkins, Kelly, 
Milde, Page, Schwartz, Way and Zimmerman. 
 
 
Minutes of the August 21, 2009, VRE Operations Board Meeting – 4 

 
Ms. Bulova moved, with a second by Mr. Kelly, to approve the minutes.  The vote in 
favor was cast by Board Members Bulova, Caddigan, Covington, Jenkins, Kelly, Milde, 
Page, Schwartz, Way and Zimmerman. 
 
 
Chairman’s Comments – 5 
 
Chairman Zimmerman had no comments. 
 
  
Chief Executive Officer’s Report – 6 
 
Mr. Zehner reported that VRE ridership for the period from July and August is up 1.5 % 
compared to the same time last year.  On-time performance still remains strong.  He 
also reported that he met with other commuter rail CEOs at a meeting in Chicago on 
September 15th and learned that nationally, commuter rail ridership is down (New York 
4%, Los Angeles 6%, San Francisco 5%, and Chicago 5%).  All of these systems are 
much bigger systems than VRE, but the economy has affected their ridership.  Some of 
the systems will have to make service cuts.   
 
Mr. Zehner also reported that Mark Roeber has been working with VDOT on a project to 
install 120 VRE pathfinder signs around the stations and roadways.  Currently, 63 signs 
have been put up. The signs have VRE’s new logo, which is easier to read.   
 
Mr. Zehner announced that Clifton Day is scheduled for Sunday, October 11th and VRE 
will again run special trains for this event.  The event will be promoted on VRE’s website 
and via seat notices on the trains.   
 
Mr. Zehner also announced that beginning November 9th, PRTC will start a new bus 
service to Tysons Corner with a connection at the Woodbridge VRE station.  Four round 
trips are currently scheduled, most of which were designed to meet VRE trains at the 
station.  VRE riders with a monthly ticket will be able to receive a free trip to Tysons 
Corner, but must pay the full fare for the return trip.  Prices and schedules are being 
finalized.  VRE and PRTC will be closely monitoring this new service and will make 
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adjustments as necessary.  Mr. Zehner explained that this is a new market that PRTC 
and VRE do not currently serve and actually is not served very well by any form of 
transit.  Mr. Harf explained that this is a mitigation project funded by the Commonwealth 
and is being launched because of the Beltway HOT Lanes construction.  The 
expectation is that when the HOT Lanes are completed, the market will be ripe for bus 
traffic.  
 
Mr. Zehner stated that VRE is being proactive in its response to addressing the H1N1 
flu.  Railcars are being thoroughly wiped down on all “touch points” (i.e., handrails, door 
handles and grab handles).  VRE is also conducting internal training to better inform 
staff of H1N1 and emphasize VRE’s contingency plans.  Amtrak has taken steps to 
ensure that their train crews are immunized and extra boards are fully staffed to replace 
sick crew members.  In addition, managers who are qualified to operate trains will do 
so, if needed.  The last resort would be to cut service (starting with mid-day service), but 
that is unlikely. 
 
VRE Riders’ and Public Comment – 7 
 
Dick Peacock stated that he is pleased to see that the state sponsored train service 
from Lynchburg to Washington, D.C. will stop at the L’Enfant Plaza station, which is a 
major tourist destination station, as well as a station that serves four Metrorail lines.  He 
is also pleased with VRE’s on-time performance, PRTC bus service to Tysons Corner, 
and contingency plans for H1N1. 
 
 
Consent Agenda – 8 
 
Ms. Caddigan moved, with a second by Mr. Kelly, to approve the following Consent 
Agenda items: 
 

Resolution #8A-08-2009:   Authorization to Issue an Invitation for Bids for 
Gallery Railcar Parts 

 
Resolution #8B-08-2009:  Authorization to Amend a Task Order with HDR for 

Construction Phase Geotechnical and Materials 
Testing 

 
The Board voted on the motion and it unanimously passed.  The vote in favor was cast 
by Board Members Bulova, Caddigan, Covington, Jenkins, Kelly, Milde, Page, 
Schwartz, Way and Zimmerman. 
 
 
Authorization to Execute a Purchase Order with Dominion Power for Installation of New 
Electric Service at the Broad Run Yard -  9A 
 
Mr. Zehner stated that the Operations Board is being asked to authorize him as CEO to 
execute a purchase order with Dominion Power for installation of new electric service 
for the Broad Run Yard in the amount of $67,272, plus a 15 percent contingency of 
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$10,091, for a total amount not to exceed $77,363.  Resolution #9A-09-2009 would 
accomplish this. 
 
Mr. Zehner explained that an electric service capable of meeting the increased 
demands of the new maintenance facility is now required.  This new service will provide 
the necessary upgrades to the existing service and allow VRE to begin use of the facility 
immediately upon construction completion.  The installation will be performed by 
Dominion Power.   
 
Mr. Covington moved, by a second by Ms. Caddigan, to approve the resolution.  The 
vote in favor was cast by Board Members Bulova, Caddigan, Covington, Jenkins, Kelly, 
Milde, Page, Schwartz, Way and Zimmerman. 
 
 
Authorization to Conduct Public Hearings Related to a Proposed Tariff Amendment and 
Amend the VRE Tariff – 9B 
 
Mr. Zehner stated that the Operations Board is being asked to authorize him to amend 
the VRE tariff to reflect changes in the discounted fare policy process, Free Ride 
Certificate/Service Guarantee Program (FRC program), and other administrative 
changes.  The Board is also being asked to authorize him to solicit comments through a 
public hearing in Alexandria related to a proposed change to eliminate the discounted 
youth fare. 
 
Mr. Zehner explained that as part of the budget process, VRE staff not only examined 
opportunities to reduce expenses and/or increase revenue, but also considered policy 
changes that could be made to enhance the rider experience.  Based on these 
discussions, two tariff changes are being recommended: changes to the discounted fare 
program and lowering the FRC threshold.  In addition, several other administrative 
changes are being recommended to ensure consistency with current policies.  
Jurisdictional staff have been briefed on these changes.   
 
Mr. Zehner stated that VRE currently has three types of discounted fares entitling 
patrons to ride at a 50 percent discount: youth, seniors and riders with disabilities.  VRE 
has built a system of checks and balances into the discounted fare system to mitigate 
the potential for discounted fare abuse.  First, discounted fares can only be purchased 
at an authorized vendor.  Currently, all vendors are trained to look for specific 
identification indicating that a rider is eligible for a discount.  Second, conductors have 
the authority to check the identification used to purchase the discounted ticket when a 
rider may not appear to be eligible.  Despite these efforts, over the past several months, 
VRE staff has noticed an increase in the usage of discounted tickets by riders who are 
not eligible for a discount.  Therefore, staff is recommending some changes. 
 
Mr. Zehner stated that for the senior fare it is recommended that VRE continue to offer 
the same discount for seniors 65 years and older, but limit the number of vendors 
selling discounted tickets to those near destination stations of Franconia/Springfield, 
Alexandria, Crystal City, L’Enfant and Union Station.  In addition, Commuter Direct 
would be able to sell the discounted tickets for seniors.  Mr. Schwartz observed that a 
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senior traveling from Fredericksburg would not be able to purchase a senior fare in 
Fredericksburg.  Mr. Zehner stated that the senior would have to purchase a one-way 
fare for the first trip and then could purchase a 10-Ride discounted ticket when he 
reached his destination.   Currently there are only 11 vendors, so many stations are not 
being served by a vendor.  Ms. Straub stated that most regular riders buy their tickets in 
advance.  Mr. Way asked what percentage of senior tickets are sold near destination 
stations.  Mr. Zehner stated that staff does not know this information.  Mr. Way asked if 
staff is convinced that this change will not represent any serious inconvenience for 
seniors.  Mr. Zehner responded no.  However, potentially a senior tourist or one-time 
rider could be inconvenienced.    
 
Mr. Zehner stated that the recommended change for disabled fare would be to continue 
to offer the discount, but bring in-house the distribution of the identification card required 
to purchase disabled tickets.  The number of vendors selling these types of tickets 
would also be limited to the destination stations.  In addition, Commuter Direct would be 
able to sell the discounted tickets by mail for riders with disabilities. 
 
Mr. Zehner stated that the recommended change for the youth fare is for children 10 
years and under to ride free with a fare paying adult and eliminate further youth 
discounts.  VRE would conduct a public hearing on this fare change and report back to 
the Board with a recommendation.  Ms. Bulova asked if Metro or other transit systems 
have a youth fare.  Chairman Zimmerman replied that Metro does not; Prince Georges 
just cut its youth fare; and Arlington has a half price bus youth fare.  Mr. Zehner does 
not believe that MARC has a youth fare.   
 
Mr. Zehner stated that the Free Ride Certificate (FRC) program is another program that 
VRE can adjust to provide an extra level of customer service without additional cost.  
Despite the improvement in on-time performance, VRE riders are still concerned about 
arriving at their destination at the scheduled time.  VRE staff believes that decreasing 
the FRC program threshold back to 30 minutes from 60 minutes will not only highlight 
VRE’s commitment to on-time performance, but will promote a sense of goodwill among 
the riders at a time when fares are rising.  The change in this policy is expected to have 
no effect on the budget.   
 
Mr. Zehner explained the other administrative changes that need to be made to the tariff 
to bring it in line with current VRE policies, which include: 
 

1. Bicycle policy – In May 2009, VRE amended its bike policy to allow full-sized 
bicycles on select trains.  The tariff would be changed to reflect those 
changes. 
 

2. Dangerous Items, Weapons, and Firearms – VRE’s tariff currently states that 
firearms are not permitted on-board trains.  However, that conflicts with the 
current laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia.  The tariff would be amended 
to reflect Commonwealth laws and further delineate those items which are 
banned from the train. 
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3. Ticket Names – the names of different ticket types have caused confusion for 
some of VRE’s new riders.  For instance, there are those who have mistaken 
a 10-trip ticket to be good for 10 round trips, rather than 10 one-way trips.  
Tariff changes to ticket names may assist riders in better understanding 
VRE's system and avoiding fare evasion penalties.  In this example, 10-Trip 
would be changed to 10-Ride. 

 
In response to a question from Chairman Zimmerman, Mr. Zehner explained that VRE 
only needs a public hearing regarding the proposed change to the youth fare discount, 
which would be held during October/early November in Alexandria.  Staff will report 
back to the Operations Board with a summary of comments and recommendation for 
action in November.  With all of the recommended changes, staff believes that between 
15 and 30 percent of current discounted fares will be converted to full fare purchases.  
This could result in an increase in annual fare revenue of between $150,000 and 
$300,000.  In response to a question from Chairman Zimmerman, Mr. Zehner stated 
that the other tariff changes just require Board action, which would be accomplished by 
approving Resolution #9B-09-2009. 
 
Ms. Bulova moved, with a second by Mr. Milde, to approve the resolution. 
 
Mr. Milde stated that he has the opportunity to ride VRE occasionally and he hears 
regularly from passengers that they did not like it when VRE changed the FRC program 
to 60 minutes.    Chairman Zimmerman asked how much revenue was generated from 
the last fare increase.  Mr. Zehner replied that it was approximately $1.5 million.  
Chairman Zimmerman stated that the estimated cost for the FRC program is $20,000 
and, therefore, changing the FRC policy is a smart thing to do.   
 
Chairman Zimmerman noted for the record that encouraging people to bring guns onto 
loaded trains is a stupid idea.   He personally would not change the tariff.  He worries 
about the message that is being sent to the public.  In response to a question from Mr. 
Way, Mr. Zehner stated that VRE makes it clear to any rider that asks about firearms, 
that once the train crosses the river into Washington, D.C., the rider is under D.C. law, 
which requires people to have permits to carry a firearm.  Mr. Milde disagreed with 
Chairman Zimmerman and stated that there is no evidence that a person carrying a 
firearm on a train increases the risk of violence.  In fact, it could decrease the risk.  Ms. 
Bulova stated that whether carrying firearms on a train is a good idea or not, there is a 
state law that allows it, so VRE is bringing its policies into consistency with the laws of 
the Commonwealth.   
 
Mr. Covington stated that he would like to see some flexibility with the tourist element, 
especially in the summer time when there is more space on the trains.  He encouraged 
VRE to look at possible variations that would not hurt VRE’s revenue stream.    
 
The Board then voted on the motion and it passed.  The unanimous vote in favor was 
cast by Board Members Bulova, Caddigan, Covington, Jenkins, Kelly, Milde, Page, 
Schwartz, Way and Zimmerman. 
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Virginia Railway Express 
 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S 
REPORT 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  MONTHLY DELAY SUMMARY 
 June July August September 
System wide     
Total delays 76 45 74 36 
Average length of delay (mins.) 21 20 16 15 
Number over 30 minutes 18 5 9 2 
Days with Heat Restrictions/Total days 3/22 0/22 4/21 0/21 
On-Time Performance 88% 92.9% 87.8% 94.1% 
Fredericksburg Line     
Total delays 43 24 38 13 
Average length of delay (mins.) 22 19 15 14 
Number over 30 minutes 11 2 4 0 
On-Time Performance 84.9% 91.6% 86.1% 95.2% 
Manassas Line     
Total delays 33 21 36 23 
Average length of delay (mins.) 19 21 17 16 
Number over 30 minutes 7 3 5 2 
On-Time Performance 90.6% 94.0% 89.3% 93.2% 
     
     
     

 

The year-to-date gain in ridership is 9,986 riders higher than last year which represents a 1% 

increase.  However, the total number of September trips in 2009 was -0.5% lower than in 

September 2008. 

 

System on time performance for September was 94.1%.  OTP on the Manassas Line was 93.2% 

and the Fredericksburg Line was 95.2%.  The last time we had 95% OTP on the Fredericksburg 

Line was 2001.  We had a total of 36 delays out of 609 trains during the month of September, 

25% were Amtrak interference.  We only had six mechanical delays.  We have achieved over 

90% system wide for 6 months during CY 2009. 

 

VRE experienced its highest ridership day ever on Tuesday, October 6, 2009.  The total ridership 

number was 17,826.  Ridership was pretty evenly distributed between the Manassas line at 8,869 

and the Fredericksburg line at 8,957. The second largest ridership day at 17,751 was January 6, 

2009.  Six out of the remaining eight top ten ridership days were in 2009 and two were in 2008. 

SYSTEM RIDERSHIP 

SYSTEM ON TIME PERFORMANCE 

TOP TEN RIDERSHIP DAYS 

 October 2009 
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The annual Master Agreement Survey to determine jurisdictional subsidies was performed on 

Wednesday, October 7th.  Station counters and survey workers were on every train and at each 

station to ensure accurate results.  The surveys will be tabulated and the results made available 

in December. 

 

 

VRE provided train service for Clifton Day on October 11th.  Trains ran from the Manassas, 

Manassas Park, Rolling Road and Burke Centre Stations to Clifton for free. Tickets for the return 

trip from Clifton were purchased at the festival for $5.  The train service was paid for by the 

Clifton Betterment Association, who was also responsible for selling the tickets and collecting 

the ticket revenue. 

 

 

Work continues on various elements of the elevator/stair tower and pedestrian bridge, 

including painting and window installation, at the Woodbridge station.  Shifting of the west 

track and construction of the platform are complete.  Upcoming work includes canopy 

construction and elevator installation.  The project is expected to be completed by December of 

this year. 

 

 

The Department of Historic Resources is currently reviewing the archeological report for 

Brooke.  Once their comments have been received, the draft Environmental Assessment (EA) 

will be submitted to FTA.  The surface parking lot to the south of the existing lot has been 

selected as the preferred alternative.  Stafford County is working with the property owner on 

advanced property acquisition via the hardship process.  In an effort to expedite this process, 

VRE hired a consultant to perform the title search and appraisals per federal requirements.  The 

property may be acquired using federal funds as soon as either the hardship application or the 

EA is approved by FTA.   

 

 

FTA notified VRE that the EA for Leeland Road should be approved this month.   Final design 

will begin as soon as the EA is officially approved.  The preferred alternative for the 200 space 

surface parking expansion is the PRTC property to the west of the existing lot.  The Stafford 

County Board of Supervisors reclassified the zoning of this property to allow parking at their 

October 6, 2009 meeting.   

MASTER AGREEMENT SURVEY 

CLIFTON DAY 

WOODBRIDGE STATION EXPANSION UPDATE 

BROOKE PARKING EXPANSION UPDATE 

LEELAND PARKING EXPANSION UPDATE 
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Authorization to Enter Into a Contract for Custodial and Facility Maintenance Services – 
9C 
 
Mr. Zehner explained that the VRE Operations Board is being asked to authorize him to 
enter into contracts for custodial and facility maintenance services with NV Enterprises 
of Reston, Virginia in an amount not to exceed $2.6 million.   Resolution #9C-09-2009 
would accomplish this. 
 
Mr. Zehner explained that the existing contract will expire on October 31, 2009.  
Different from previous years, VRE issued an RFP that separated daily custodial 
services and routine maintenance into two separate contracts, allowing specialized 
firms to bid either or both scopes of work.  One proposal for each solicitation was 
received on July 31, 2009.  Following selection committee review of the proposals, VRE 
staff is recommending award of both contracts to NV Enterprises.  The procurement 
was designed to allow for a five-year contract for each service (base year, plus four 
one-year renewable options).  Award of the first year of the custodial facilities contract is 
being recommended at an amount not to exceed $1.8 million.  Award of the first year of 
the maintenance services contract is being recommended at an amount not to exceed 
$800,000.  Due to the size of the contract, award of subsequent contract years will be 
brought before the Operations Board annually.   
 
Ms. Bulova moved, with a second by Mr. Schwartz, to approve Resolution #9C-09-
2009.  The vote in favor was cast by Board Members Bulova, Caddigan, Covington, 
Jenkins, Kelly, Milde, Page, Schwartz, Way and Zimmerman. 
 
  
Adjournment  
 
Without objection, Chairman Zimmerman adjourned the meeting at 10:11 A.M. 
 
Approved this 16th day of October 2009. 
 
 
_____________________________ 
Christopher Zimmerman 
Chairman 
 
 
 
_____________________________ 
Sharon Bulova                     
Secretary 
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CERTIFICATION 
 
This certification hereby acknowledges that the minutes for the September 18, 2009 
Virginia Railway Express Operations Board Meeting have been recorded to the best of 
my ability.                           

                                                                      
                                                                                              Rhonda Gilchrest 
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MONTHLY ON-TIME PERFORMANCE ON-TIME 

PERCENTAGE 

September Fredericksburg OTP Average 95.2% 

September Manassas OTP Average 93.2% 

VRE  SEPTEMBER OVERALL OTP AVERAGE 94.1% 

 
MONTHLY PERFORMANCE MEASURES – SEPTEMBER 2009 

RIDERSHIP YEAR TO DATE  RIDERSHIP  

VRE FY 2009 Passenger Totals  1,008,315 

VRE FY 2008 Passenger Totals  998,329 

PERCENTAGE CHANGE    1.0% 

RIDERSHIP MONTH TO MONTH COMPARISON 

DESCRIPTION MONTHLY RIDERSHIP 

SEPTEMBER 2009 338,791 

SEPTEMBER 2008 340,516 

PERCENTAGE CHANGE  -0.5% 

SERVICE DAYS (CURRENT/PRIOR) 21/21 
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Sharon Bulova (NVTC) Fairfax County 
Maureen Caddigan (PRTC) Prince William County 
Wally Covington (PRTC)** Prince William County 
Patrick Herrity (NVTC) Fairfax County 
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Martin E. Nohe (PRTC) Prince William County 
John Stirrup (PRTC) Prince William County 

 
STAFF AND GENERAL PUBLIC  
Michelle Basch – WTOP Radio 
Laura Bateman – PWHD/Bombardier 
William Bates – United Transp. Union 
Donna Boxer – VRE 
Jennifer Buske – Washington Post 
Nancy Collins – Stafford County 
Rich Dalton – VRE 
John Duque – VRE 
Kelly Hannon – Free Lance-Star 
Al Harf – PRTC staff 
Herbert Harris – BLET 
Ann King – VRE  
Uriah Kiser – News and Messenger 
Mike Lake -- Fairfax DOT 
Lezlie Lamb - VRE 
Bob Leibbrandt – Prince William County 

Steve MacIsaac – VRE counsel 
April Maguigad – VRE 
Greg Marston – IBT 
Betsie Massie – PRTC staff 
Sirel Mouchantaf – VRE 
Peyton Onks – Sup. Herrity’s Office 
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Rick Taube – NVTC staff 
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Kyle Weis – 
Walter Yeatts – United Transp. Union 
Dale Zehner – VRE 

** Delineates arrival following the commencement of the Board meeting.  Notation of exact 
arrival time is included in the body of the minutes. 
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Chairman Zimmerman called the meeting to order at 9:33 A.M.  Following the Pledge of 
Allegiance, roll call was taken.  
 
 
Approval of the Agenda – 3 
 
Without objection, the Board accepted the agenda as presented.   
 
 
Minutes of the September 18, 2009, VRE Operations Board Meeting – 4 

 
Mr. Kelly moved, with a second by Ms. Bulova, to approve the minutes.  The vote in 
favor was cast by Board Members Bulova, Caddigan, Herrity, Jenkins, Kelly, Milde, 
Page, Schwartz, Way and Zimmerman.   
 
 
Chairman’s Comments – 5 
 
Chairman Zimmerman stated that he participated in the inaugural run on September 
30th of the “Amtrak Virginia,” which is an intercity rail service from Washington, DC to 
Lynchburg being sponsored by the Commonwealth of Virginia.  He stated that it is an 
important step in the overall restoration of rail service in the Commonwealth’s future, as 
well as the entire country’s future. VRE helped to make the service possible by 
providing some of its train slots.   Chairman Zimmerman also reported that he attended 
the recent APTA Conference and there was tremendous interest in high speed rail 
throughout the country.   
 
[Mr. Covington and Mr. Smedberg arrived at 9:35 A.M.] 
 
  
Chief Executive Officer’s Report – 6 
 
Mr. Zehner pointed out that pictures are on display of the Woodbridge second platform 
construction project, which should be completed by December 2009.  He also 
introduced a new VRE employee, Rich Dalton, who has joined VRE as Director of Rail 
Equipment and Services.  Mr. Dalton has 20 years of locomotive maintenance 
experience.   
 
Mr. Zehner stated that in response to a request from Mr. Milde, a satellite connected 
clock will be installed at the Brooke VRE station as a pilot project.  If successful, staff 
will look at installing more clocks at other stations. 
  
Mr. Zehner reported that ridership through September is up one percent.  Compared to 
other systems in the commuter rail industry, this is still good news.  On October 14th 
ridership hit 18,000 for the first time in VRE’s history.  On-time performance for 
September was 95 percent on the Fredericksburg line and 93 percent on the Manassas 
line.  VRE parking demand is also up and five out of 13 origination stations are at critical 
levels for parking capacity: Broad Run (117%), Leeland (111%), Fredericksburg (110%), 
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Manassas Park (110%), and Rolling Road (95%). This means that these five station 
parking lots completely fill up and people are parking on streets around the station.   Mr. 
Zehner stated that there are two major parking initiatives underway at Leeland Road 
and a potential garage deck at Broad Run.  FTA notified VRE that the Environmental 
Analysis (EA) for Leeland Road should be approved this month.  Final design would 
begin as soon as the EA is officially approved.   Prince William County is providing $1 
million to start the Environmental Analysis and potential design of the Broad Run 
parking deck.  
 
Mr. Way expressed his concern that there is a safety hazard with the parking situation 
at the Broad Run station.  The parking lots are filled to capacity and people are parking 
on feeder streets and have to walk on the streets to get to the station.  He observed that 
the Gainesville extension, if it happens, could alleviate some of this problem, but it is at 
least eight years away.  VRE needs to find an interim solution. 
 
Mr. Zehner also announced that VRE has received 18 comments to date concerning 
discontinuing the youth fare discount.  VRE will continue to receive comments and a 
recommendation will be made at the next Board meeting.  He also reported that Clifton 
Day on October 11th was a success, with VRE running excursion trains. 
 
Ms. Bulova stated that she also enjoyed riding the “Amtrak Virginia” inaugural train, but 
there are still a few kinks that need to be worked out.  People are receiving conflicting 
information when they call DRPT and/or Amtrak about whether there is a stop at Burke 
Centre station, which there is.  There is also some confusion about the step-up fare.  
She has already talked with Secretary of Transportation Pierce Homer, but asked VRE 
staff to work with DRPT and help resolve these issues.  Mr. Page explained that the 
Burke Centre station was added as a step-up station at the request of VRE.  Amtrak has 
been formally asked to add this station to its national system.  There may be some 
minor schedule adjustments that need to be made.  Also, DRPT is looking at adding 
ticket vending machines at the station. Mr. Page stated that there has been strong 
interest in this train service already.  Chairman Zimmerman observed that the farther 
south the inaugural train traveled, the more people turned out for the festivities at each 
station.  This shows how significant this service is to those communities. 
  
 
VRE Riders’ and Public Comment – 7 
 
William Bates, Legislative Director (Washington, DC) for the United Transportation 
Union, explained that he represents VRE’s train conductors.  He stated that since VRE’s 
inception in 1992, Amtrak employees have been manning VRE trains and have done a 
fantastic job, especially in the area of safety.  He provided statistics on performance and 
safety.  He concluded by reviewing the benefits of keeping Amtrak as VRE’s contractor. 
 
Herbert Harris, Chairman and State Representative (Washington, DC) for the 
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and Trainmen (BLET), stated that he represents 
the engineers that operate VRE trains.  He stated that VRE’s selection of a contract 
provider will signal two important things: a commitment to safety, as well as a potential 
for growth and expansion into new communities and counties.  Therefore, he stated in 
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their view only one bidder, Amtrak, can partner with VRE to meet these expectations.  
Also, there is a renewed commitment to safety and improvement at Amtrak under the 
new leadership of President/CEO Joseph Boardman.  Mr. Harris provided a written copy 
of his statement to the Board. 
 
Chairman Zimmerman thanked Mr. Bates and Mr. Harris for their comments and asked 
them to extend the Board’s appreciation to the train crews for their hard work and 
dedication to VRE.   
 
   
Authorization to Award a Contract for the VRE Electronic Newsletter -  8A 
 
Mr. Zehner stated that the VRE Operations Board is being asked to authorize him to 
award a contract for the VRE electronic newsletter to TransitTalk, LLC in an amount not 
to exceed $60,000 over a five year period.  Resolution #8A-10-2009 would accomplish 
this. 
 
Mr. Zehner explained that Train Talk, VRE’s e-mail announcement system, is an 
essential tool that provides VRE passengers with the latest information on VRE service.  
The e-mails provide real-time information during major service disruptions as well as 
information on safety, courtesy, possible weather related issues, policy changes and 
other information that might affect one’s commute. Train Talk has proven to be VRE’s 
most successful method for disseminating information to passengers and is an 
indispensible customer service tool. 
 
Mr. Zehner further explained that VRE’s current contract for these services expires in 
January of 2010.  VRE issued a RFP and two proposals were received on September 
18, although only one was deemed responsive.  Following an evaluation committee 
review and negotiations, a recommendation for award is being made to TransitTalk, 
LLC of Atlanta, Georgia.   The contract will be for five years, a base year plus four 
options years, with the CEO exercising the option years at his discretion.  The base 
year and the option years include upgrades requested as part of the RFP as well as 
annual maintenance, archiving, communications infrastructure and personnel support.  
Upgrades include a passenger vacation deferral setting and additional rider preference 
options.  The new contract reflects an annual cost reduction of $3,000 as compared to 
the existing contract. 
 
Mr. Jenkins moved, with a second by Ms. Caddigan, to approve Resolution #8A-10-
2009. The vote in favor was cast by Board Members Bulova, Caddigan, Covington, 
Herrity, Jenkins, Kelly, Milde, Page, Schwartz, Smedberg, Way and Zimmerman.   
 
 
Authorization to Execute a Right of Way Agreement with Dominion Virginia Power for a 
Utility Easement – 8B 
 
Mr. Zehner stated that Resolution #8B-10-2009 would authorize VRE’s CEO to execute 
a Right of Way Agreement with Dominion Virginia Power for a utility easement at the 
Leeland Road radio tower site.  He explained that the Mid-Atlantic Tower Holding 
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Company is under contract with VRE to construct a radio communication tower at the 
Leeland Road VRE station.  Dominion Virginia Power will be providing the power to 
operate the dish antennae and other equipment at the power site.  The tower site is 
located on the southeastern corner of the parcel owned by PRTC at the station site.  
The proposed easement is entirely on this parcel and measures 15’ wide by 170’ long.  
As the PRTC property is land-locked from Leeland Road, with access to the site coming 
across a Stafford County owned parcel to the east, additional easement applications 
have been made to Stafford County by both VRE and Dominion Virginia Power. 
 
Mr. Zehner stated that all installation work is expected to be complete by December 
2009 and will not disturb the existing parking configuration.  VRE will not incur any 
expense for installation and operations at this site.  The work is being performed in 
close coordination with the Leeland parking expansion project. 
 
Mr. Smedberg moved, with a second by Mr. Schwartz, to approve Resolution #8B-10-
2009. The vote in favor was cast by Board Members Bulova, Caddigan, Covington, 
Herrity, Jenkins, Kelly, Milde, Page, Schwartz, Smedberg, Way and Zimmerman.   
 
 
Authorization to Amend the Contract for the VRE Woodbridge Station Expansion Project 
– 8C 
 
Mr. Zehner stated that the Operations Board is being asked to authorize him to execute 
a change order with Costello Construction for a temporary Kiss and Ride lot at the 
Woodbridge VRE station, increasing the contract value by $300,744, for a total contract 
value not to exceed $4,545,660.   
 
Mr. Zehner explained that the Woodbridge VRE station expansion project will construct 
a platform on the west side of the tracks along with an overhead pedestrian bridge 
connecting into the existing parking garage on the east side.  The project was originally 
designed to include a Kiss and Ride facility serving the new elevator/stair tower, with 
access to and from Route 1.  While VRE worked to coordinate construction of the Kiss 
and Ride with the proposed Route 1/123 interchange project, VDOT has postponed the 
proposed interchange construction date, due to a lack of funding, until at least 2015.   
 
Mr. Zehner further explained that the property adjacent to the elevator/stair tower 
currently consists of broken asphalt pavement and remains of structures that have been 
demolished.  Until such time as a formal Kiss and Ride facility can be constructed, VRE 
recommends providing temporary passenger car and bus access at this location.  In 
response to a question from Mr. Way, Mr. Mouchantaf explained that work would 
include paved drive lanes and an ADA-accessible concrete sidewalk along the 
driveway, leading to the tower entrance.  Lighting, fencing and basic landscaping are 
also included in the scope. 
 
In response to a question from Mr. Milde, Mr. Zehner stated that this project had an 
original budget but the cost of this construction project is much less than anticipated, 
allowing these funds to be used for this purpose, which was not part of the original 
design.  The original design assumed that the Route 1/123 interchange would be 
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completed before VRE completed the second platform.  Federal funds are being used 
for the local match, which is eight percent of the total ($24,000).   
 
Mr. Milde asked who owns the property.  Mr. Zehner explained that the property is 
owned by the VRE system, but all property is held in the name of the commissions, in 
this case by PRTC.  Mr. Milde also asked if VRE reviewed this proposal with the MPO 
and Mr. Zehner responded that it was discussed with the local jurisdictions.  Mr. Zehner 
stated that this project has a unique history and pre-dates the VRE policy change where 
parking projects now must have a local match by the local jurisdictions. Mr. Milde 
observed that this work is an addition to the original project.  Mr. Mouchantaf stated that 
Prince William County provided the local match for the entire project, including the Kiss 
and Ride.  It is not costing the other member jurisdictions anything because it is a 
federal earmark and being matched with state funds, and funding from Prince William 
County. 
 
Ms. Caddigan moved, with a second by Mr. Jenkins, to approve the resolution.    
 
Ms. Caddigan stated that this is the busiest parking lot in the Route 1 corridor and the 
improvements to the Kiss and Ride will be beneficial.   
 
Mr. Kelly stated that he will support this because it is a good project, but expressed his 
frustration that there are critical parking situations shared by other jurisdictions.  Parking 
is a critical issue especially as VRE continues to grow and, therefore, VRE needs to 
look at how it will deal with parking issues.   In response to Mr. Milde, Mr. Jenkins stated 
that parking costs have always been the responsibility of the jurisdiction.  Ms. Straub 
further explained that in this situation the 2003 federal grant is frozen and can only be 
used for the Woodbridge project. So VRE can do this additional work and have it funded 
by the grant, or the funds need to be returned.   Mr. Milde observed that there are no 
savings to VRE if this work is not done. 
 
Mr. Harf clarified that PRTC does not intend to have buses use this temporary Kiss and 
Ride lot because it would be considered hazardous to cross Route 1.   The permanent 
Route 1/123 interchange, which has been delayed until 2015, was designed for bus 
use.  
 
The Board then voted on Resolution #8C-10-2009.  The vote in favor was cast by Board 
Members Bulova, Caddigan, Covington, Herrity, Jenkins, Kelly, Milde, Page, Schwartz, 
Smedberg, Way and Zimmerman.   
 
 
Authorization to Modify the Contract for a New Locomotive Purchase – 8D 
 
Mr. Zehner stated that Resolution #8D-10-2009 would recommend that the 
Commissions authorize him to modify the contract with Motive Power, Inc., for the 
purchase of locomotives so that the base order is increased from 12 to up to 15 
locomotives, increasing the contract value by $10,997,829, plus a 10% contingency of 
$1,099,783, for a total contract value up to $60,579,992. 
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Mr. Zehner explained that two of these locomotives would be purchased using bonus 
obligation funding provided through the Commonwealth of Virginia and VRE formula 
funds.  Match for the bonus obligation grant will be provided using proceeds from the 
sale of the Mafersa railcars and state matching funds.  VRE formula funds are matched 
via state and proceeds from the Mafersa railcar sale.  The third unit will be purchased 
pending approval of a FY 2010 federal earmark, with match being provided from the 
same sources. Senator Warner and Senator Webb are sponsors of this earmark.     
 
Ms. Bulova moved, with a second by Mr. Milde, to approve the resolution.  The vote in 
favor was cast by Board Members Bulova, Caddigan, Covington, Herrity, Jenkins, Kelly, 
Milde, Page, Schwartz, Smedberg, Way and Zimmerman.   
 
 
Closed Session – 9 
 
Chairman Zimmerman moved, with a second by Ms. Bulova, the following motion: 
 

Pursuant to the Virginia Freedom of Information Act (Sections 2.2-
3711A (6) and (7) of the Code of Virginia), the VRE Operations 
Board authorizes a Closed Session for the purposes of  
consultation with legal counsel concerning the requirements of the 
Public Procurement Act and discussion of a matter involving the 
expenditure of public funds where competition and bargaining is 
involved and where discussion in public would adversely affect 
VRE’s financial interest and its bargaining position and negotiation 
strategy.   
 

The vote in favor was cast by Board Members Bulova, Caddigan, Covington, Herrity, 
Jenkins, Kelly, Milde, Page, Schwartz, Smedberg, Way and Zimmerman.   
 
The Board entered into Closed Session at 10:21 A.M.  The Operations Board returned 
to Open Session at 12:19 P.M. 
 
Chairman Zimmerman moved, with a second by Ms. Bulova, the following certification: 
 

The VRE Operations Board certifies that, to the best of each 
member’s knowledge and with no individual member dissenting, at 
the just concluded Closed Session: 
 
1. Only public business matters lawfully exempted from open 

meeting requirements under Chapter 37, Title 2.2 of the Code of 
Virginia were discussed; and 
 

2. Only such public business matters as were identified in the 
motion by which the Closed Session was convened were heard, 
discussed or considered. 
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The vote in favor was cast by Board Members Bulova, Caddigan, Covington, Herrity, 
Jenkins, Kelly, Milde, Schwartz, Smedberg, Way and Zimmerman.  Mr. Page abstained.  
 
Ms. Bulova moved, with a second by Mr. Way, to approve Resolution #9A-10-2009, 
which recommends that the Commissions approve an award of a contract with Keolis 
Rail Services of America for VRE operation and maintenance services and mobilization 
in the amount of $18,459,348 through June 30, 2011, and to authorize the VRE CEO to 
execute the contract on behalf of the Commissions. 
 
Ms. Bulova stated that this was a long Closed Session with a thorough discussion 
regarding VRE’s positive experience with Amtrak employees, including conductors and 
engineers.  Many of them have been part of the VRE family since the beginning. Part of 
the discussion was to make sure that they are treated fairly and equitably.  She is 
pleased to see portability of all benefits, including seniority, retirement and insurance for 
these workers who want to transfer to Keolis.  Mr. Milde stated that this has been a 
healthy and competitive process.  VRE’s goal is to improve the experience of riding 
VRE and to making it a “standout” amongst passenger rail services in the country.  This 
decision brings VRE closer to that goal.   Mr. Herrity stated that it is important to note 
that it was not just about cost, but also about better service for VRE riders.  He 
commended staff for running a tight procurement process, which includes a vision for 
VRE.   Mr. Way stated that this has been a good process, a good result, and a good 
future for VRE. 
 
The Board then voted on the motion and it passed.  The vote in favor was cast by Board 
Members Bulova, Caddigan, Covington, Herrity, Jenkins, Kelly, Milde, Schwartz, 
Smedberg, Way and Zimmerman.   Mr. Page abstained.   
 
   
Adjournment  
 
Without objection, Chairman Zimmerman adjourned the meeting at 12:25 P.M. 
 
Approved this 20th day of November, 2009. 
 
 
 
_____________________________ 
Christopher Zimmerman 
Chairman 
 
 
 
 
_____________________________ 
Sharon Bulova                     
Secretary 
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This certification hereby acknowledges that the minutes for the October 16, 2009 
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my ability.                           

                                                                      
                                                                                              Rhonda Gilchrest 
 



 

   

Item #2B 
 
 

Approval of Spotsylvania County Membership Agreement and VRE Master Agreement 
Amendments 
 
 The VRE Operations Board recommends approval of Resolution #2132.  This 
resolution approves a membership agreement with Spotsylvania County and approves 
an amendment to the VRE Master Agreement.  All of VRE’s jurisdictions have acted 
affirmatively on these items.  Also, PRTC has been requested to act on November 5th to 
approve and execute an amendment to its founding ordinance and to obtain certification 
from the Secretary of the Commonwealth that Spotsylvania County’s membership in 
PRTC is effective February 15, 2010 and contingent on all three agreements being in 
full force and effect on that date.  PRTC must also forward the certification to the 
Spotsylvania County Board of Supervisors for entry into the minutes of a Board meeting 
by November 30, 2009. 
 
 Several attachments show the proposed agreements and provide background on 
the action taken by the Spotsylvania County Board of Supervisors on August 18th. 



 

 

 
 
 

RESOLUTION #2132 
 
 
SUBJECT: Approval of VRE Membership Agreement with Spotsylvania County and of 

Amendments to VRE Master Agreement. 
 
WHEREAS: On August 18, 2009, the Board of Supervisors of Spotsylvania County 

approved and authorized execution of the following: (1) an Agreement 
Governing Spotsylvania County’s Admission to Membership in PRTC and 
Participation in the VRE (the “VRE Membership Agreement”); (2) an 
amended VRE Master Agreement; (3) an amended PRTC Founding 
Ordinance and Master Agreement (the “PRTC Founding Ordinance”);  

 
WHEREAS: The VRE Membership Agreement must be approved by NVTC and PRTC, 

the amended VRE Master Agreement must be approved by PRTC, NVTC, 
and each Participating and Contributing Jurisdiction, and the PRTC 
Founding Ordinance must be approved by PRTC;  

 
WHEREAS: In order to complete the required steps for Spotsylvania County to become 

a member of PRTC, a certification from the Secretary of the 
Commonwealth must be obtained stating that the requirements for 
enlarging PRTC have been complied with, and that certification must be 
entered into the minutes of a Spotsylvania County Board of Supervisors’ 
meeting;  

 
WHEREAS: The VRE Membership Agreement approved by Spotsylvania County 

provides that approval of the three agreements and completion of the 
certification process must occur by all required parties by November 30, 
2009;  

 
WHEREAS: The VRE Membership Agreement approved by Spotsylvania County 

provides that the effective date of Spotsylvania County’s membership in 
PRTC and its participation in VRE is effective February 15, 2010, subject 
to each party’s right to terminate the VRE Membership Agreement on 30 
days notice prior to the effective date;  

 
WHEREAS: The VRE Operations Board has recommended to PRTC and NVTC the 

following: (1) that the VRE Membership Agreement, as approved by 
Spotsylvania County, be approved by PRTC and NVTC by November 30, 
2009; (2) that the amended VRE Master Agreement be forwarded to the 



2 
 

Resolution #2132 continued 
 

 
Participating and Contributing Jurisdictions for approval by them and by 
the Commissions, by November 30, 2009; and (3) that by November 30, 
2009, PRTC approve the amended PRTC Founding Ordinance and obtain 
the certification of the Secretary of the Commonwealth that Spotsylvania 
County’s membership in PRTC is effective February 15, 2010, and 
contingent upon the three agreements described herein being in full force 
and effect on that date;  

 
WHEREAS: On September 3, 2009, NVTC forwarded the amended VRE Master 

Agreement to the Participating and Contributing Jurisdictions for approval 
by them by October 31, 2009; and 

 
WHEREAS:  Each of the Participating and Contributing Jurisdictions has approved the 

amended VRE Master Agreement.  
 
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Northern Virginia Transportation 

Commission hereby approves the VRE Membership Agreement, as 
approved by Spotsylvania County, effective February 15, 2010, and 
authorizes the Chairman to execute it on behalf of the Commission; and 

 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Northern Virginia Transportation Commission 

hereby approves the amended VRE Master Agreement, effective February 
15, 2010, and authorizes the Chairman to execute it on behalf of the 
Commission.  

 
 
Approved this 5th day of November, 2009. 
 
 
            

Christopher Zimmerman 
Chairman 

                                               
William Euille 
Secretary-Treasurer 
 
 
 

 
 



















































































 

   

Item #2C 
 
 
Additional VRE Locomotives 
 
 The VRE Operations Board recommends approval of Resolution #2133.  This 
resolution authorizes VRE’s Chief Executive Officer to modify the contract with Motive 
Power, Inc. to purchase three additional locomotives.  This increases the total to 15.  
The contract value will increase by $10,997,829 plus a 10 percent contingency. The 
new total is $60,579,992. 
 

Additional funds for two of the locomotives became available to VRE through 
Virginia’s portion of the federal bonus obligation and other formula funds to be matched 
with funds from VRE’s sale of Mafersa cars.  Purchase of the third locomotive is 
dependent on approval by Congress of an earmark in the pending FY 2010 
appropriations bill. 

 



 

 

 
 

RESOLUTION #2133 
 
 
SUBJECT:  Additional VRE Locomotives. 
 
WHEREAS: VRE has a contract with Motive Power, Inc. for new locomotives and has 

currently ordered 12 with a contract value of $48.4 million;  
 
WHEREAS: VRE has identified funds that would permit the addition of three 

locomotives to the Motive Power contract at a cost of $10,997,829 plus a 
10 percent contingency; and  

 
WHEREAS: VRE’s Operations Board recommends that NVTC and PRTC approve this 

action. 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Northern Virginia Transportation 

Commission authorizes VRE’s Chief Executive Officer to increase VRE’s 
locomotive order with Motive Power, Inc. to 15 from 12, with the new 
contract value increasing to $60,579,992 including contingency.  

 
 
Approved this 5th day of November, 2009. 
 
 
            

Christopher Zimmerman 
Chairman 

                                               
William Euille 
Secretary-Treasurer 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AGENDA ITEM 8-D 
          ACTION ITEM 

 

 

TO: CHAIRMAN ZIMMERMAN AND THE VRE OPERATIONS BOARD 
 

FROM: DALE ZEHNER 
 

DATE: OCTOBER 16, 2009 
 

RE: AUTHORIZATION TO MODIFY THE CONTRACT FOR NEW 
LOCOMOTIVE PURCHASE 

 
 

RECOMMENDATION:   
 
The VRE Operations Board is being asked to recommend that the Commissions 
authorize the Chief Executive Officer to modify the contract with MotivePower, 
Inc., for the purchase of locomotives so the base order is increased from twelve 
to up to fifteen locomotives, increasing the contract value by $10,997,829, plus a 
10% contingency of $1,099,783, for a total contract value up to $60,579,992. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
In January of 2008, the Operations Board authorized VRE to enter into a contract 
with MotivePower, Inc. of Boise, Idaho for the manufacture of two new 
locomotives in an amount not to exceed $9.6 million.  Since that time, additional 
approvals have been sought and received as follows: 
 

 October 2008 - three additional units (five total) for a contract total of 
$20.3 million. 

 March 2009 - four additional units (nine total) for a contract total of $36.4 
million. 

 June 2009 - three additional units (twelve total) for a contract total of $48.4 
million. 

 
Authorization is now being sought for up to three additional units.  The first two 
units will be purchased using bonus obligation funding provided through the 
Commonwealth of Virginia and VRE formula funds.  Match for the bonus 



obligation grant will be provided using proceeds from the sale of the Mafersa 
railcars and state matching funds.  VRE formula funds are matched via state and 
local sources.  The third unit will be purchased pending approval of a FY 2010 
federal earmark, with match being provided from the same sources. 
 
In January 2008, the Operations Board authorized up to $4,145,920, including 
contingency, to STV, Inc. for construction engineering and inspection services for 
the purchase of all twenty locomotives.  Similar to the locomotive contract, this 
contract was structured to allow incremental notices to proceed, such that 
authorization will be issued concurrently and proportionately with locomotive 
option orders.  As such, no additional Board authorization is needed for the 
oversight work. 
 
FISCAL IMPACT: 
 
Funding is available from the locomotive acquisition line item of the VRE capital 
budget.  The first two units will be purchased using bonus obligation funding and 
VRE formula funds.  Match for the bonus obligation grant will be provided using 
proceeds from the sale of the Mafersa railcars and state matching funds.  VRE 
formula funds are matched via state and local sources.  The third unit will be 
purchased pending approval of a FY 2010 federal earmark, with match being 
provided from the same sources. 
 
 
 



 

   

Item #2D 
 
 
VRE Operations/Maintenance Contract 
 
 As shown on the attached resolution and media release, the VRE Operations 
Board recommends the award of a contract to Keolis Rail Services America for VRE 
operations and maintenance for a five-year term commencing July 1, 2010, with two 
subsequent five-year options. 
 
 The commission will be asked to discuss the matter in closed session prior to 
acting.  To enter the closed session: 
 
 Pursuant to the Virginia Freedom of Information Action (Sections 2.2-3711A (6), 

(7), and (29) of the Code of Virginia), the Northern Virginia Transportation 
Commission authorizes discussion in closed session for the purpose of 
consultation with counsel concerning the requirements of the Public Procurement 
Act and a matter involving the expenditure of public funds where competition and 
bargaining is involved and where discussion in public would adversely affect 
NVTC’s financial interests and its bargaining position and negotiating strategy.  

 
 

Following the closed session: 
 

The Northern Virginia Transportation Commission certifies that, to the best of 
each member’s knowledge and with no individual member dissenting, at the just 
concluded Closed Session: 

 
1. Only public business matters lawfully exempted from open meeting 

requirements under the Freedom of Information Act were discussed; and 
 
2. Only such public business matters as were identified in the motion by which 

the Closed Session was convened were heard, discussed or considered.  



 

 Office of Public Affairs • 1500 King Street • Suite 202 • Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

 

 

 
 

VRE Recommends New Operating and 
Maintenance Services Contract with Keolis 

 

ALEXANDRIA, October 16, 2009 – The Virginia Railway Express (VRE) Operations Board announced today that the 
commuter rail agency is recommending award of a contract to Keolis Rail Services America (Keolis) for commuter 
rail  operations  and  maintenance  services.    The  contract  includes  train  operations,  locomotive  and  railcar 
equipment maintenance and repair, yard operations and warehouse management.  The recommendation is being 
made  to  VRE’s  parent  commissions,  the  Northern  Virginia  and  Potomac  and  Rappahannock  Transportation 
Commissions, for consideration at their November 5, 2009 meetings. 

“VRE has an opportunity to provide enhanced customer service with a more cost effective contract,” stated VRE 
Chairman, Chris Zimmerman.   “Keolis was able to bring these qualities to the table along with vast experience.”  
Over the past several years, VRE has expanded  its facilities so the resources were  in place to allow  issuance of a 
competitive procurement for VRE’s largest contract ever. The existing contract is held by Amtrak and was issued as 
a sole‐source when VRE began operations  in 1992.   That contract expires on  June 30, 2010. “I want  to make  it 
absolutely clear that our selection of Keolis  is  in no way a reflection on Amtrak or their employees because they 
have been a loyal partner from the beginning. They are an important reason why we stand here today.”  Keolis has 
committed to providing comparable benefits and seniority to any Amtrak employee hired by Keolis. 

 “We are delighted to have the opportunity to partner with Keolis and continue to improve VRE rail service,” said 
Dale  Zehner,  VRE  Chief  Executive  Officer.    Zehner  added  that,  “Keolis  has  a  proven  track  record  as  a major 
European  provider  for  public  transportation  authorities,  safely  operating  over  5,000  trains  daily  and  providing 
service to over 360 million passengers annually.”   

According to Chairman Zimmerman, “VRE is entering a new and exciting phase of its development.  The Operations 
Board ensured VRE had the necessary facilities to permit a competitive procurement and VRE staff did an excellent 
job writing  the solicitation and managing  the procurement process.   We  look  forward  to working with Keolis  to 
continue to improve the VRE operation.”   

If  approved  by  the  Commissions  on November  5,  2009,  Keolis will  assume  operations  on  July  1,  2010, with  a 
transition period running from December 1, 2009 to June 30, 2010.  The contract term is five years with two five 
year renewal options.   

For more information on this contract or other VRE issues, please contact Mark Roeber at mroeber@vre.org or 
703‐838‐5416.  Questions about Keolis Rail Services America may be directed to Steve Townsend, Executive Vice‐
President of Keolis America, at (301) 251‐5612. 

#### 

Mark Roeber 703-838-5416 October 16, 2009

 Virginia Railway Express 

News Release 



 
TO:  CHAIRMAN ZIMMERMAN AND THE VRE OPERATIONS BOARD 
FROM: DALE ZEHNER 
DATE: OCTOBER 16, 2009 
RE: AUTHORIZATION TO AWARD A CONTRACT FOR OPERATING AND 

MAINTENANCE SERVICES 
 

RESOLUTION 
9A-10-2009 

OF THE 
VIRGINIA RAILWAY EXPRESS 

OPERATIONS BOARD 
 
 
WHEREAS, Amtrak has been the sole source provider of VRE transportation and 
mechanical services under an Operations and Services contract since 1992 which 
expires June 30, 2010; and,  
 
WHEREAS, presently there are a number of viable third party contractors willing and 
able to compete for these responsibilities; and, 
 
WHEREAS, since 1992, VRE has developed all infrastructure needed for a third party 
contractor to perform the routine and intermediate maintenance on VRE locomotives 
and railcars that Amtrak currently provides; and, 
 
WHEREAS, a competitive procurement, in which four proposals were received, and 
successful negotiations with the top ranked firm have been completed. 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT, the VRE Operations Board 
recommends that the Commissions approve the award of a contract with Keolis Rail 
Services America for VRE operating and maintenance services and mobilization in the 
amount of $18,459,348, through June 30, 2011, and authorize the CEO to execute the 
contract on behalf of the Commissions. 
    
 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 
          AGENDA ITEM #3 
 
 
 
 
 
TO:  Chairman Zimmerman and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Rick Taube  
 
DATE: October 29, 2009 
 
SUBJECT: Status of I-66 Transit/TDM Study 
              
 

DRPT staff will be present to brief the commission on the status of the study.  A 
copy is attached of a Power Point presented at public information meetings in 
September, together with a news report on those meetings. 



 
Home Page > News > Sprawl and Crawl > Sprawl and Crawl Stories  

Fixing I-66: How do you do it? 
October 15, 2009 - 4:03am 
Adam Tuss, WTOP.com 

WASHINGTON - Brake lights stack up side by side on Interstate 66 every day. You'll see them 
eastbound and westbound, just about any time of day in any direction.  

But on a road where it can take 40 minutes in the morning to travel the 6.5 miles from Route 50 to the 
Beltway, push may be coming to shove.  

An amazing 66 percent of solo drivers who use the roadway now say they are thinking about a switch to 
transit. The Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation is about to complete a sweeping 
review of I-66, providing a basis for short-term and long-term relief from the gridlock.  

DRPT just wrapped-up three public information meetings on the topic and has delivered a preliminary 
report.  

"It's pretty obvious that service is not reliable. It is just unpredictable how long it is going to take on the 
roadway," says Mike Harris, coordinator with DRPT.  

"One of the things we heard in the public meetings and the survey we did was time. People's time came 
up across the board as the most valuable thing, in this region in particular. In other regions in the 
country, you find cost rising to the top. Cost was certainly a factor (on I-66), but time was very, very 
important here in this region."  

So the question becomes, how do you give commuters their time back?  

A Metrorail extension throughout the corridor is a long-term solution, but in the near term, DRPT is 
focusing on components, such as a system of fast-moving buses that travel from point to point. For 
example, commuters could drive to a parking lot in Gainesville, leave their cars and get on a bus that 
would zip them directly into D.C.  

"Express type service, is really what we are finding a demand for," says Harris.  

Direct access ramps along the roadway that provide immediate connections to Metro parking lots also 
are moving forward. Right now, a direct ramp from the HOV lanes on I-66 to the Vienna Metro Station is 
moving into the preliminary engineering stage.  

"That certainly will help alleviate some weaving and crossing over those general purpose lanes," says 
Harris.  

The High Occupancy Vehicle lanes also seem destined for a change. VDOT is currently studying how 
changes to the hours of use and number of people required to use the lanes could improve traffic flow.  

"They are looking at different operational aspects to help increase efficiency," says Harris.  

"We really need to do what we can to make sure the HOV lanes operate at full performance. As you 
know with those HOV lanes, in congestion, sometimes the speed is about the same as the general 
purpose lanes."  

 

Page 1 of 2Fixing I-66: How do you do it? - wtop.com

10/28/2009http://www.wtop.com/?nid=30&sid=1786113



 
 

The need to take action on I-66 appears pressing.  

DRPT's travel forecast for the I-66 corridor shows that from 2005 to 2030, commuter trips that begin 
along the corridor will increase by 22 percent. The number of trips destined to the corridor will increase 
by 40 percent.  

A final report with a set of concrete recommendations is due next month.  

(Copyright 2009 by WTOP. All rights reserved.)  

 
< Back   

vote now

 

Page 2 of 2Fixing I-66: How do you do it? - wtop.com

10/28/2009http://www.wtop.com/?nid=30&sid=1786113
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I-66 Transit/TDM Study

I-66 Transit/TDM Study

Public Information Meetings 
September 2009



Overview

Study Context

Existing Conditions

General Travel Forecasts

Stakeholder Interviews and Market Research

Study Recommendations - Proposed Infrastructure and 
Services

Preliminary Findings

Next Steps
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I-66 Transit/TDM Study 2
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I-66 Transit/TDM Study 3

Genesis of the I-66 Transit/TDM Study

Congestion along the Corridor has been documented in 
previous studies as an existing and future problem

Commonwealth and Congressional members 
acknowledged need to advance findings from previous 
studies and address local requests for multimodal 
corridor studies

The Virginia Department of Rail and Public 
Transportation (DRPT) has initiated the first multimodal 
corridor study, called the I-66 Transit/Transportation 
Demand Management (TDM) study to examine 
improvements along the Corridor from D.C. to 
Haymarket
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I-66 Transit/TDM Study 4

Study Goal 
To identify more transportation choices through transit and 
transportation demand management (TDM) enhancements 
that will increase mobility in the I-66 corridor

Study Scope
• Study the I-66 corridor from Washington D.C., to 

Haymarket
• Evaluate short- and medium-term transit and TDM 

improvements and make recommendations
• Managed by DRPT in coordination with a Technical 

Advisory Committee consisting of local, state, regional and 
federal jurisdictional/agency staff 

Study Overview
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I-66 Transit/TDM Study 5

Study Team
Conducted by DRPT in coordination with a 
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)

TAC Members
– Review and provide comments on study scope and all 

deliverables
– Transit operators and government agencies:

• Metropolitan Washington Council of 
Governments (MWCOG)

• Northern Va. Transportation Commission 
(NVTC)

• Prince William County
• Potomac and Rappahannock 

Transportation Commission (PRTC)
• Virginia Dept. of Transportation (VDOT)
• Virginia Railway Express (VRE)
• WMATA (Metro)

• Arlington County
• City of Fairfax
• City of Falls Church 
• City of Manassas
• District of Columbia
• DRPT
• Fairfax County
• Loudoun County
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I-66 Transit/TDM Study 6

Study Corridor Map
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I-66 Transit/TDM Study 7

I-66 Corridor, Outside Capital Beltway:
– 198 buses per day
– Orange Line Metrorail service
– 47% of commuter trips are going to D.C. core on transit

I-66 Corridor, Inside Capital Beltway:
– 144 buses per day
– Orange Line Metrorail service
– 75% of commuter trips are going to D.C. core on transit

Existing Conditions
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I-66 Transit/TDM Study 8

From 2005 to 2030:
– Commuter trips originating in the corridor increase by 22%
– Commuter trips destined to the corridor increase by 40%
– The relatively larger increase in destinations in the corridor are 

reflective of expanded suburban job opportunities
– That is, travel patterns change with less emphasis on “downtown”

commutes

Despite the gradual shift in commuter patterns, transit 
mode share from the I-66 corridor remains high (greater 
than 60%)
Transit market potential remains greatest for commuter 
trips, thus the near-term development of priority bus 
infrastructure and services is focused on commuter trips

General Travel Forecasts
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I-66 Transit/TDM Study 9

Over 40 stakeholders were interviewed about their 
preferences for mobility in the I-66 corridor

Key stakeholders included:
– Elected and appointed officials
– Homeowner and civic associations
– Chambers of commerce
– Northern Virginia Realtors Association
– Metro, Potomac Rappahannock Transportation Commission 

(OnmiRide), Rideshare

Key Stakeholder Interviews
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I-66 Transit/TDM Study 10

Traffic congestion in the I-66 corridor should be addressed as 
soon as possible
There is not just one solution to traffic congestion but rather a mix 
of improvements will be needed
Recommended improvements include:
– Improved HOV – hours of use, number of people required, 

consistency of regional networks, and reverse usage
– Improved bus service including priority bus options until Metrorail 

can be expanded 
– Increased capacity at park and ride lots
– Increased cooperation between agencies

Implementing elements of Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) was 
considered by most to make good sense for this region as a low 
cost alternative to rail or a precursor to rail

Key Stakeholder Interview Findings
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I-66 Transit/TDM Study 11

Objectives of the market research were to:
– Understand current travel patterns
– Identify factors guiding commuting decisions
– Identify interest in potential transit/TDM improvements in the 

I-66 corridor

Key Findings:
– The most important factors in choosing transit modes are:

1. Time savings
2. Cost savings
3. Service reliability

– 66% of those who drive alone expressed interest in shifting to 
transit

– BRT with limited stops is an attractive option
– Improved access to stations will improve usage

Market Research Findings
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I-66 Transit/TDM Study 12

Enhancing priority bus infrastructure and services 
contributes to transportation choices and improved 
mobility

D.C., Rosslyn-Ballston, and Tysons Corner are major 
transit destinations

Express services are most attractive
– Operating express bus service to D.C. through the Ballston 

Station area generates significant ridership
– Metrobus Express service on U.S. 29 and U.S. 50 offers 35 

minutes of travel time savings

Preliminary Findings
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I-66 Transit/TDM Study 13

Improved convenience and comfort amenities help attract 
more riders

Reliable travel time performance of the HOV lane would 
enhance the transit ridership potential in the corridor

Expanding park and ride opportunities is important to 
growing transit ridership

Land use will play a critical role in determining the 
corridor transit usage potential

Preliminary Findings
(Continued)
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Vienna Metrorail direct access ramp
– Proposed ramp from HOV lane at Vaden Drive provides fast and 

direct transit access to the station
– Yields about 5 minutes of transit travel time savings and 

operational efficiencies
– Eliminates merging and weaving movements across general-

purpose lanes, helping reduce congestion
– Recommended to move immediately toward preliminary 

engineering

Preliminary Findings
(Continued)
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I-66 Transit/TDM Study 15

Important complementary transit services
– Dulles Corridor Metrorail will benefit the I-66 corridor

• Serves the strongest reverse transit markets
• Becomes attractive option for some I-66 corridor commuters

– Route 28 Corridor needs further study as to appropriate transit 
infrastructure and services

Preliminary Findings
(Continued)
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I-66 Transit/TDM Study 16

ALL
– Proposed infrastructure does not preclude future rail transit service
– Proposed station locations will be selected with consideration of 

potential future rail service (i.e., can serve as future multimodal centers)
2015
– Enhance park and ride facilities, such as expanding existing Stringfellow

Road lots and constructing new Cushing Road lot
– Implement recommendations from forthcoming VDOT I-66 HOV Lane 

Operational Study
– Construct direct access ramps from HOV lane at Vienna Metrorail 

Station, Stringfellow Road, and Monument Drive
– Dulles Corridor Metrorail opened to Wiehle Avenue

2030
– Further expand existing corridor park and ride lots and potentially 

construct new lots
– Construct direct access ramps from HOV lane at additional locations, 

including (potentially) Centreville, Bull Run, VA 234, and Haymarket
– Dulles Corridor Metrorail opened to Dulles Airport and Loudoun County

Study Recommendations –
Proposed Infrastructure
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I-66 Transit/TDM Study 17

Improvements to the corridor priority bus services
– Traveler information system upgrades (e.g., next bus, message notification)
– Customer comfort and productivity amenities (e.g., seating at stations, WiFi

service)

Increased service levels of bus services
– Higher frequency of service (shorter wait times) on selected routes (OmniRide

Linton Hall to D.C., Manassas OmniLink, Manassas Park OmniLink, and 
WMATA Columbia Pike-Farragut Square Line)

– New express service on U.S. 29 and U.S. 50 (Metrobus Express services)

Expanded transit destinations served
– More service direct to Tysons Corner
– More bus service into D.C.

Enhanced transit-supportive transportation demand management (TDM) 
strategies
– Rideshare programs
– Transit information programs

Study Recommendations -
Proposed Services
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I-66 Transit/TDM Study 18

Stations and Parking
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I-66 Transit/TDM Study 19

Next Steps
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I-66 Transit/TDM Study 20

This study is a first step toward implementing transit and TDM 
improvements along the I-66 corridor

Results will be used to develop project-specific plans to implement 
enhanced transit and TDM services over the next 5 to 15 years

This study’s results will inform the I-66 Multimodal Studies which are 
underway…
– Attributes study draft report due spring 2010
– Key issues draft report due spring 2010
– Draft NEPA document(s) due 2011

Next Steps
(Continued)
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Provide Comments on the Study
– Mail comments to:

DRPT Public Information Office
600 E. Main St., Suite 2102
Richmond, VA 23219

– E-mail comments to drptpr@drpt.virginia.gov
– Comments will be accepted until October 9, 2009

Stay Involved
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www.drpt.virginia.gov
drptpr@drpt.virginia.gov

804-786-4440



 

 

 

 
          AGENDA ITEM #4 
 
 
 
 
 
TO:  Chairman Zimmerman and NVTC Commissioners 
  
FROM: Rick Taube  
 
DATE: October 29, 2009 
 
SUBJECT: Status of New Regulations for the NVTC/PRTC Motor Fuels Tax 
              
 

On January 1, 2010, distributors of motor fuels sold to retailers in the 
NVTC/PRTC districts will begin to pay a 2.1 percent tax and retailers will no longer 
collect a two percent tax on the retail pump price. 

 
NVTC and PRTC staff have met with officials of the Virginia Department of 

Taxation (TAX) to discuss plans for the transition.  NVTC staff coordinated comments 
on a set of draft regulations circulated by TAX.  At this point it is unclear how those 
comments will be incorporated.   

 
There were three main issues identified in NVTC’s staff comments: 
 
1.  Will significant motor fuel escape taxation under the transition rules proposed 

by TAX? 
 

2. If the tax is not assessed on the actual sales price to retailers, but rather on a 
“cost price” paid by distributors (excluding transportation costs and certain 
administrative items), will that significantly reduce the yield to NVTC/PRTC? 

 
3. How will TAX inform and audit taxpayers during the transition? 
 
NVTC staff will brief commissioners on the current status of the transition, with 

less than two months remaining before this significant change takes effect. 
 



 

 

 
          AGENDA ITEM #5 
 
 
 
 
 
TO:  Chairman Zimmerman and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Rick Taube  
 
DATE: October 29, 2009 
 
SUBJECT: Legislative Items 
              
 
 

A. State Legislative Items 
 

NVTC’s Legislative Committee will be asked to meet prior to the 
commission’s December 3rd meeting to recommend a state and federal 
legislative agenda.  Committee members are as follows: 
 

David Albo 
Kelly Burk 
Jeffrey Greenfield 
William Euille 
Catherine Hudgins 
Mary Hynes 
Dan Maller 
Mary Margaret Whipple 
 

NVTC staff has compiled a draft for discussion, with input from local 
government staff and the Virginia Transit Association.  Commissioners with 
suggested topics for consideration of the NVTC Legislative Committee should 
contact NVTC staff. 
 

Several items are attached for your information, including a September 
18th letter from WMATA’s General Manager, John Catoe, regarding efforts to 
secure federal appropriations; and a resolution from Northern Virginia’s business 
community. 
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B. Federal Legislative Items 

 
A lengthy discussion paper is attached for your information as background 

for development of NVTC’s federal legislative agenda.  It describes issues raised 
at a recent national transportation policy conference at the Miller Center in 
Charlottesville. 

 
 

























 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Notes on National Transportation Policy 
 

Selected Ideas from the Miller Center’s Conference 
September 9-11, 2009 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRAFT: October 9, 2009 
                            Rick Taube 

 
 
 

  
This is a draft staff paper and has not been reviewed or 

approved by NVTC’s Board. 
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Introduction 
 
 National transportation policy is a complex and timely subject with Congress 
missing the September 30, 2009 deadline to enact a successor to SAFETEA-LU (a six-
year reauthorization of surface transportation programs).  Many groups have stepped 
forward to propose substantial reforms of those policies and programs (see reference 
section below). 
 
 This paper reflects essential points raised by a group of invited experts at a 
conference convened at the Miller Center in Charlottesville, Virginia on September 9-11, 
2009.  The purpose of the conference was to provide material for the Miller Center 
leadership and staff to create a set of policy recommendations to shape action by 
Congress. 
 
 The material below reflects observations made at the conference as interpreted 
by NVTC’s Executive Director who was one of the invited participants.  The purpose of 
providing this summary is to emphasize some key points raised at the conference that 
are relevant to NVTC’s Board as it crafts its federal legislative agenda for 2010.  
Additional observations not discussed at the conference are also included and will be 
shared with the Miller Center staff for its consideration as it drafts the conference report.  
Not all of the observations below would be agreeable to all (or even a majority) of the 
participants but they are included here for their particular relevance to the issues of 
greatest concern to NVTC.  
 
 Former Virginia Governor Gerald Baliles, currently Director of the Miller Center of 
Public Affairs at the University of Virginia, convened the conference.  To paraphrase his 
remarks:  Entitled Beyond Stimulus: Toward a New Transportation Agenda For 
America, the conference brought together approximately 75 invited participants 
representing a wide array of transportation interests for sessions that examined issues 
critical to how we plan for and develop our national transportation system.  The group 
included bipartisan representation from political, academic, commercial, financial, labor 
and environmental interests.  Under the leadership of Conference Co-Chairs and former 
Secretaries of Transportation Norman Y. Mineta and Samuel K. Skinner, the conference 
sought to build on the work of previous commissions and studies and incorporate new 
solutions from the assembled group of recognized transportation experts in the Miller 
Center’s final recommendations to policy makers.  The final report is expected to be 
completed by early 2010.  
 
 

National Transportation Policy is a Complex Organism  
 

 A policy is defined as a guide for choice – a method for choosing between 
competing ways to pursue goals.  U.S. transportation policies are set by many 
policymakers at many levels of government and within many agencies.  There is a 
statement of national intermodal transportation policy in the U.S. Code at Title 49, 
Subtitle III, Chapter 55, Subchapter I, Section 5501.  
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   TITLE 49 > SUBTITLE III > CHAPTER 55 > SUBCHAPTER I > § 5501 

§ 5501. National Intermodal Transportation System policy 
 
(a) General.— It is the policy of the United States Government to develop a National Intermodal 

Transportation System that is economically efficient and environmentally sound, provides the 
foundation for the United States to compete in the global economy, and will move individuals and 
property in an energy efficient way.  

 
(b) System Characteristics.—  
 
(1) The National Intermodal Transportation System shall consist of all forms of transportation in a 
unified, interconnected manner, including the transportation systems of the future, to reduce energy 
consumption and air pollution while promoting economic development and supporting the United 
States’ preeminent position in international commerce.  
 
(2) The National Intermodal Transportation System shall include a National Highway System consisting 
of the Dwight D. Eisenhower System of Interstate and Defense Highways and those principal arterial 
roads that are essential for interstate and regional commerce and travel, national defense, intermodal 
transfer facilities, and international commerce and border crossings.  
 
(3) The National Intermodal Transportation System shall include significant improvements in public 
transportation necessary to achieve national goals for improved air quality, energy conservation, 
international competitiveness, and mobility for elderly individuals, individuals with disabilities, and 
economically disadvantaged individuals in urban and rural areas of the United States.  
 
(4) The National Intermodal Transportation System shall provide improved access to ports and 
airports, the Nation’s link to commerce.  
 
(5) The National Intermodal Transportation System shall give special emphasis to the contributions of 
the transportation sectors to increased productivity growth. Social benefits must be considered with 
particular attention to the external benefits of reduced air pollution, reduced traffic congestion, and 
other aspects of the quality of life in the United States.  
 
(6) The National Intermodal Transportation System must be operated and maintained with insistent 
attention to the concepts of innovation, competition, energy efficiency, productivity, growth, and 
accountability. Practices that resulted in the lengthy and overly costly construction of the Dwight D. 
Eisenhower System of Interstate and Defense Highways must be confronted and stopped.  
 
(7) The National Intermodal Transportation System shall be adapted to “intelligent vehicles”, “magnetic 
levitation systems”, and other new technologies, wherever feasible and economical, with benefit cost 
estimates given special emphasis on safety considerations and techniques for cost allocation.  
 
(8) When appropriate, the National Intermodal Transportation System will be financed, as regards 
Government apportionments and reimbursements, by the Highway Trust Fund. Financial assistance 
will be provided to State and local governments and their instrumentalities to help carry out national 
goals related to mobility for elderly individuals, individuals with disabilities, and economically 
disadvantaged individuals.  
 
(9) The National Intermodal Transportation System must be the centerpiece of a national investment 
commitment to create the new wealth of the United States for the 21st century.  
 
(c) Distribution and Policy.- The Secretary of Transportation shall distribute copies of the policy in 
subsections (a) and (b) of this section to each employee of the Department of Transportation and 
ensure that the policy is posted in all offices of the Department.  
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But that statement of national policy is not the only example.   In 1979 the 
National Transportation Policy Study Commission listed over a thousand U.S. distinct 
transportation policies defined by 60 federal agencies and 30 congressional 
committees.1  New policies are defined as new issues emerge and are layered --without 
clearing the debris—on top of existing policies established in the past to cover different 
circumstances.  Consequently, numerous gaps and conflicts are inevitable. 
 
 When the call is made for a “unified national transportation policy” one must 
recognize the wide scope of existing policies to be unified. 
 
 Transportation policy is influenced by an array of stakeholders, including carriers, 
employees, customers, lenders and investors, interest groups, suppliers of equipment 
and government agencies and officials at all levels.  Through their channels of influence 
they interact with policymakers to produce policies.  The policies, in turn, are 
implemented through various instruments, including government organizations 
(institutional architecture); regulations; program guidance; ownership and/or operation; 
funding, pricing and taxing; planning; and information. 
 
 Transportation policies are not directed solely toward the accomplishment of 
transportation goals such as efficient operation of transportation systems, elimination of 
traffic congestion and enhancing personal mobility and movement of freight.  For 
example, various transportation policies define how to: improve air quality (vehicle 
emission standards); conserve energy (fuel efficiency standards); enhance safety 
(mandatory seatbelts, crashworthiness standards, truck driver hours of service and 
speed limits); address climate change; provide choices of travel modes; pursue income 
and housing equality; enhance public health; accomplish community connectivity; 
achieve equal rights (transit for persons with disabilities, Title VI). 
 
 Further, policies promulgated to meet goals set for the general economy, for 
domestic housing or environmental protection and for international relations impinge on 
the transportation sector.  Examples include federal financial policies to encourage the 
use of transparent financial instruments and accurate disclosure of risks; antitrust 
regulations; and the negotiation of international air carrier access to domestic and 
foreign markets.  
 
 Many recent policy studies and recommendations have focused on the 
impending six-year authorization of federal surface transportation programs and have 
called for that bill to be the primary mechanism to accomplish fundamental policy 
reforms.  But that bill covers only a portion of the federal transportation policy apparatus 
and primarily defines and authorizes funding for specific surface programs.  In contrast 
to policies (guidelines for making choices), programs are specific means to achieve 
goals (desired ends) and objectives (measurable goals).   
 

                                                            
1 The report was authored by NVTC’s current Executive Director, who served as Director of Policy Development for 
NTPSC. 
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 The point is that refocusing U.S. transportation policy should not be confined 
solely to ensuring surface transportation infrastructure is built and maintained with 
sustainable funding sources. 
 
 The federal interest covers more than just infrastructure investments.  For 
example, caps on liability for third parties could help commuter rail systems operating 
on freight railroads.  Incentives for research may be needed.   
 

Federal policy should set guidelines for refereeing competing interests, especially 
when the federal government itself is directly involved.   For example, unionized air 
traffic controllers are said to be resisting the next generation air traffic control system.  
Also, metropolitan areas charged with developing evacuation plans are foiled when 
federal defense protection agencies assert their power to “do whatever is necessary at 
the time,” including shutting down evacuation routes approved by state and local 
authorities.  
 
 To summarize, when demands are made for a more unified and effective national 
transportation policy, the motivation may be: an effort to correct perceived problems 
with gaps and conflicts in existing policies; issues with the application of policies through 
the various instruments; or even disputes about the wisdom of the transportation (or 
broader national) goals and objectives to which the policies are addressed. 
 
 

Defining and Selling the Message 
 

As stated, transportation policy is complex and replete with vested interests.   
Accomplishing change would benefit from grass roots support which depends on a 
clear, understandable message.  Whether it is cell phones or automobiles, the average 
person probably has a better understanding of individual devices than the underlying 
system that permits operation of the devices.  Crafting a simple, direct message to 
mobilize energetic support for change of complex transportation systems is not an easy 
task.  

 
The Interstate Highway system is cited as a model of success.  It benefitted from 

decades of planning, a map, a cost to complete, a tie to national defense, a sustainable 
new funding source, a clear goal of national connectivity and a simple message about 
driving coast to coast without hitting a single traffic signal.  

 
But the days of a “man on the moon” program are probably gone.  We are left 

with mature systems requiring fine tuning rather than pushing into uncharted waters.  
We have been living off of past investments that now require rehabilitation, which is not 
as exciting as pioneering efforts that forge across virgin territory.  

 
In the current environment the best hope for generating an emotional response 

that creates grass roots support is to emphasize job creation and access, and safety 
and security.  Images of failing infrastructure (2007 I-35 W Bridge in Minneapolis) and 
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accidents dues to aging equipment and systems (June, 2009 WMATA Metrorail 
accident) may evoke a public understanding of urgency.  Willingness to conserve fuel 
and pay higher gas taxes may flow from an emphasis on the connections to hostile oil 
exporting nations.  

 
Recognizing and addressing strong public fears, concerns and prejudices should 

be part of crafting a successful message.  What guarantees exist that public funds will 
be spent wisely, are sufficient to achieve the intended results and will not be diverted?  
What specific benefits will result?  Are there any short-term results that can demonstrate 
significant progress?  Are there any real-world examples of success to which to point?  

 
Beyond convincing the general public of the wisdom of policy change, strategies 

must be defined for accomplishing the desired changes in the policymaking arena.  This 
means working with stakeholders to influence Congress and/or agencies.  Among the 
possible elements of such a “getting to yes” strategy that have worked in the past to get 
over difficult public policy hurdles are: hold harmless; broaden eligibility; temporary 
measures and demonstrations; special studies and Blue Ribbon panels; phasing in; 
flexibility of projects;  packaging; and quid pro quo.  

 
 

Trends and Challenges 
 

National transportation policy should respond to trends and anticipate changes in order 
to remain relevant and effective.  Some of the big forces that are likely to shape U.S. 
transportation now and in the future are: 
 

• Given current economic malaise, job access and creation is of paramount 
concern and financial regulation is more acceptable 

 
• The transportation network is more mature necessitating more carefully targeted 

investments to yield strong returns 
 

• The focus of markets is shifting to the Far East (China) specifically and to 
globalization generally 
 

• U.S. workers are more likely to work to live rather than live to work 
 

• Widespread distrust of government feeds unwillingness to pay more taxes, even 
for needed transportation improvements  
 

• Among younger generations social networking puts a premium on real-time 
information and counteracts fears of loss of privacy among older generations 
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• Internet shopping illustrates “the long tail” concept of permitting individuals to 
have access to choice; this carries over to an expectation that mode choice 
should be available 
 

• Freight traffic is expected to double by 2035 
 

• Senior population should also double by 2035 
 

• Technology has boosted U.S. productivity generally and transportation policy 
must embrace its development and implementation  
 

• Climate change may force dramatic measures to control VMT and accelerate 
Smart Growth measures (mixed use, walkable, sustainable communities) 
 

• In contrast to decades of suburbanization, many believe that livable communities 
provide safe and reliable transportation choices; promote location and energy-
efficient housing choices to increase mobility and reduce combined 
housing/transportation costs; enhance economic competitiveness; and support 
public health and improved quality of life 
 

• Past transportation investments are deteriorating and needs for expansion into 
new markets are growing 
 

• Declining VMT, reduced fuel consumption and serious recession have decimated 
traditional sources of funding at all levels of government, spotlighting the 
absolute necessity of indentifying sustainable new sources of revenue 
 

General Consensus on the Need to Revise National Transportation Policy 
 

Among the many groups that have published recommendations for a new national 
transportation policy, several key concepts appear to have widespread support: 
 

• Fundamental reform is required now, not simple reauthorization of existing 
federal policies and programs 

 
• Fewer program categories 

 
• Streamlined project review 

 
• Refocus on national objectives 

 
• Performance based 
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• Outcome driven 
 

• Tolling and pricing encouraged for revenue and demand management 
 

• Enlist private capital 
 

• Multimodal approach stressing intermodal connections 
 

• Existing gas tax can’t maintain current system or expand needed investments 
 

• More revenue needed based at least partially on user fees 
 

• Sustainable funding 
 

• Added capacity at critical links 
 

• Operate existing facilities efficiently 
 

• Manage demand 
 

• Preservation 
 

• Fix fragmented project planning  
 

Recommended Approach 
 

In light of the widely shared views of what is needed, the following approach has merit: 
 

1. Define policies for a national interest system of investments and regulations 
(including a national strategic freight plan) with links to other sectors (economy, 
safety/security, climate change); 
 

2. Tie sustainable funding and accurate transportation market pricing to #1, 
including a federal capital budget; 

 
3. Define objectives and identify performance measures with real data while 

requiring transparency and accountability in exchange for flexibility; 
 

4. Craft the resulting policy changes into the six-year transportation authorization 
bill and related bills (airport trust fund reauthorization, etc.) and coordinate with 
agencies’ policy pronouncements throughout the federal level to redress policy 
gaps and conflicts; 
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5. Pursue a relentless campaign to find allies, motivate the public and overcome the 
current toxic congressional system to enact the coordinated policy changes.  
 

While many may favor the above approach, agreement on the content of the policies 
is not simple, as illustrated in the following sections.  There are many “on the one hand 
and on the other hand” illustrations which lack clear cut consensus policy solutions.  

 

Institutional Architecture 
 

 In order to structure federal, state and regional governments to efficiently deliver 
new programs consistent with a revised federal transportation policy, institutional 
changes such as these may be required. 
 
 A permanent, independent federal commission to prioritize investments via 
program areas (not projects), or to develop a national strategic transportation plan, 
could be substituted for the 30 or so congressional committees that now decide 
transportation policy  and programs via earmarks and “what’s in it for my state?” 
 
 DOT should be reorganized into market-based divisions (city, regional, national, 
international) to eliminate the silos that funnel money to states without regard for other 
national goals.  Reduce over 100 DOT funding programs to about 10. 
 
 Greater emphasis is needed on coordination among federal departments (HUD, 
H&HS, EPA, DOE, etc.) to achieve broad federal goals.  Federal funds could be used 
as carrots/sticks to pursue these goals (including stimulus of economy). 
 
 MPO boundaries could be redrawn to reflect economic spheres of interest rather 
than strictly population and population density.  
 
 

Defining the Appropriate Federal Role to Deliver Effective National Policy 
 

 The federal government can collect some revenues more efficiently than state, 
regional or local entities.  Should it try to return funds in direct proportion to where they 
were collected (e.g. federal equity bonus) or direct the funds to pursue a national 
interest?   And if the funds are directed, should they be for specific projects or more 
general programs? 
 
 Certainly federal investment funds for states/regions/locals currently are heavily 
prescribed programmatically.  
 
 Transmitting those revenues to state DOT’s risks underinvestment in 
metropolitan areas.  But sharing directly with MPO’s risks short-circuiting the existing 
state political processes and some MPO’s are not yet equipped to make unbiased 
multimodal investment decisions. 
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 If the federal government attaches detailed strings to the funds it passes along it 
interferes with local objectives.  And, the temptation exists to attach strings to the way 
states/regions/local entities perform their own services, whether or not they receive 
federal funds (e.g. unfunded mandates such as transit service for persons with 
disabilities, positive train control, BRAC). 
 
 Is there a justifiable federal interest in every project? Are effective truck and rail 
movements out of waterports more important nationally than bike lanes?  Is every rural 
bridge worthy of federal funding?  
 
 Currently congressional score keeping hurts long-term investment by counting 
expenditures in the first year while benefits extend over many years. 
On the other hand, it is relatively easy to get bi-partisan support in Congress for 
investments in transportation facilities.  
 
 On balance, given the scarcity of available resources the federal level of 
involvement must inevitably become more focused.  With the great majority of economic 
activity now generated in metropolitan areas, the practice of providing most federal 
funds to states should also be modified to tilt more toward MPO’s.  
 

Performance Objectives/Measures 
 

 In general it seems to be wise policy to define program objectives and insist that 
progress be measured.  However, the choice of targets, unless very thoughtfully 
structured, may violate mode neutrality (e.g. measuring VMT favors highways, 
passenger miles favor long-distance transit such as commuter rail, passenger trips favor 
short distance transit such as subways/light rail, passenger fatalities favor rural 
highways). 
 
 Few existing federal programs are focused on outcomes, with the exception of 
CMAQ that emphasizes air quality improvements in areas of greater need. 
 
 In adopting federal programs, currently Congress will weigh a measure such as 
“construction jobs per congressional district,” which is not likely to reflect the greater 
good. 
 
 Since ISTEA in 1991, the U.S. spent $600 billion on surface transportation and 
no one has carefully measured progress toward national goals that matter (congestion, 
safety, freight movement, air quality).   
 
 Properly measuring performance can help to settle conflicts among advocates of 
various modes.  Opponents of public transit insist that transit has only a two percent 
national mode share and therefore should not receive the much larger share of public 
investments that mode now enjoys.  This fails to recognize that where access to transit 
actually exists, especially during peak travel hours in the most congested corridors, 
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transit and other alternatives to the single-occupant auto are much higher.  For 
example, close to half of person trips in many Northern Virginia peak period corridors 
are made by transit and ridesharing which regional policymakers believe justifies 
decisions to program about half of capital and operating funds for transit and 
ridesharing.  
 

Pricing  
 

 Value or congestion pricing alone is not a silver bullet, although certainly more is 
needed.  The proper target of public policy is to seek to minimize the costs of 
congestion plus the costs of preventing congestion.  HOT lanes my reduce congestion 
on mainlines but shift congestion to access and egress points due to failure of FHWA’s 
Interchange Justification Reports to require examination of impacts on local streets and 
interactions of various interchanges.  Eliminating all congestion is too costly (e.g. in 
Manhattan). 
 
 Both Transportation System Management (supply side improvements such as 
lane monitors and digital signs) as well as Transportation Demand Management (e.g. 
telework, flexible work hours) are needed in a market-based strategy.  
 
 If transportation markets aren’t properly priced, how can anyone know what the 
true needs are for more investments?  Congestion (excess demand) is often reflective 
of too low a price to clear the market.  Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) fees need to be 
tailored to work best (e.g. based on gross vehicle weight for trucks) and reinforced (e.g. 
with auto insurance rates that vary with VMT).  Currently, many people aren’t 
necessarily responding effectively to congestion through indirect price signals (e.g. the 
value of time).  Will they respond any better to direct prices? Pricing is very unpopular 
with the public, as many feel they are being asked to pay twice for the use of roads. 
 
 As a prelude to VMT taxes, consider providing “practice prices.”  Either via in-car 
devices or via external digital message signs, show what the trip would cost if it were 
properly priced and how the driver could travel differently to reduce the price (different 
route, different time, different mode). 
 
 A political mechanism will be needed to adjust VMT fees.  Gas tax increases 
have stalled politically and the VMT adjustment mechanism must be more affective. 
 
 In response to VMT fees, some people may disconnect devices, require search 
warrants, etc.  Given intense opposition to taxes and user fees, picking low hanging fruit 
might suggest in the interim more value capture from developers.   
 

Intermodalism/Multimodalism/Mode Neutrality 
 

 As described above, U.S. DOT has a statutory policy requiring intermodalism 
(see title 49, Section 5501).  Despite that policy, the structure of modal administrations, 
statutes, programs and congressional committees are all diverse and focused on single 
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modes.  According to Jeff Shane (former U.S. DOT under secretary for policy), creating 
a separate DOT administrator for intermodalism is like Ben & Jerry’s creating a VP for 
deliciousness; the policy already dictates that intermodalism should permeate the U.S. 
DOT mission.  Nonetheless, federal policy currently overtly subsidizes certain modes in 
varying circumstances (e.g. essential air service routes, U.S. flag water carriers).     
 

We need better programs and processes, not only new policies.  For example, 
Major Investment Studies are no longer required (an assessment of modal alternatives) 
and totally different investment criteria are required to evaluate new highways, transit, 
and high-speed rail.   There are modal/cultural imbalances at many state DOT’s so 
devolution may not be an effective strategy.  Competition for open-ended TIGER and 
other stimulus grants seems to boost multimodalism but pits every region of the country 
against the others, versus formula-driven funding allocations that predetermine 
geographic distribution. 
 
 Intermodalism emphasizes connections and integration for a whole greater than 
the sum of its parts.  Multimodalism emphasizes unbiased choices of modes.  The 
option value of choices of modes generates consumer surplus, and a lack of choices 
smacks of social engineering. 
 

A good model of effective policy is the Canadian Gateway, a partnership of 
various levels of government, railroads, ports and distribution firms, who have joined 
together to compete more effectively against the U.S.  In the U.S., the CSXT Heartland 
Corridor offers federal, state and private partnerships for freight rail and ports.  Also, 
corridor coalitions (e.g. Northeast) emphasize multiple modes, including improvements 
for passengers and freight to boost the regional economy.  
 
 Engineering of highway interchanges separates trip types for greater throughput 
(e.g. through versus local).  The same approach should be used in managing the 
network of networks that comprise our transportation system (e.g. sort into interstate, 
intercity, rural, urban, international markets and facilitate the choice of appropriate 
modes in gateways). 
 
 Funds that are not tied to a particular mode facilitate wiser choices (e.g. an 
energy fee on all modes). 
 
 The new emphasis on high-speed rail has not been justified and drains resources 
from other modes. 
 
 Current federal policy retains modal bias.  Funds are available for highway 
maintenance but generally not for transit operations in the largest urbanized areas.  The 
federal government regulates all areas of safety but provides FAA air traffic control with 
no external oversight.  General aviation is subsidized much more than major airlines. 
 
 Currently about 18% of SAFETEA-LU funds can be flexed among modes.  That 
share could be boosted substantially.  
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 Airports have become transportation hubs for entire regions. They generate 
revenue from selling parking and rental cars.  They are often served by rail transit and 
surrounded by intense development.  Yet, reauthorization of federal airport programs 
has been delayed for years and policies are determined by separate congressional 
committees and bills than so-called “surface transportation modes.” 
 

Revenues/Funding/Financing 
 

Without specifying stable, reliable, sustainable sources of funding, national 
transportation policy will be doomed to ineffectiveness. 

 
Because many benefits of federal transportation investments accrue far into the 

future, federal policies should facilitate borrowing.  About 60% of airport projects are 
bonded but most are subject to the Alternative Minimum Tax.  The stimulus bill 
exempted such bonds from AMT and could result in even more bonding. 
 

Since benefits of federal transportation investments accrue through time, a 
National Infrastructure Bank could be established and benefit/cost analyses and 
multiple funding partners could be required.  State Infrastructure Banks could be 
recapitalized with federal funds.  States/regions/locals could be required to leverage 
federal grants with rewards for over-matching. 
 

New federal lending programs often bog down with complex regulations (e.g. 
TIFIA, FRA rail loans.) 
 
 Assessing fees on purchases of autos allows buyers to roll the costs into their 
loans.  It becomes affordable and invisible.  
 

In addition to encouraging greater use of borrowing for long-term capital 
improvements, realistically any new program must come with the caveat: Taxes must be 
raised to pay for this. 

 
 A variable oil security fee could be adjusted to maintain a minimum retail price of 
motor fuel of $3.50 per gallon. 
 
 User fees could be devoted to maintenance and funds for new infrastructure 
could come from general revenues, special tax districts, proffers, special sales taxes, 
etc. to capture the broad beneficiaries.    
 
 Eliminating misallocations could free some existing funds (e.g. focus on major 
structurally deficient bridges rather than those that are merely functionally obsolete, 
eliminate congressional earmarks). 
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Gas tax rates could be indexed to construction prices enough to offset reduced 
VMT and increased fuel efficiency.  Revenue targets could be set (if not met, rates 
could be increased further assuming motor fuel consumption is inelastic.) 
 
 Avoid ticket taxes on modes producing net benefits greater than current fares.  
 
 Allow tolling/congestion pricing on federal-aid highways but require proceeds to 
be dedicated to transportation improvements in the specific corridors in which the user 
fees are collected. 
 
 Consider federal formula aid for existing systems and offer competitive 
discretionary grants for new investments.  
 

For new investments, government recipients of federal funding could be required 
to capture the value created by the funded projects to apply to maintenance of the 
assets.  In the past USDOT required WMATA’s jurisdictions to enact “stable and 
reliable” sources of operating funding in exchange for continuing federal construction 
grants.  Currently, state and local governments receive increments of general revenues 
(e.g. sales and property taxes) induced by such investments: Federal policy could 
require that these be restricted to use for transportation.  
 

Conclusion 
 

 To recap the essential lessons describe above, transportation policies are 
created by a myriad of congressional committees and federal agencies, resulting in 
gaps and conflicts that can’t be remedied by focusing solely on transportation 
infrastructure via surface transportation authorization bills. 
 
 Transportation policy does not exist in a vacuum: it influences and is influenced 
by policies designed to meet a broad spectrum of other national goals and objectives.  
So a unified transportation policy must be coordinated with policies addressing climate 
change, fair housing, energy conservation, national security and economic vitality, 
among others. 
 
 Among the most important trends to recognize in revised transportation policy 
are technology-driven access to information and social changes pushing us toward 
mixed use, walkable and sustainable communities. 
 
 Most agree on desirable qualities of national transportation policy, including 
fewer program categories, increased use of market prices and reorganizing USDOT into 
market-oriented divisions (e.g. urban, intercity, rural, international).  Most also agree on 
the outline of an approach that defines more precisely the national interest, establishes 
sustainable funding sources and measures outcomes.  Further, there is no dispute 
about the difficulty of achieving fundamental policy reforms in the current weak 
economy and partisan political environment. 
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 But ultimately difficult choices must be made, including whether to replace states 
with MPO’s as principal recipients of federal funds, whether to cut back on federal 
mandates, how to convince the public that market pricing is needed in transportation 
(for enhanced revenue as well as to manage congestion and establish accurate levels 
of required investments) and how to even the playing field among modes while 
stressing the need for connectivity. 
 
 Finally, how can the federal government carve out a sustainable stream of 
resources to fund the maintenance, rehabilitation and improvement of transportation 
systems needed to meet vital U.S. goals and objectives? 
 
 One hopes that the Miller Center’s final report will serve to crystallize these 
points and help propel the U.S. toward the effective national transportation policy that so 
many stakeholders are demanding.  
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          AGENDA ITEM #6 
 
 
 
 
 
TO:  Chairman Zimmerman and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Rick Taube  
 
DATE: October 29, 2009 
 
SUBJECT: WMATA Items 
              
 

Several items are presented for discussion. 
 
Data on SmarTrip use through July, 2009 show strong growth among all local 

and regional transit systems.  Loudoun County Transit customers lead the region with a 
98.1 percent share. 

 
Ridership on WMATA is dropping below budget projections (refer to the detailed 

Power Point presentation attached). 
 
NVTC co-sponsored a public forum with WMATA on October 21, 2009.  Many 

NVTC commissioners attended along with other state elected officials and members of 
the public.  Notes from the forum are attached.  



























For more information please visit www.thinkoutsidethecar.org  

Date:     October 21, 2009  

     

Time:     Open House at 6:30 pm  

      Meeting at 7:00 pm   

 

Location:     George Mason High School  

      7124 Leesburg Pike  

       Falls Church, Virginia 22043 

 

By Metro:    West Falls Church 

Northern Virginia FY 2011 

Metro Budget Forum 
The Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority  

and the Northern Virginia Transportation Commission  

invite the public to join Northern Virginia’s elected officials  

and decision‐makers at a unique forum.   

 

The focus of the forum is to address Metro’s critical budget  

issues including operating challenges and capital needs.   



     

Overview: 

• 4th largest transit agency in U.S.  
o 2nd largest heavy rail system  
o 6th largest bus network  
o 8th largest paratransit network 

• Ridership for Fiscal Year 2009 total trips: 
o Metrorail: 223 million 
o Metrobus: 134 million 

History: 

• Established in 1967 as an interstate 
compact agency of the District of 
Columbia, State of Maryland, and 
Commonwealth of Virginia 

• Mandate:  Plan, finance, construct and 
operate a comprehensive mass transit 
system for the Washington, D.C. 
metropolitan area 

 

Metrorail: 

• 106 miles, 86 stations 

• 1,130 rail vehicles  

• 57,732 parking spaces 
o Largest parking provider in region 

• 589 escalators and 229 elevators 
 

 

Metrobus: 

• 319 routes on 174 lines 

• 1,524 buses and 9 bus garages 

• 12,227 bus stops 
• 2,398 shelters (597 owned by Metro) 
 
MetroAccess: 

• 450 vehicles provide shared‐ride 
paratransit service 

• 2.1 million passengers in FY2009 

Fast Facts 
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FY2011 Budget Forum

Northern Virginia

October 21, 2009

0

Meeting agenda

What is Metro and what is the value of Metro service?

What are the Fiscal Year 2011 budget challenges?

What are the potential budget options?

1
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Budget calendar

Key budget milestones:y g

– October 2009 - Public forums

– December 2009 – Proposed budget to Board

– January – March 2010 – Board considers budget

Spring 2010 Public hearings on possible service and fare changes

2

– Spring 2010 – Public hearings on possible service and fare changes

– June 2010 – Budget approval

– July 1, 2010 – Fiscal Year 2011 begins

What is Metro’s value to the region?

Congestion Relief
- Metrorail takes 600,000 cars off the road each weekday and eliminates the needMetrorail takes 600,000 cars off the road each weekday and eliminates the need 

for 1,400 highway lane miles

Mobility Choice
- Washington region: 2nd highest share of commuting trips on transit
- Riders save an average of $9,700 a year riding Metro and having one less car

Economic Catalyst
– Supports region’s $359B economy
– Every $1 invested in Metro yields $10

Environmental ImpactsEnvironmental Impacts
− Metro eliminates more than 1 million tons of air pollutants every year 

3
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Metro’s FY10 annual budget

Total Budget= $2,097.8
(in millions)

Capital,  $739.9 
, 35%

Operating,  
$1 357 9 65%

VA’s Capital 
Contribution

$45.0

4

$1,357.9 , 65%
VA’s Operating 
Contribution

$136.7

Metro’s FY10 budget – Source of funds

Operating & Capital Budget ‐ $2,097.8
(in millions)

State & Local 
Funds,  $811.5 , 

39%

Federal,  $422.9 , 
20%

Debt,  $59.2 , 3%

Other,  $101.6 , 
5%

5

Fares & Parking,  
$702.7 , 33%
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Actual 2009 fare and subsidy per passenger

$45.00 

$15 00

$20.00 

$25.00 

$30.00 

$35.00 

$40.00 

avg subsidy avg fare

6

$0.83 $2.27 $1.66

$2.46 $0.54 $37.89

$-

$5.00 

$10.00 

$15.00 

Metrobus Metrorail MetroAccess

Metro’s FY10 budget – Use of funds

Fuel/

Operating & Capital Budget ‐ $2,097.8
(in millions)

Materials,  $73.1 
, 4%

Fuel/
Propulsion
$108.8 
5%

Other,  $60.7 , 
3%

Capital,  $739.9 , 
35%

7

Personnel,  
$952.6 , 45%

Services,  $162.7 
, 8%
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Metro’s FY10 Capital Budget – Sources of funds

Total Capital Budget= $739.9
(in millions)

Other Sources,  
$20.5 , 3%

Debt 
Management,  
$59.2 , 8%

8

Federal Funds,  
$422.9 , 57%

State and Local 
Funds,  $237.3 , 

32%

Metro’s FY10 Capital Budget – Uses of funds

Total Capital Budget= $739.9
(in millions)

Metro

ARRA 
"Stimulus" 
Program,  

$149.2 , 20%

Reimbursable 
Projects,  
$34.7 , 5%

Other Capital 
Projects,  
$28.6 , 4%

9

Metro 
Matters,  

$527.4 , 71%
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Capital budget – What it buys

Bus mid-life rehab & 
replacements

Railcar rehab  & 
replacements

Rail system rehab

10

IT – Software, security 
& data centers

Replace obsolete bus 
garages

Rail maintenance 
facilities rehab

Metro’s FY10 Operating Budget – Sources of funds

Metrobus

Total Operating Budget= $1,357.9
(in millions)

Metrobus 
Revenues  
$157.6 

Local Subsidy  
$574.2 

11.6%

42.3%

11

Metrorail 
Revenues  
$621.2 MetroAccess 

Revenues
$5.0 

45.7%

.4%
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Metro’s FY10 Operating Budget – Uses of funds*

Total Operating Budget= $1,357.9
(in millions)

Metrobus,  
$506.1 , 37%

MetroAccess,  
$85.6 , 6%

12

Metrorail,  
$782.8 , 57% *Debt service/other credit    

of $16.6M included

Operating budget – What it buys

System safety Rail power, utilities and 
fuels

Bus, rail and paratransit 
operations

13

Bus and rail car 
maintenance Transit police force

Facilities and grounds 
maintenance
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Budget challenges in FY2011 and beyond

Capital Program: 
- $11.4 billion in needs over next 10 years
- Current six-year agreement expires June 30, 2010

Operating Budget:
- $100+ million shortfall projected for FY11$100+ million shortfall projected for FY11

14

Capital program challenge

$11.4B* of capital needs over the next 10 years:  $ p y

- Replace hundreds of older railcars

- Replace system components

- Rising demand for MetroAccess

- Brief lifecycle for IT investment

S d h b d f d ( )

- Major multi-year projects require multi-year funding commitment

* NTSB recommendations have yet to be identified or quantified

15

- Some needs have been deferred (garages)
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Operating budget challenge

Projected budget gap - over $100 million  

- Contractual union wage/benefit 
obligation

- Pension contributions

- Fuel and electricity inflation

l l

j g g p
Cost drivers:

- Escalating claims costs

- Enhanced security-related costs

- Maintenance costs increase as system ages

- Revenues decrease as unemployment triggers ridership declines
16

Budget options

To balance the budget Metro can:To balance the budget, Metro can:

• Reduce expenditures
• Increase revenues
• Increase jurisdiction contributions
• Combination of the above

17
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What has Metro done to reduce expenditures 
without impacting service?

Cut 350 positions 
Nearly 10% reduction of administrative 
positions

Savings: $31M

Reduced overtime expenses 35%
FY08= $74.2M

FY10= $48.3M

Savings= $26M

Reduced travel, training and 
consultant costs

Savings= $10M

18

What has Metro done to increase non-passenger
revenues?

– Negotiated more revenue from 
fib ti lfiber optics leases

• $2.3M between FY08 and FY09

– More advertising opportunities

– CNG tax rebate

• $3M annually since FY07

– Issued RFP for retail in stations

– Leased bank ATM service in rail 
stations

• FY05-FY09 revenue: $4M
19
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We invite your ideas

For bus, rail, paratransit and parking services, 
please share your thoughts on:

– Adjusting service

– Fare increases

– Ideas for additional revenue

20

Appendix

21
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Recent Metrorail Fare History

59%60%

16%

27% 27%

50%

19%

32% 36%

52%

59%

20%
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40%
45%
50%
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60%

Last fare 
increase
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Recent Metrobus Fare History
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Rail and Bus Ridership,  FY05 - FY10

Metrorail, Metrobus and Total Ridership
(in thousands)

150,000

200,000
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350,000

400,000
(in thousands)

Metrobus Metrorail Total Ridership

24
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MetroAccess Ridership,  FY05 – FY09

MetroAccess ridership is expected to be over 2 million this year
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MetroAccess Ridership Changes
FY2005 to FY2009
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Overview of Metro

• Metro is the 4th largest transit agency in U.S.

– Second largest heavy rail transit system 
– Sixth largest bus network
– Eighth largest paratransit network

Overview of Metro

bl h d h h f hEstablished:  With the consent of the 
federal government, Metro was established 
in 1967

Multi-Jurisdictional:  Metro is an interstate 
compact agency of the District of 
Columbia, State of Maryland, and 
Commonwealth of Virginia

Mandate: To plan finance construct andMandate:  To plan, finance, construct and 
operate a comprehensive mass transit 
system for the Washington, D.C. 
metropolitan area
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Overview of Metro

• 10,000+ budgeted employees, g p y

• 1,524 buses

• 589 escalators and 229 elevators

• 106 miles of track

• 86 rail stations

• 1,130 rail vehicles

• 57,732 parking spaces
– Largest parking provider in region

• 9 bus garages

Metrorail

• 1,130 rail cars serve 86 stations in the 106-mile system

• 223 million trips in FY2009p

• Average fare $2.27 in FY2009

• Average subsidy $0.54 per passenger in FY2009
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Metrobus

• 1,524 buses serve 12,000 stops on 340 routes

• 134 million trips in FY2009

• Average fare $0.83 (including discounts) in FY2009

• Average subsidy $2.46 per passenger in FY2009

MetroAccess

• 450 vehicles provide shared-ride paratransit service

• 2.1 million passengers in FY2009

• Fare $1.66 plus surcharge for trips outside corridor

• Average subsidy $37.89 per passenger in FY2009
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Metro urged to avoid service cuts, find more money
The most obvious place to make big cuts in the transit authority budget is 
in MetroAccess, the service for disabled riders. It's the most heavily 
subsidized of Metro's services, its growth is out of control, and the transit 
authority exceeds the service requirements set in federal law. 

Yes, it's obvious. Until riders who are in wheelchairs, who are blind or 
who are frail begin to tell their stories about how MetroAccess connects 
them with the world. Without it, they'd be shut in their homes. They'd 
certainly have to quit their jobs and severely limit their social contacts. 
Then you start to visualize people like Ann Pimley of Fairfax sitting at 
home when they would otherwise be out making a big contribution to 
their community, and you wonder if you'll be thinking about that every 
time you save a dime on your fare card. 

"People have made life decisions based on the services they receive," 
she said. 

This is a typical scenario for a forum about Metro's budget problems. 
They start with bookkeeping presentations. Here's how much money the 
transit authority expects to have. Here's how much it expects to spend. 
Here's the impressive difference. Here's what we propose to cut. 

Then actual humans who use these services get up and start to talk. The 
numbers don't look so impressive. The humans do. 

On Wednesday night in Falls Church, the Northern Virginia 
Transportation Commission sponsored a forum with Metro officials that 
followed that basic pattern, though with a bit of a different format. When 
Metro -- or any government agency -- holds a budget hearing, it's 
basically: You talk, they listen, then everybody goes home. 

In this one, the leaders discussed, the public talked, the leaders 
discussed what the public said, then the people got their say again and 
the leaders again reacted. That was nice. Some call it two-way 
communication. 

In fact, that was the point. Metro's leaders know they've got a real 
problem this year that's likely to lead to a fare increase, or service cuts, 
or both. Before General Manager John B. Catoe Jr. actually proposes 
something, Metro board members wanted to go around the region to 
share their side of this, perhaps building support, or at least tolerance, for 
some upcoming pain. But at the same time, they are giving the public an 
early chance to offer their own ideas about how to make the transit 
system work better. 

Sometimes, the public's ideas give the Metro officials a chance to make 
their case. For example, riders often ask why Metro can't balance its 
budget by getting more advertising. There's all that space and such a 
big, captive audience on the trains and buses. Metro says it makes about 
$40 million a year on an advertising contract that's about to expire. They 
say that contract, negotiated during a more robust economy, was pretty 
good. Metro isn't likely to do as well with a new one. 
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But there are other times when the leaders have to acknowledge a point. 
Catoe promised that he'd have a response today about why some some 
outdoor station lights are on all day. 

If that saves some money, it will be a little bit. But it's really unlikely 
anyone will have the one big idea that causes the Metro leaders to 
smack their heads and yell, "That's it!" There will be a batch of light bulb 
ideas over the next few months that Metro will have to act on, and then 
there will be some of the usual rough and tumble over how much money 
the local jurisdictions can contribute to maintain services and how much 
of a fare increase we can tolerate. 

And there will be plenty more stories about how much people have come 
to depend on something as seemingly tenuous as a bus or a van. 

By Robert Thomson  |  October 22, 2009; 8:49 AM ET 
Categories:  Metro , transit  | Tags: Dr. Gridlock, Metro budget, Metrobus, Metrorail 
Share This:  E-Mail | Technorati | Del.icio.us | Digg | Stumble  
Previous: Today's read: How much support for tolls? 
Next: Metro adding service for Monday night football  

 
Bus fare must increase. Jim Graham needs to realize that he can't hold the system 
hostage. Rail riders at the ends of the lines bear the burden, and bus riders need to 
start paying their fair share. Bus fare should be at least $1.50 per ride. That's still 
less than a one-way minimum fare during peak hours on rail lines. 

Posted by: lrubens | October 22, 2009 10:33 AM | Report abuse  

Let's get into a little more detail about that contract Doc. All too often the ads are 
expired, outdated, or even empty. Metro responds to my emails saying the contract 
and third party vendor guarantee a revenue stream. If Metro managed it 
themselves in a manner more efficient then this third party vendor is obviously 
failing to do (given I saw ads in April 2009 for December 2008) then Metro would be 
maximizing the revenue it generates, without a third party vendor taking a cut. 

The problem is Catoe and Metro management in general, not revenue. 

Service cuts will lead to fewer riders, which will decreasing revenue, which will lead 
to more service cuts. 

The solution is change management, get a regional consensus on federal 
contributions and implement. 

We want regional jobs, get Congress to build third and fourth rails, an additional 
tunnel and the Beltway line we so desperately need. 

Is this the national Capital or are we a second rate city with a second rate subway. 
At the moment we look and act like the latter. 

Posted by: anarcho-liberal-tarian | October 22, 2009 11:26 AM | Report abuse  

Metro is in a corner. The biggest expense growth is in Metro Acess but no one is 
going to come out for any cuts there. Everyone wants the service and the fares to 
stay the same. They want Metro to somehow comeup with the money to cover the 
expense gap. If they don't they want the Metro management to be replaced. 
Haven't we been down this path before? 

Posted by: Jimof1913 | October 22, 2009 12:09 PM | Report abuse  

Metro can raise fares on tourists and infrequent riders while causing minmal harm to 
to regular riders.  
MetroBus should be $2 one-way for cash and $1.50 SmartTrip, free transfers 
should go back to 2 hours. 
MetroRail should charge $1 per paper fare card plus $1.75 minimum off-peak and 
$2 minimum peak for farecard users. SmartTrip users would be $1.50 off-peak and 
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$1.75 peak (raises of only $0.15 and $0.10). Max Fare for papercards is now $6 
peak and $4 off-peak while going down to $5 and $3 for SmartTrip users.  
Charge $1 for parking on weekends. 
Express Bus: $4 for Cash, stays at $3 for SmartTrip. 
Charge peak fares for special events like Cherry Blossoms, July 4th, etc.  
These fare increases would force more regular and infrequent riders to buy a 
SmartTrip card, which will speed up buses and faregates. But more importantly it 
will increase revenue while having litle impact on regular riders and having the 
SmartTrip card may encourage more use of the system from infrequent riders.  
Since adopton of SmartTrip by more rides is imporant to Metro, there must be a 
real financial benefit to having a SmartTrip card, $0.10 isn't it to people who ride the 
bus once a week and no benefit on Metro, I bet paper farecards ar emuch more 
expensiveto mero than a paper transfer! So, charge people $1 for each paper 
farecard! 
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whats the point of having metroaccess if the crippled are virtually sodomized trying 
to get onto overcrowded trains? 

Posted by: member5 | October 22, 2009 1:21 PM | Report abuse  

metro mgt needs a change. First off, they should actually take the metro. Then they 
can see what everyone else experiences, unreliable and slow service. Next thing is 
that they need to return service to normal speed. My commute takes an extra 20 
minutes since the accident. Then, they should increase the fair cost. Im guessing 
70-80% of the riders dont pay out of pocket since federal employees get metro 
subsidies. Therefor, metro can get more federal subsidies indirectly. Increase fair 
costs, that will help. 
One last not so innovative solution: Offer pay-per service internet on the trains like 
they have at National/Dulles airport. I know some people would be willing to pay for 
internet service on the subway. Heck, the way metro is going, if they keep making 
the trains run slower and less in between, they could even offer a sleeping train. 

Posted by: gte534j | October 22, 2009 2:52 PM | Report abuse  

The real problem that nobody wants to talk about is everything is negotiated with the 
the transit union. You see what wonders the UAW is doing with the car industry and 
how wonderful our education system is with the teachers union. Get rid of the union 
and metro will be just fine. 

Posted by: icmp | October 22, 2009 2:55 PM | Report abuse  
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NOTES ON NVTC/WMATA FORUM 

ON WMATA’s FY 2011 BUDGET 

 

 

---OCTOBER 21, 2009-- 
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 The forum was convened by NVTC Chairman/WMATA Board Member Chris 
Zimmerman and NVTC Vice-Chairman/WMATA Board Member Catherine Hudgins.  An 
agenda and notice are attached. 
 
 John Catoe, WMATA’s General Manager, provided a Power Point presentation 
(attached) and responded to comments and questions from panelists (NVTC board 
members and members of WMATA’s Riders Council) and the public.  Thirteen NVTC 
board members were present, plus one additional NVTC alternate. 
  
 Several themes and important points were raised during discussion by various 
board members and speakers, including: 
 

• WMATA faces a historic confluence of worst case scenarios with crushing 
economic pressures hitting all levels of government and the private sector 
simultaneously while the June, 2009 Metrorail accident reinforced the necessity 
of rehabilitating old and failing equipment at enormous expense. 
 

• People have made life altering choices to give up auto use with the 
understanding that they will continue to be well served by transit.  Budget 
discussions can’t be all about numbers and also must recognize impacts of 
service cuts on people’s lives.  As people respond to transit and move toward 
interconnected urban villages, the trend should not be jeopardized by cutting 
back transit. 
 

• Competition from private sector transit operators should be considered, given 
favorable experiences by VRE and others.  WMATA also should consider 
contracting out for internal services (such as maintenance).  Local governments 
should consider taking over more routes from WMATA where savings can be 
realized.  However, when considering further takeovers of Metrobus service by 
local systems, the need for coordination is even more important, remembering 
that the regional Metrobus system was created originally to repair a dysfunctional 
collection of private bus companies. 
 

• More funding is needed from the federal government because WMATA is a de 
facto federal transportation system given the extent to which federal employees 
rely on WMATA. 
 

• WMATA creates enormous benefits, including tax revenues for local and state 
governments.  To capture that value, those governments should be compelled to 
spend those proceeds on transit rather than roads. 
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• When it was built, WMATA was a world class system but it is in danger of 

deteriorating into a second class system without a sustainable source of funding.  
TPB consistently has stressed the need for more dedicated funding. 
 

• ADA for transit is an unfunded federal mandate.  Federal funding should be 
provided for Metro Access because it is an essential lifeline to jobs for persons 
with disabilities.  An APTA peer review suggested several ways to reduce Metro 
Access costs, and WMATA is examining many of them.  But also under 
consideration are incentives such as free fares for persons with disabilities on 
Metrorail and Metrobus.  

 
• While Metro Access service enriches the lives of users, its costs and demand are 

rising much faster than those of Metrobus and Metrorail.  It has been said that at 
the current Metro Access growth rate, WMATA may not be able to afford any 
regular Metrobus service in 10 years.  Currently, costs less fares for Metro 
Access are about $80 million annually, $161 million for rail and $240 million for 
bus.  WMATA through APTA will be seeking access to funds from federal social 
programs for Metro Access. 
 

• While a simple fare structure has appeal, the notion of a new peak of the peak 
fare surcharge may have merit. Also, the differential between bus and rail fares 
has grown to be quite large.  More enlightened pricing of parking could ensure 
some available spaces throughout the day to encourage rail use and yield 
significantly more revenue. 
 

• Lowering transit service frequency is equivalent to a fare increase because the 
value of the product per dollar is eroded.  So just raise the fares instead. 
 

• WMATA currently earns $40 million annually from its soon to expire advertising 
contract.  Aggressive sales of advertising (station naming rights, bus wraps) 
should be pursued, but especially in this weak economy revenue is likely to 
decline.  At any rate it comprises only a modest share of WMATA’s $1.2 billion 
operating budget. 
 

• WMATA’s bus and rail blue collar wage scales are not unreasonable and 
overtime is now under control.  Trainee’s start at a modest $11 per hour and the 
ultimate maximum salary is about $54,000 a year (rising to about $60,000 with 
longevity) for a 40-hour week.  Benefits are subject to binding arbitration 
(specified in the WMATA Compact) and management has been unsuccessful in 
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convincing unions and arbitrators to give up defined benefit pensions in favor of 
defined contribution plans.  Economies in revising benefits and wage freezes 
should also be considered for management.  Also economies might be squeezed 
by a better mix of part and full-time work. 
 

• Speakers called for WMATA to devote more attention to: communication with 
customers (e.g. in e-mail alerts identifying the severity of causes of delays); 
energy conservation (restore sensors to turn off day-time lighting of outdoor 
Metrorail stations and night-time lighting at the Jackson Graham headquarters); 
restoring trust; better amenities (Wi-Fi, possibly for a fee); asking those who can 
afford it to pay more for all of WMATA’s services, including Metro Access and 
parking; measuring performance; installing new technologies for revenue and to 
enhance the customer experience (such as in-station TV monitors, car sharing at 
stations); and creating a WMATA culture stressing safety and transparency. 
 

• Bus route consolidation, better stop spacing, queue jumping signals and 
dedicated lanes should be pursued to improve efficiency.  Also, a regionwide 
network of such lanes should be created with the involvement of VDOT, MDOT 
and DDOT.  TPB’s ARRA application seeks $270 million of federal stimulus 
funding to initiate such a network.  These improvements would improve bus 
efficiency and in turn increase demand with corresponding revenue 
enhancement.  New HOV lanes are included in Fairfax County’s comprehensive 
plan for Braddock Road outside the Beltway and Route 1, but rights-of-way and 
engineering funding are needed.  The county is also completing a Transit 
Development Plan, since not even the denser parts of the county have enough 
transit service.  The use of freeway shoulders for transit (as is successfully done 
in Minneapolis) should also be pursued. 
 

• Riders have a role to play in educating local officials about the necessity of 
retaining effective transit service.  One couple described their Facebook page 
dedicated to fight potential DASH service cuts in Alexandria.  A more "community 
centered” transit planning process was suggested. 
 
 



 

 

 

 
          AGENDA ITEM #7 
 
 
 
TO:  Chairman Zimmerman and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Rick Taube  
 
DATE: October 29, 2009 
 
SUBJECT: Vanpool Incentive Program 
              
 

NVTC is promoting a broad regional effort to initiate a new Vanpool Incentive 
Program that would increase vanpooling and allow WMATA to receive significantly more 
federal formula assistance to be shared among the participating regions. 

 
Significant progress has occurred, including: 
 
1. FAMPO has reserved $100,000 of CMAQ funds available now for a design 

study; 
 

2. NVTC has applied to NVTA for $100,000 CMAQ funds and PRTC has 
volunteered to provide that amount in FY 2010 if it will be restored in FY 2011.  
NVTA will act on this request on November 12th; 

 
3. NVTC has also requested that NVTA reserve some FY 2011 CMAQ funds for 

implementation of the project, contingent on prior completion of an acceptable 
project design study; 

 
4. A substantial technical advisory committee of local, regional and state 

governments and private sector representatives has met several times and 
agreed on a scope of work for the design study; 

 
5. FAMPO is prepared to issue the RFP on November 13th assuming favorable 

action by NVTA; 
 
6. DRPT staff agreed to serve as the project manager to ensure impartiality; 
 
7. Details are being worked out with FHWA, VDOT and DRPT staff regarding the 

complex process for funding this joint project with money from two different 
regions;



 

 

 

 
8. The consultant selection committee has been selected and should be ready to 

recommend award of contract for action by FAMPO and NVTC no later than 
January 7, 2010; and 

 
9. The target for completion of design is no later than June 30, 2010. 

 
Attached for your information are the scope of work and program design project 

schedule. 



VANPOOL INCENTIVE PROGRAM DESIGN PROJECT SCHEDULE 

 

Activity          Date 

Final revision of scope for RFP, approval of project schedule and 
creation of consultant selection committee by Technical Advisory 
Committee (TAC) 

October 13, 2009 

Comments on final scope of work due October 16 

Initiate process to include design project in TPB and FAMPO TIP’s 
and seek approval of scope for FAMPO by VDOT/FHWA October 19 

Approval by FAMPO of CMAQ funds for project and for issuing 
RFP.  Separately the Selection Committee agrees on selection 
criteria 

October 26 

Recommendation for approval of transfer of FY 2010 CMAQ funds 
for project by NVTA’s JACC October 29 

Approval by NVTA of FY 2010 CMAQ funds for design and of FY 
2011 CMAQ funds to restore funds used for design November 12 

FAMPO issues RFP November 13 

Pre-proposal conference November 30 

Responses to RFP due December 14 

Consultant interviews by TAC Selection Committee.  Separately 
FAMPO authorizes execution of consulting contract and agreement 
with DRPT to serve as project manager 

December 21 

Recommendation of consulting team by TAC selection committee December 28 

Deadline for completion of process to include design project in TPB 
and FAMPO TIP’s and of FAMPO and NVTC to have access to 
CMAQ funds 

December 31 

NVTC authorizes award of contract to recommended consulting 
team and agreement with DRPT to serve as project manager.  
NVTC and FAMPO execute consulting contract and issue notice to 
proceed  

January 7, 2010 

Technical Advisory Committee initial meeting with consulting team January 11, 2010 

Design project complete June 30, 2010 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VANPOOL INCENTIVE PROGRAM  
TO ENHANCE THE NORTHERN VIRGINIA / FREDERICKSBURG REGIONS’ 

SECTION 5307  
FEDERAL TRANSIT FORMULA ASSISTANCE EARNINGS AND INCREASE THE 

NUMBER OF VANPOOLS  
 
 

SCOPE OF WORK FOR CONSULTING ASSISTANCE TO DESIGN THE PROGRAM 
 

 
--October 14, 2009--
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Introduction 
 

Throughout the United States, Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPO’s), 
state Departments of Transportation (DOT’s) and transit agencies are collecting and 
reporting vanpool statistics to the National Transit Database (NTD) in order to increase 
their Section 5307 earnings from the Federal Transit Administration (FTA). To be 
eligible, vanpools must be publicly operated or a public transit system must own or 
lease the vans directly or through a contractor, although the Federal Transit 
Administration is currently considering a revised policy that would define how private 
vanpools could submit data to NTD to generate Section 5307 earnings through an 
eligible FTA grant recipient. 

 
In Virginia, the Greater Richmond Transportation Company (GRTC) and 

Hampton Roads Transit (HRT) receive Section 5307 funds on a total of about 100 
vanpools, but no entity in the DC metropolitan region or the FAMPO region reports 
vanpool activity to the NTD. This represents a net opportunity loss of millions of dollars 
of Section 5307 earnings annually in Northern Virginia and Fredericksburg (assuming 
survey-determined totals of 600 to 800 active vanpools). These estimates are provided 
in a NVTC staff report titled “Section 5307 Earnings Potential from Vanpools in the D.C. 
Metropolitan Area” dated August, 2009 and available on NVTC’s website at 
www.thinkoutsidethecar.org.  

 
A previous effort to use Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) funding 

and Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) administration concluded 
about five years ago without producing an acceptable program of vanpool subsidies to 
generate Section 5307 earnings, although substantial progress was made.  This current 
project builds on that earlier work in an effort to create a program to subsidize the use of 
vanpools.   

 
In addition to increasing earnings of Section 5307 formula funds, newly formed 

vanpools would make significant contributions to clean air, reduced greenhouse gas 
emissions, energy conservation and relief of traffic congestion. 

 
This scope of work details the tasks required to design a program for inclusion of 

Fredericksburg and Northern Virginia vanpools in the NTD, including estimating the 
number of vanpools that might participate, definition of data collection and reporting 
requirements, development of draft agreements, design of an administrative structure 
and assignment of responsibilities, verification of expected formula earnings and 
assignment of those earnings to the various participants, assistance in resolving issues 
that are identified as obstacles to a successful vanpool subsidy program, obtaining FTA 
approvals and sign-offs on agreements (assuming a program design agreeable to the 
stakeholders can be fashioned) and (as options) help with procurement of additional 
consulting expertise to assist in the implementation of various aspects of the program 
and expanding it to Maryland and the District of Columbia.   
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The duration of this contract will be up to nine months from notice to proceed, 
with a target completion date of six months for Tasks 1-6.  This will permit the program 
to begin compiling NTD data for FY 2011 by July 1, 2010 (or as soon thereafter as 
possible), if a source of implementation funds is available then.  Submission of the FY 
2011 and subsequent NTD reports would permit Section 5307 earnings to begin in FY 
2013 (October, 2012).   
 
 A staff-level technical advisory committee (TAC) has been convened from state 
and regional agencies, local governments and private vanpool leasing firms choosing to 
participate.  These agencies/governments include, but are not limited to, the following:  
 
Northern Virginia Transportation Commission (NVTC) 
Potomac and Rappahannock Transportation Commission (PRTC) 
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) 
Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT) 
Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) 
Virginia Railway Express (VRE) 
Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization/ George Washington Regional 
Commission (FAMPO/GWRC) 
Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments/Transportation Planning Board 
(MWCOG/TPB) 
Alexandria 
Arlington County 
Falls Church 
Fairfax (city) 
Fairfax County 
Loudoun County 
Fredericksburg 
Manassas 
Manassas Park 
Prince William County 
Stafford County 
Spotsylvania County 
Caroline County 
King George County 
Richmond Ridefinders 
VPSI, Inc. 
ABS Vans 
 
 
 
 Maryland and D.C. agencies may also be invited to participate.  
 
 The TAC reserves the right to discontinue the project if it appears that a workable 
program cannot be achieved. 
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 Task 1: Research Best Practices.  
 

Review research materials containing background and assumptions.  Research 
and determine the FTA requirements for a vanpool NTD program.  Examine national 
examples of best practices.  Report findings. 
 
 The consequences of proposed changes in FTA policies and federal legislation 
should also be examined (e.g., allowing private vanpools to submit NTD data, allowing 
vanpool fares to count as local match for Section 5307 and other federal grants and the 
possible roll-back of the maximum allowable tax-free commuter benefit).  Emphasis 
should be placed on identifying best practices that would be applicable in this region 
and would lead to including existing vanpools as well as creating new vanpools. 
 
Task 2:  Recommend program goals and objectives and analyze significant issues.  
 

Recommend program goals and objectives.  Identify, analyze and recommend 
solutions to program hurdles and uncertainties including such issues as match monies, 
the 2010 Census, leasing agreements (including purchase options and FTA’s capital 
cost of contracting regulations), liability and indemnification, data collection technology 
(even beyond best practices), and legal/regulatory hurdles to providing incentives to 
drivers.  Develop and recommend a structure of roles and activities in the NOVA and 
FAMPO regions to implement a vanpool NTD program consistent with FTA 
requirements and national best practices.   
 
 Several issues have been identified as obstacles to the success of the proposed 
project or of potential importance.  For each of the issues listed below, and others that 
may be identified by the consulting team and the TAC, the consulting team will propose 
cost-effective remedies and assist the region in negotiating agreements as to how to 
proceed, based on successful experiences in other regions and on tentative 
agreements reached in this region’s earlier efforts. Having resolved these issues, the 
consultant will work with the TAC to obtain agreement on the goals and objectives of the 
program. 
 
Incentives for Vanpool Formation and NTD Participation: 
 

A. What factors will influence vanpool participation in the program including:  levels 
of subsidization, operating costs, financial support for van purchases, availability 
and affordability of insurance, the extent to which paperwork is required to 
comply with NTD data collection mandates, and whether the van is owner-
operated or a part of a larger fleet? 
 

B. What are the pros and cons (including legal and regulatory hurdles) to providing 
incentives to drivers so they will be willing to form vanpools and to provide NTD 
data? 
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Impact of SmartBenefits: 
 

C. What level of vanpool subsidy, if any, is required by FTA to allow NTD data to 
contribute to Section 5307 earnings? Can receipt of SmartBenefits by vanpoolers 
count toward that required level of subsidy?  
 

D. Given the eligibility of many vanpoolers to receive up to $230 monthly in 
SmartBenefits (at least until the end of 2010) to cover fares, how would an 
additional government Vanpool Incentive Program operating subsidy induce 
more vanpoolers (including non-federal employees) or a willingness of existing 
vanpoolers to submit NTD Data? 
 

Insurance/Indemnification Risks: 
 

E. How can all participating agencies best be fully indemnified? 
 

F. Are there insurance issues for vanpool operators which cannot be addressed 
through the Advantage Insurance Program? 
 

G. What are other potential risks of the program and how can they be mitigated?  
 
Effect of 2010 Census: 

 
H. Following the 2010 census, the FAMPO region may qualify as a TMA based on 

urbanized area population.  If that happens, would net earnings be greater for the 
region as a whole if a new designated recipient in the FAMPO region were to file 
a portion of the NTD data? How could a current governing structure and 
allocation agreement reflect such a future change? 
 

Technologies: 
 

I. Document specific technologies that will facilitate low cost, accurate collection of 
NTD data. 
 

J. If vans are provided, what are the most appropriate makes and models? 
 

Structure of Roles and Activities: 
 

K. Who decides?  With so many agencies involved, which ones will actually 
administer project funds, make go/no go decisions, administer the program and 
provide oversight to any consultants? 
 

L. Should Maryland and D.C. be invited to participate,  at some point in the future, 
perhaps through a regional program at MWCOG?  How does the presence or 
absence of Maryland and D.C. affect Section 5307 funding allocations and what 
would need to happen to ensure that if Maryland and D.C. were absent, Virginia 
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would realize the full benefit of the increased Section 5307 earnings?  [Note: 
optional Task 9 would enlist the consultant’s help in implementing expansion to 
include Maryland and D.C. if stakeholders agree.] 
 

M.  How can the existing vanpool and TDM agencies best participate in the new 
Vanpool Incentive Program?  How can their expertise be incorporated into the 
program?  What agency or agencies should have a lead role in managing the 
program?  How can undue burdens on these agencies be avoided? 

 
N. Should vans be purchased and leased for vanpool operations? Should one or 

more contractors be selected competitively to provide subsidized leases of vans 
to new vanpools in cooperation with vanpool/TDM agencies, or should any van 
lessors who may have existing leases or who may wish to lease subsidized or 
unsubsidized vans to new vanpools be encouraged to participate?  How would 
such a new program mesh with existing public and private programs?  What are 
the implications for public acceptance, including implications for vans 
purchased/leased without public subsidy? 

 
Task 3: Resolve significant issues and develop administrative structure. 
 

After assessing the issues above in Task 2, the consulting team will facilitate 
discussions required to achieve a consensus on their resolution.  If successful, the 
consulting team will then develop an administrative structure, with rules, regulations, 
policies and procedures.  The extent to which existing agencies and/or outside 
contractors should be used for the various administrative functions should be 
determined. This task should, at a minimum, describe how to accomplish the following: 
 

A. Complete a detailed program of subsidization; 
 

B. Publicize and build support for the program; 
 

C. Work with existing TDM agencies and vanpool agencies to educate existing 
vanpool operators about the subsidy program and encourage them to join the 
program; 

 
D. Work with existing TDM agencies and vanpool agencies to establish new 

vanpools and encourage the new vanpool operators to participate in the subsidy 
program; 

 
E. Complete a program to obtain and file required NTD data, using the latest 

technology; 
 

F. Ensure compliance with all applicable federal, state and local regulations with 
appropriate documentation, controls and independent audits; 
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G. With the goal of encouraging widespread participation, what should the 
“eligibility” criteria” for vanpool participation be?  FTA and state requirements are 
compulsory criteria, and others may or may not be advisable – the bulleted list 
below is presented simply for the purpose of consideration, including, but not 
limited to:  
 
 

• Drivers age and other qualifications 
• Vehicle ownership 
• Acceptable driving records 
• Minimum and maximum passengers 
• Lease terms 
• Gas, maintenance included? 
• Spare/loaner vans? 
• ADA equipped vans? 
• Vanpool reporting forms 
• Origins of vanpools 
• Maximum number of riders pulled from existing vanpools (to discourage 

diversion) 
• Fare policies 
• Insurance/Indemnification 
• Free miles for personal use by driver 
• Special incentives for drivers and/or bookkeepers 
• Training programs 
• Support staff for questions, promotion, assistance and marketing 
• Dispute resolution 
• Recruiting 

 
There will need to be a compelling reason for adding criteria beyond FTA and 
state dictates, inasmuch as there is an overarching aim of encouraging greater 
vanpool formation.  
 

H. For the above rules, regulations, policies and procedures, as well as the items 
listed here, conduct sensitivity analyses to demonstrate whether each item is 
likely to exert a positive net benefit for the program: 
 

• Branding 
• Discounts with transit systems for mid-day trips 
• Passenger recruitment bonuses 
• Bike racks on vans 
• Vanpool transfer policies 

 
I. Clearly distinguish vanpool driver/passenger responsibilities versus vanpool 

program administrator responsibilities and identify appropriate contract and NTD 
data collection forms and procedures that will facilitate compliance. 
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Information from other regions with successful vanpool subsidization and NTD 

reporting programs should be presented to establish appropriate baselines for 
comparison of performance.  

 
 
Task 4: Working with TDM agencies and vanpool operators, affirm the number of 

current and future vanpools in both regions for the next decade. 
 
 Through examination of existing surveys and databases, working with TDM 
professionals, and using other data sources such as conducting new surveys, the 
consulting team will affirm the numbers of current vanpool operators and participants in 
both regions and to the extent possible their patterns of origins and destinations. 
 
 Working with TDM agencies and vanpool operators, and based on various 
assumed levels of subsidies for operations and van purchases, paperwork requirements 
and scenarios for gas prices, employment, traffic congestion and insurance availability, 
the consulting team will estimate levels of participation for the proposed program for the 
next decade. 
 
 
Task 5: Provide estimates of the costs. 
 

Provide an estimate of the total annual cost for each van enrolled in the Vanpool 
Incentive Program.  This total cost will include the cost of data collection for each van, a 
subsidy amount for each van and the shared cost of program-wide data consolidation 
and verification, prior to its NTD submittal. Develop total cost estimates for data 
collection, data consolidation/verification, NTD reporting and audits. Quantify non-
monetary benefits (air quality, energy savings, greenhouse gas emissions, safety 
improvements, congestion relief). 
 
 In this cost estimating task, various scenarios should be considered to allow the 
TAC to determine the most cost-effective program while also considering non-monetary 
benefits.  Diversion of customers from public and private transit systems and existing 
vanpools should also be quantified.  
 
 
Task 6: Estimate the total 5307 revenues to be obtained from the program and sharing 

formulas. 
 

Estimate the total 5307 revenues to be obtained from the program given 
alternative numbers of enrolled vans by region, and estimate the net program revenues, 
after data collection, data consolidation and verification and vanpool subsidy costs are 
paid.  Propose formula options for inter- and sub-regional allocation formulas for net 
program revenues. 
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Assist stakeholders in deciding how earnings will be shared.  Currently Section 
5307 earnings go to WMATA but some are shared under specified circumstances with 
other entities (e.g. MTA, VRE, PRTC, FRED).  To provide the assistance to 
stakeholders described here, sharing arrangements elsewhere in the U.S., an allocation 
proposal developed for this area in 2003, WMATA’s Board policy, and this region’s 
current procedures for agreeing on “split letters” for Section 5307 funds will all require 
examination.  How can jurisdictions not accepting federal transit capital funds be 
included if they so desire? How can adequate local match for Section 5307 funds be 
obtained each year, whether or not Congress adopts legislation allowing vanpool fares 
to count as local match?  
 
 For each of the prospective sharing formula options, the consulting team will 
calculate expected Section 5307 gross and net earnings at various levels of vanpool 
participation.   These earnings will be shown for each future year with a theoretical 
allocation of formula earnings, at both the regional and sub-regional levels. The gross 
and net earnings will be shown for each region and will be determined using the cost 
information from Task 5 with revenue information from this task.  
 
  
Task 7: Prepare Detailed Budgets, Business Plans and Performance Objectives. 
 
 Pro forma administrative and program budgets should be prepared for the first 
five years of operation. 
 
 Also, a five-year business plan should define techniques to ensure a successful 
program.  Participant feedback should be an important component. 
  
 Performance objectives should be established to enable objective measurement 
of the program’s success at various stages of development. Describe how implementing 
agencies could involve the public.  Also, consider the benefits of a uniform marketing 
campaign, perhaps developed by DRPT with stakeholder input. 

 
 

Optional Task 8: Assist in implementation procurements. 
 

As an option, the consultant may be asked to assist in procurement of continuing 
services, such as consolidation and verification of data provided by vanpool operators. 

 
 

Optional Task 9: Assist in extending the Vanpool Incentive Program to Maryland and 
D.C. 
 
 As mentioned in Task 2L, if stakeholders determine that the program should be 
extended, the consultants may be asked to assist in modifying the program design for 
that purpose.  



 

 

 

 
          AGENDA ITEM #8 
 
 
 
 
 
TO:  Chairman Zimmerman and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Rick Taube  
 
DATE: October 29, 2009 
 
SUBJECT: Regional Transportation Items 
              
 

A. Potomac River Ferry Demonstration. 
 

As explained in the attached Washington Post article from September 17, 
2009, a $225,000 feasibility study prepared for the Prince William County Board 
examined potential ferry service on the Potomac River.  The study included trial 
runs with a ferry boat.  The study concluded that service would be feasible but 
additional funding would be required.  The Prince William County Board would 
look for partners if it decides to proceed. 

 
B. Status of I-95/395 HOT Lanes Project. 

 
Two items are attached.  First, a letter from Fairfax County Board 

Chairman Sharon Bulova dated September 15, 2009, to Governor Kaine 
expresses the Board’s views on the project.    Second, a memorandum from the 
VDOT and DRPT directors of an ongoing BRT operations study describes how 
the scope of that study will be altered to reflect reduced funding for the HOT 
Lanes project.   

 
C. Transit Technologies—Bus Shelter Ads and Electric Power from Transit 

Customers. 
 

One attachment shows ads that change as they appear on bus shelter 
walls when activated by a camera tracking passengers’ eyes.  The second 
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attachment explains that heavy foot traffic at Japanese subway stations could be 
used to generate electricity for station lighting.  Elements capable of generating 
electricity are embedded in floor tiles and covered by a mat.  The pressure and 
vibration of commuter foot steps are converted to electricity. 

 
D. MWCOG Guaranteed Ride Home. 

 
The attached news article recounts that the regional program to provide 

free rides for commuters who need to leave work for unexpected emergencies 
provided a record number of trips in FY 2009.  A total of 3,096 trips (up slightly 
from 3,006 trips in FY 2008) were provided.  With 11,000 persons registered, and 
each person eligible for up to four trips a year, the program is functioning as an 
effective “insurance policy” for commuters.  The average cost to MWCOG is $65 
per trip.   

 
 

E. Success of Virginia’s Telework Day. 
 

In the attached media release dated September 3rd, the Governor’s Office 
reported that teleworkers on the August 3rd Telework Day saved $113,000, 
escaped driving 140,000 miles and avoided almost 76 tons of pollutants.  A total 
of 4,057 persons participated statewide.  If all eligible employees teleworked one 
day per week for a year, 602 million fewer miles would be driven, 360,800 tons of 
pollution avoided and $807 million in commuting costs saved.  This is equivalent 
to a $1,822 average raise for each employee, plus saving 46 hours per person in 
commuting time. 

 
 

F. NVTC Media Release on I-66 Mode Shares. 
 

A copy of the release is attached on the study described at the September 
NVTC meeting.  Also attached is a news article containing additional comments. 

 
 

G. Safe-Trip I-95 Travel Time Website. 
 

As shown on the attachment, a new website (www.i95travelinfo.org) uses 
real time vehicle data to allow travelers to view congestion and obtain travel 
times on the I-95 corridor from northern New Jersey through southern North 
Carolina. 
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H. Transit, Call Centers and 511 Report. 
 

Excerpts are attached from the report (TCRP Report #134).  It examined 
the status of transit systems interacting with the 511 transportation information 
systems promoted by the FCC.  Among the pertinent findings: 

 
• In a survey of 25 transit agencies, they generally believed that regardless 

of 511 connections, their own staffed telephone information lines are 
essential, because many customers, especially the elderly, want to speak 
to a ‘real” person. 
 

• In a survey of all 42 national 511 transportation information numbers, 22 
had no transit presence (as of March, 2009). 

 
• Of the twenty 511 systems with some transit presence, only three included 

real-time transit information. 
 

• On page 45, a case study is presented of WMATA, which is included in 
Virginia’s 511 system, but only as an option to transfer to WMATA’s own 
customer information service telephone line. 

 
 

I. Virginia Air Quality Improvements. 
 

The attached media release from the Governor’s Office reports that 
between 1999 and 2009, Virginia experienced a 96 percent decrease in the 
number of days exceeding the national standard for ozone.  In 1999 there were 
76 “bad air days.”  In 2009 there were three (all in Northern Virginia).  Northern 
Virginia’s decline was from 48 days in 1999 to three in 2009.  The Governor’s 
release attributed the improvements to several causes but did not mention public 
transit. 

 
 

J. New Tysons Bus Services. 
 

The attached VDOT news release describes new bus routes sponsored by 
the Mega Projects office to help commuters during construction of the Beltway 
HOT Lanes and the Dulles Rail project. 
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Correction to This Article 
A previous version of this article said the ferry would travel at an average of 30 knots an hour. This version has been corrected to say the ferry would travel 
an average of 30 knots. 

PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY 

Potomac Ferry Would Need $20 Million, Report Finds

 
The 149-passenger Provincetown III was used for a three-day trial run in May. (By Tracy A. 
Woodward -- The Washington Post) 
Buy Photo

By Jennifer Buske
Washington Post Staff Writer  
Thursday, September 17, 2009 

A Potomac River ferry could cut travel time significantly for 
some Washington commuters but would require local 
jurisdictions to find at least $20 million to fund it, according to a 
report released Tuesday. 

The commuter ferry feasibility study was funded by a $225,000 
grant from the Virginia Transportation Department and prepared 
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for the Prince William Board of County Supervisors by the 
consulting firm Greenhorne & O'Mara. 

"It's not like we are pulling our checkbook out today," said 
Prince William Supervisor Frank J. Principi (D-Woodbridge), 
who has spearheaded the effort. "We still have homework to do, 
but I think a commuter ferry is a viable option in the region." 

On Tuesday night, the supervisors unanimously endorsed the 
study and directed county staff members to explore ways to pay 
for an analysis to determine how many people would ride the 
ferry and how the service would affect mass transit. 

"We are not interested in competing with the [Potomac and 
Rappahannock Transportation Commission] or the Virginia 
Railway Express, but we are looking to provide an additional 
transportation option," Principi said. "Our intent is not to take 
people off buses and trains but off Interstate 95." 

The study says the ferry would have competitive pricing and 
service when compared with VRE and the PRTC. Ferry times 
were determined after a 149-seat ferry boat ran test trips during 
several days in May. Consultants said ferry service between 
Maryland and Virginia could reduce some cross-river trips from 
two hours to less than 20 minutes, such as a route between Fort 
Belvoir and Indian Head. 

The ferry-commuting estimates include: 

-- Indian Head to Fort Belvoir; eight miles; 14 minutes. 

-- Marshall Hall to Fort Belvoir; three miles; seven minutes. 

-- Occoquan Harbour Marina to Anacostia; 30 miles; 58 minutes. 

-- Prince William Marina to Reagan National Airport; 28 miles; 
66 minutes. 

The running times assume that the ferry would travel an average 
of 30 knots and that no-wake restrictions in Old Town 
Alexandria and along the Anacostia River would be lifted, said 
Cody Smith, a spokesman for Greenhorne & O'Mara. 

Operating a ferry from the Woodbridge area to Washington 
would cost almost $4 million annually, the study says, and 
service from Fort Belvoir to Marshall Hall would cost about $3 
million. Before the ferry can begin operating, however, localities 
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must make nearly $30 million in capital improvements along the 
Woodbridge to D.C. route or about $20 million in improvements 
for service from Virginia to Maryland. Improvements would 
include docks, parking lots, ticketing centers and the purchase of 
six boats, the report says. 

The study projects that if 141,300 passengers ride annually and 
fare prices are about $11 round-trip -- comparable to VRE's fares 
-- ticket revenue would generate about $2 million, which would 
cover about 50 percent of annual operating costs. By comparison, 
the Potomac Riverboat carries about 115,000 passengers 
annually between Alexandria and National Harbor on its river 
taxi service and charges $16 round-trip, said company owner 
Willem Polak. 

The ferries would ideally make an average of 
20 trips daily, five days a week, although fog, ice, high waves or 
river debris could affect the number, the study says. But 
Greenhorne officials said that all commuter services encounter 
problems and that with plush seats, a concession stand and 
wireless Internet service, the ferries could provide a pleasant 
commute. 

The study now moves to the Northern Virginia Regional Commission and the Metropolitan Washington 
Council of Governments for review, Principi said. After that, a regional committee, which could have 
representatives from the military, private agencies and local jurisdictions, would begin looking for funding 
for the project. 

"I'm excited and think this [ferry service] is very feasible," Principi said. "We just need to look at this as a 
regional transportation effort with regional sources of funding." 
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useful in identifying a set of technologies characteristic of call
centers in general. (16-18) That list of technologies, ranging
from the fairly basic, common technologies, to the very ad-
vanced and less common technologies, was then used as a check-
list (prompts) in the 25 transit agency telephone interviews that
were conducted. These technologies were organized into two
categories, basic and advanced, and are presented in Table 7.

Most of the technologies described above are not utilized
by the transit agencies that were interviewed. As shown in
Figure 5, the interviews indicated that voicemail, automatic
call distribution (ACD), voice recording, and interactive
voice response are the most prevalent technologies used by
transit agencies. Voicemail is implemented in more than 85%
of the interviewed agencies, and ACD is implemented at 65%.
Since none of the interviewed agencies use speech analytics,
this technology does not appear in Figure 5.

Figure 6 summarizes the reasons that transit agency inter-
viewees gave for investing in call center technologies. The
most commonly cited rationale for technology investments,
as noted by just over half of the agencies interviewed, was to
improve customer satisfaction. Many agencies identified a
desire to improve the productivity of their call centers—
to handle more calls with a given number of operators—as
a prime motivation for technology investments. A few agen-
cies that have not implemented many technologies cited 
financial constraints as the reason for their lack of invest-
ment. One agency said that they felt it was less expensive to
meet call demand by adding operators than by implement-
ing technology.

A recently published article in Metro Magazine reports sev-
eral efforts made by agencies across the country to revamp
call center operation with the use of technology, including the
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Call Center 
Technology 

Description 

Basic Technologies 

Automatic Call 
Distribution 
(ACD) 

A technology that automatically distributes incoming calls to customer 
agents in a call center.  ACD sends calls to the next available phone operator 
based on a routing strategy that is configured in the ACD software. 

Voicemail 

A commonly used technology that can be employed by customers to leave a 
message when their call can not be answered by a telephone operator.  
Advanced technologies such as CTI allow telephone operators to view these 
messages in their mailboxes. 

Voice 
Recording 

A technology used by call center operators to record telephone conversations 
between customers and call takers for quality control and future analyses. 

Advanced Technologies 

Interactive 
Voice 
Response 
(IVR) 

A telephone technology that detects and responds to customer requests 
through either voice or use of a touch keypad on a phone.  IVR systems are 
usually installed in call center environments to filter customers based on the 
type of information being requested.  Also, IVR systems assist in operating 
an automated call center during non-business hours. 

Guided Speech 
IVR 

An advanced IVR technology in which a live operator monitors customer 
prompts and helps the IVR system understand the customer responses to 
those prompts since customer responses can be misinterpreted by a computer 
system. 

Computer 
Telephony 
Integration 
(CTI) 

A technology that integrates a telephone system with computers.  This allows 
telephone operators to use their computers to manage phone functions such 
as monitoring incoming and outgoing calls; answering, hanging up or 
conferencing phone calls; and monitoring call queue lists. 

Customer 
Relationship 
Management 
(CRM) 

A technology used by call centers to manage customer information and their 
relationships with customers.  CRM helps transit agencies automate various 
call center functions such as building a contact database of customers, 
storing and analyzing customer data to determine customer needs and 
preferences, and performing marketing and sales activities.

Customer 
Interaction 
Management 
(CIM) 

CIM is a technology used by call centers as an integrated portal for 
communicating with customers.  CIM technologies are installed with a CRM 
system and allow a variety of modes of communication such as e-mail, 
telephone, fax, chat, and voice chat (using the customer information stored in 
the CRM database) from a single user interface. 

Text to Speech 
(TTS) 

Also known as speech synthesis, TTS is a technology used to produce human 
language speech from text inputs.  Transit call centers use TTS to provide 
information through their IVR systems during non-business hours. 

Speech 
Analytics 

An automated process to extract specific information from telephone 
conversations.  This technology can help agencies determine customer needs 
and preferences in an automated fashion. 

Table 7. Call center technologies.



following steps taken by transit agencies to handle the prob-
lems faced by their customers while calling in:

Many transit systems are beginning to address these types of
customer service issues by revamping their call centers to provide
simplified trip planning options, more user friendly automated
systems or, in some cases, a live person with the ability to assess
complaints and address them immediately. (19, p. 100)

Agencies that were interviewed adopted call center technologies
mainly for customer service improvement (e.g., at Capital

Metro Transportation Authority [CMTA], Austin, TX, and
Pinnelas Suncoast Transit Authority [PSTA], St. Petersburg,
FL), CSR training/retraining (Southeastern Pennsylvania
Transportation Authority [SEPTA], Philadelphia, PA), and
complaints management (Pace Suburban Bus, Chicago, IL).
According to this same article, CMTA found that the deploy-
ment of a 24-h IVR system helped reduce the number of calls
handled by live operators by 20% to 25% within the first sev-
eral months of its implementation. Similarly, PSTA has imple-
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Figure 6. Reasons for implementing transit call center technologies.



plans to deploy systems. Of the 44 operational systems, 12 cover
specific regions or metropolitan areas. The circles on the
map provided in Figure 8 indicate these regional systems
(e.g., St. Louis, MO). Interestingly, some of the largest metro-
politan areas in the United States—including Los Angeles,
Chicago, Houston and Dallas—currently are not covered by
any 511 system.

The vast majority of 511 systems are operated by state de-
partments of transportation (DOTs). Rare exceptions include
the San Diego and San Francisco Bay Area regional systems,
which are operated by their respective MPOs, the San Diego
Association of Governments (SANDAG) and the Metropoli-
tan Transportation Commission (MTC). Many of the 511
systems are not new telephone information systems. These
systems were typically operational for many years providing
highway information as conventional 10-digit toll-free infor-
mation numbers. They became 511 systems when the neces-
sary programming on the phone switches allowed callers
within the service area to reach the system by dialing 511.
Early in the federal 511 program, $50,000 was offered to each
state to cover such reprogramming costs. In most cases, the
pre-511, 10-digit toll-free phone number was retained, and
can also be used to reach the system.

Perhaps because of their origins as highway/traffic-only sys-
tems, almost none of the 511 systems’ main menus list transit

or public transportation as their first choice. The exceptions
are Alaska (ferries) and San Francisco. Additionally, almost
none of the 511 systems have the option of speaking with a live
511 operator, with the exceptions being the Georgia and South
Florida 511 systems.

3.3.2.2 Transit Agency Participation in 511 Systems

In order to determine transit agency involvement in the
operational 511 systems, each of the 42 systems in the United
States was called, using the “backdoor” (standard 10-digit)
phone numbers. Table 11 presents these results by system,
with transit presence or participation in 511 categorized into
the following three types: (1) general information on transit
services (e.g., services provided, service disruptions, the tele-
phone number for the transit agency’s customer service line,
hours of operation, fares, etc.); (2) the ability to automatically
transfer to the transit agency; and (3) real-time transit infor-
mation (e.g., vehicle arrival/departure time estimates). The
results can be summarized as follows:

• As of March 2009, 22 of the 42 total 511 systems have no
transit presence or content whatsoever.
– Most of these systems provide only highway/traffic infor-

mation, which may include road-weather information.
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 Note:  Shaded states have active 511 systems as of March 6, 2009.  
Source:  Federal Highway Administration, March 6, 2009; http://deploy511.org/deployment-stats.html.  

Figure 8. Summary of 511 deployment.



– Nearly all of the 22 systems that have no transit presence
or information are statewide systems. Most of these
systems are for large states with relatively low popula-
tion densities (e.g., Iowa, Wyoming, and Nevada). The
exceptions are New Jersey and Rhode Island. The re-
gional systems that lack transit information are St. Louis
and California—Eastern Sierras.

• Of the 20 systems with some form of transit present or con-
tent, the type of information provided is represented as fol-

lows (note that because some systems have multiple types
of information, the list below does not sum to 20):
– Two have only general transit information (e.g., list the

phone number for a transit agency);
– Seven have only an option to transfer to transit agencies;
– Nine have both general transit information and call

transfer options; and
– Three—San Francisco, San Diego, and Maine (Bar

Harbor area)—include real-time transit information.
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Type of Transit Information/Options 

511 System/Service Area 
511 System 

Launch Date 
“Backdoor”/ 
Local Phone 

General Info 
(Service 

Disruptions, 
Fares, etc.) 

Call 
Transfer 
to Transit 

Agency 

Real-
Time 

Transit 
Info 

1. 
Cincinnati/ 
Northern Kentucky 

June 2001 513-333-3333 X X  

 enoN 9609-609-008 1002 tcO aksarbeN .2
 HATU-115-668 1002 ceD hatU .3 X X  
 DAOR-114-888 2002 raM anozirA .4 X X  

5. Orlando/Central Florida June 2002 866-510-1930  X  
 0220-245-008 2002 yluJ atosenniM .6 X X  

7. Southeast Florida July 2002 866- 914-3838 X X  
 enoN 7401-882-008 2002 voN awoI .8

9. South Dakota Nov 2002 866-MYSD 511 None 
10. Kentucky, Statewide Nov 2002 866-RDREPORT None 
11. San Francisco Bay Area, CA Dec 2002 866-736-7433 X X X 

 enoN 3267-622-008 3002 naJ anatnoM .21
 enoN DAOR-YCI-008 3002 naJ tnomreV .31

14. North Dakota Feb 2003  866-MY ND 511 None 
 7757-282-668  3002 ,52 rpA aksalA .51 X X  
 8757-282-668 3002 yaM eniaM .61 X  X 

17. New Hampshire May 2003 866-282-7579 None 
18. Washington State July 2003  800-695-ROAD X   

 enoN 1492-885-305 3002 ceD nogerO .91
 enoN TODK-115-668 4002 naJ sasnaK .02

21. North Carolina Aug 2004 877-511-INNC  X  
22. Sacramento/Northern CA Sept 2004 877-511-TRIP  X  
23. Tampa Bay, FL Sept 2004 800-576-3886 X   

 enoN 1111-936-303 7002 yluJ odaroloC .42
 1114-875-008 4002 guA ainigriV .52 X X  

26. Rhode Island Mar 2005 888-401-4511 None 
27. Florida, Statewide Nov 2005 866-511-3352 None* 

 enoN 3267-234-888 5002 voN ohadI .82
 enoN 3267-699-888 6002 yluJ gnimoyW .92
 enoN 5600-442-778 6002 guA eessenneT .03
 enoN 7326-786-778 6002 guA adaveN .13
 enoN 1153-267-888 6002 ceD  anaisiuoL .23

33. 
Jacksonville/Northeast 
Florida 

Oct 2006 866-511-3352  X  

34. San Diego, CA Jan 2007  619-839-0198  X X 
35. Southwest Florida Apr 2007 866-511-3352  X  
36. St. Louis, Missouri May 2007  877-478-5511 None 
37. California, Eastern Sierra May 2007 800-427-7623 None 

 115AGYM-778 7002 guA aigroeG .83  X  
39. New Jersey Aug 2007 866-511-NJDT None 

40. 
Boston/Eastern 
Massachusetts 

Oct 2007 617-374-1234  X  

41. New Mexico Dec 2007 800-432-4269 None 
42. New York (Beta Version) Jan 2009 888-465-1169 X X  

Table 11. Transit participation on active 511 systems.

* The Florida statewide system serves as a gateway that can transfer callers to the regional 511 systems in Florida. 
Although those regional systems include transit information, no transit information is directly accessible on the main,
statewide system menu.



it’s “too early to tell.” (Note that the interview was conducted
only three months after the system became operational.) In
addition to the fact that they have not yet changed their own
marketing materials to reference 511, NCTD indicated that
Caltrans’ park and ride signs still reference the old, pre-511,
1-800-COMMUTE system. They feel that both factors could
impact the number of calls to 511. They also noted that mar-
keting of the 511 system performed by the 511 sponsor does
not target transit users. NCTD expects that there will be some
of that transit-specific marketing in the future and plans to
be involved.

NCTD does not contribute directly to the financing of the
511 system. Their investment thus far has been limited to the
staff time associated with their participation in 511-related
meetings.

NCTD did have some transit-related 511 statistics, but only
for the popularity of the public transportation menu option in
general (i.e., nothing specific to their agency). The general sta-
tistics indicate that the public transportation menu option
accounts for about 8% of all menu requests.

NCTD considers 511 a supplement, rather than an alterna-
tive, to their own IVR (they participate in the regional Info
Express IVR) or their own staffed customer service phone
system (they participate in the Regional Transit Information
Office regional system and have their own small customer
service group of 10 employees, who answer phones among
other duties). They feel that many transit customer service
calls will require interaction with a live operator and that
until such a time as the current staff is overwhelmed, they
do not see 511 replacing any of their other telephone infor-
mation services. Although 511 is not expected to replace
any other phone services in the foreseeable future, NCTD
does hope that some of their operator calls will eventually
divert to 511, which was one explicit motivation for their
participation in 511.

Issues. NCTD identified two challenges or concerns with
their 511 experience. First, they noted that putting their infor-
mation into the 511 system has been fairly time consuming,
and that this process included the consultant they use for their
IVR activities (the regional Info Express IVR). Second, like
MTS, they were disappointed that the regional 511 consultant
initially brought a one-size-fits-all approach to the San Diego
511 system, unsuccessfully attempting to adopt the San Fran-
cisco Bay Area 511 model to San Diego. NCTD indicated that
they, and the other regional 511 partners, had to work closely
with the consultant to get what they wanted.

Outlook. Overall, NCTD seems very pleased with their
511 experience and, although they generally feel it is too early
to see results yet, they expect a number of benefits. They seem
to have no reservations about 511 and encourage other tran-
sit agencies to investigate 511 participation. Their only other

advice to transit agencies relates to the two issues noted pre-
viously, which are (1) plan on devoting significant time to
getting your agency’s information into 511 and for general
511-related planning meetings and (2) in order to make sure
that the 511 system deployed meets the needs of your region
and agency, plan on working closely with the 511 implementers,
who may be inclined to try to apply a 511 system model that
they’ve used elsewhere.

NCTD summed up their motivation for 511 participation
as another way to serve their customers and a logical contin-
uation of their historic, technology-based customer service
investments, saying “You just want to be of service to your
passengers any way you can; joining 511 is just like when you
first added a website.”

NCTD’s future plans for 511 consist of continuing to add
real-time departure times for additional routes and services
and shifting their customer service marketing to eventually fea-
ture 511 as the primary phone number for customer service.

3.4.1.9 Sun Tran (St. George, Utah)

The Utah 511 system became operational in December
2001, which was in time for the 2002 Winter Olympics held in
Salt Lake City. The Utah 511 system provides information on
traffic, public transit, road conditions, and ferry services. The
public transit option provides only information about the
Utah Transit Authority (UTA), which serves Salt Lake City.

SunTran is a small transit agency serving the City of 
St. George, which is in southwest Utah. SunTran has three
bus routes and paratransit service for people with disabilities.
It is operated by the City of St. George. (43)

Rationale for participation. SunTran is not represented
on Utah’s 511 system. According to SunTran, the agency
never made a decision not to participate in 511, rather, they
were never offered a chance to participate.

Outlook. SunTran could not identify any compelling
reasons for participating in 511, stating that “It may not be
worth it.” They seemed to feel that the value of 511 could be
limited since they are such a small agency.

3.4.1.10 Washington Metropolitan Area
Transportation Authority

The Washington Metropolitan Area Transportation 
Authority (WMATA) operates the second largest rail tran-
sit system and the fifth largest bus network in the United
States. Metrorail and Metrobus (Metro) serve a population
of 3.5 million within a 1,500 sq-mi area. The transit zone con-
sists of the District of Columbia, the suburban Maryland
counties of Montgomery and Prince George’s and the North-
ern Virginia counties of Arlington, Fairfax, and Loudoun and
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the cities of Alexandria, Fairfax, and Falls Church. The Metro-
rail system consists of over 1,000 rail cars serving 5 lines
covering 106 miles and including 86 stations. The Metrobus
system includes more than 1,200 buses, 12,301 bus stops, and
3,133 shelters. (44)

Metro is included in the Virginia statewide 511 system,
which is operated by the Virginia Department of Transporta-
tion. The 511 system became operational in February 2005.
Metro information is located within the public transportation
main menu option. The information and options for Metro
are limited to an option to transfer to Metro’s customer service
line and a listing of the Metro customer information phone
number. For some other transit agencies on the Virginia 511
system, additional information is provided, including basic
information on services provided.

Metro operates their own IVR system, which is where 
all incoming customer service calls are directed (there are
then multiple opportunities to transfer to a customer ser-
vice operator). The Metro IVR is extensive, and contains a
wide variety of information arrayed under five main menu
options for (1) trip schedule, (2) fare information, (3) general
information, (4) patron services, and (5) customer assistance
(transfer to operator). Among the information provided
under the trip schedule option are real-time bus arrival time
estimates and service disruption announcements.

Rationale for participation. It was not possible to reach
the individuals at WMATA who were involved in the decision
to participate in 511.

Impacts. The Metro call center representatives seemed to
have very little, if any, involvement or awareness of 511. This
lack of involvement combined with Metro’s very low profile
on 511, suggest that 511 is in no way a central or significant
component of their customer service strategy. It appears that
the Metro call center perceives no impact resulting from their
continuing participation in 511.

Although the call center representatives did not comment
directly on the question of whether they view 511 as an alter-
native to their own IVR, it seems clear—based on their con-
tinued reliance on their own IVR—that they do not view 511
as an alternative.

Issues. WMATA identified no issues or concerns—past
or present—regarding their 511 participation.

Outlook. WMATA, or at least those who could be reached
(call center manager and staff), were not aware of 511 or
WMATA’s participation in it, and therefore have no pro or
con perspective. Although it appears that 511 participation
does not generate any adverse impacts on call center opera-
tions, at least as perceived by WMATA, 511 is clearly not an
important, or even explicit, part of WMATA’s telephone cus-
tomer service strategy.

3.4.1.11 Blacksburg Transit (Virginia)

Blacksburg Transit (BT) serves the Town of Blacksburg,
Virginia Tech, and communities in the New River Valley. The
system’s service area covers 28 sq mi with a population of
56,000. BT provides fixed-route bus service and paratransit
service for people with disabilities. The agency has 33 buses
and 11 vans. In 2005, system ridership was almost 2.4 million
one-way trips. About 95% of the system’s riders are Virginia
Tech students, faculty, and staff. (45)

BT does not have a formal call center for customer infor-
mation. Instead, its operations and administrative staff field
the agency’s telephone calls. The agency does have a “fairly
robust” website and its passengers can also sign up for Blacks-
burg Alerts via phone, fax, or e-mail.

The Virginia Department of Transportation operates the
statewide 511 system. BT is included in the public trans-
portation option on the main menu. The system offers the
option to transfer to BT’s customer service center and pro-
vides the agency’s phone number. No other information is
provided.

Impacts. BT was not aware of any impacts of their partic-
ipation in 511. Almost all of BT’s riders are college students,
and BT feels the students are more likely to look for informa-
tion on the Internet than they are to use the phone. BT’s buses
have WiFi capacity, so passengers can access web-based infor-
mation even when they are on the vehicle.

Issues. BT cited no issues or concerns with their 511
participation.

Outlook. Overall, BT was neutral about participation 
in 511. Although BT saw no real disadvantages to participa-
tion, they also did not see any particular advantages for their
customers.

3.4.1.12 Southeast Florida 511

The South Florida 511 Traffic and Transit Information
Service is provided by the Florida Department of Transporta-
tion (FDOT), Miami-Dade Expressway Authority, and the
SunGuide Partners. The system provides highway and tran-
sit information for Miami-Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach
Counties. This 511 system is one of just a handful nationwide
that includes the option of speaking to a live 511 operator.

Callers may select public transit from the main menu. This
option allows callers to select one of the following four tran-
sit organizations or the regional ridesharing service:

• Broward County Transit (BCT),
• Miami-Dade Transit (MDT),
• Palm Tran,
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          AGENDA ITEM #9 
 
 
 
 
 
TO:  Chairman Zimmerman and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Scott Kalkwarf and Colethia Quarles 
 
DATE: October 29, 2009 
 
SUBJECT: NVTC Financial Items for August and September, 2009 
              
 
 

Attached for your information are NVTC financial reports for August and 
September 2009. 
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P t f FY 2010 NVTC Ad i i t ti B d t U dPercentage of FY 2010 NVTC Administrative Budget Used
August, 2009

(Target 16.67% or less)

Personnel Costs

Administrative and Allocated 
Costs

Contract Services

TOTAL EXPENSES

0% 8% 17% 25% 33% 42% 50% 58% 67% 75% 83% 92% 100%

Note:  Refer to pages 2 and 3 for details
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NORTHERN VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
G&A BUDGET VARIANCE REPORT

August 2009
 

Current Year Annual Balance Balance
Month To Date Budget Available %

Personnel Costs
Salaries 59,543.03$            117,934.22$    734,500.00$    616,565.78$    83.9%
Temporary Employee Services -                        -                   -                   
       Total Personnel Costs 59,543.03              117,934.22      734,500.00      616,565.78      83.9%

Benefits
Employer's Contributions:
FICA 5,987.24                9,970.49          51,800.00        41,829.51        80.8%
Group Health Insurance 4,925.35                10,064.15        70,400.00        60,335.85        85.7%
Retirement 4,700.00                9,400.00          69,500.00        60,100.00        86.5%
Workmans & Unemployment Compensation 95.00                     190.00             3,400.00          3,210.00          94.4%
Life Insurance 338.35                   676.70             4,150.00          3,473.30          83.7%
Long Term Disability Insurance 288.43                   580.63             4,100.00          3,519.37          85.8%
       Total Benefit Costs 16,334.37              30,881.97        203,350.00      172,468.03      84.8%

Administrative Costs 
Commissioners Per Diem 1,200.00                1,900.00          17,450.00        15,550.00        89.1%

Rents: 16,532.23             32,200.46        191,880.00      159,679.54      83.2%
     Office Rent 14,989.23              29,978.46        179,980.00      150,001.54      83.3%
     Parking 1,543.00                2,222.00          11,900.00        9,678.00          81.3%

Insurance: -                        -                  4,100.00          4,100.00          100.0%
     Public Official Bonds 2,200.00          2,200.00          100.0%
     Liability and Property 1,900.00          1,900.00          100.0%

Travel: 234.23                  621.18             7,800.00          7,178.82          92.0%
     Conference Registration -                        -                   -                   0.0%
     Conference Travel 91.10                     91.10               2,500.00          2,408.90          96.4%
     Local Meetings & Related Expenses 143.13                   530.08             5,000.00          4,469.92          89.4%
     Training & Professional Development -                        300.00             300.00             100.0%

Communication: 483.93                  922.81             10,350.00        9,427.19          91.1%
     Postage (6.69)                     (8.01)                4,000.00          4,008.01          100.2%
     Telephone - LD 158.59                   267.66             1,300.00          1,032.34          79.4%
     Telephone - Local 332.03                   663.16             5,050.00          4,386.84          86.9%

Publications & Supplies 1,494.02               2,346.21          13,600.00        11,253.79        82.7%
     Office Supplies -                        55.17               3,500.00          3,444.83          98.4%
     Duplication 1,494.02                2,291.04          9,600.00          7,308.96          76.1%
     Public Information -                        -                   500.00             500.00             100.0%
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NORTHERN VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
G&A BUDGET VARIANCE REPORT

August 2009
 

Current Year Annual Balance Balance
Month To Date Budget Available %

Operations: 554.66                  1,021.61          8,000.00          6,978.39          87.2%
     Furniture and Equipment -                        -                   -                   -                   0.0%
     Repairs and Maintenance -                        1,000.00          1,000.00          100.0%
     Computers 554.66                   1,021.61          7,000.00          5,978.39          85.4%

Other General and Administrative 365.20                  1,265.77          5,250.00          1,984.23          37.8%
     Subscriptions -                        -                   -                   -                   0.0%
     Memberships 72.43                     749.86             1,300.00          550.14             42.3%
     Fees and Miscellaneous 292.77                   515.91             950.00             434.09             45.7%
     Advertising (Personnel/Procurement) -                        -                   1,000.00          1,000.00          100.0%
       Total Administrative Costs 20,864.27              40,278.04        258,430.00      216,151.96      83.6%

Contracting Services
Auditing -                        -                   25,600.00        25,600.00        100.0%
Consultants - Technical -                        -                   -                   0.0%
Legal -                        -                   -                   0.0%
       Total Contract Services -                        -                   25,600.00        25,600.00        100.0%

          Total Gross G&A Expenses 96,741.67$            189,094.23$    1,221,880.00$ 1,030,785.77$ 84.4%
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NVTC
RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS
August, 2009

Payer/ Wachovia Wachovia VA LGIP
Date Payee  Purpose (Checking) (Savings) G&A / Project Trusts

RECEIPTS
4 PRTC SmarTrip local contribution 2,640.00$              

10 DRPT FTM/Admin grant receipt 749,380.00          3,731,907.00         
18 Dept. of Taxation Motor Vehicle Fuels Sales tax receipt 3,168,387.32         
18 DRPT FTM/Admin grant receipt 7,299,441.00         
27 VRE Reimburse for staff support 6,276.88                
27 Staff Expense reimbursement 14.89                     
27 City of Fairfax G&A contribution 3,382.50                
31 Banks Interest earnings 20.37                     228.82                 45,467.79              

-                       12,334.64              749,608.82          14,245,203.11       

DISBURSEMENTS
1-31 Various (84,719.36)            

11 Arlington County Other operating (927,558.00)           
24 City of Fairfax Other capital (3,293,328.00)        
27 City of Fairfax Other capital (9,004.00)               
31 Wachovia Bank charges (78.05)                   (15.51)                    

(84,797.41)            (15.51)                    -                      (4,229,890.00)        

TRANSFERS

14 Transfer LGIP to LGIP (bus data project) 2,565.00              (2,565.00)               
27 Transfer LGIP to LGIP (bus data project) 1,478.07              (1,478.07)               
27 Transfer LGIP to checking 150,000.00           (150,000.00)         

150,000.00           -                         (145,956.93)         (4,043.07)               

NET INCREASE (DECREASE) FOR MONTH 65,202.59$           12,319.13$            603,651.89$        10,011,270.04$     
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NVTC
INVESTMENT REPORT

August, 2009

Balance Increase Balance NVTC Jurisdictions Loudoun
Type Rate 7/31/2009 (Decrease) 8/31/2009 G&A/Project Trust Fund Trust Fund

Cash Deposits

Wachovia:  NVTC Checking    N/A 71,986.53$            65,202.59$               137,189.12$         137,189.12$           -$                           -$                       

Wachovia:  NVTC Savings 0.100% 236,300.51            12,319.13                 248,619.64           248,619.64             -                             -                         
  

Investments - State Pool

Nations Bank - LGIP 0.457% 111,533,794.73     10,614,921.93          122,148,716.66    671,993.62             100,523,448.89         20,953,274.15        

111,842,081.77$  11,296,095.54$       122,534,525.42$ 1,057,802.38$       100,523,448.89$      20,953,274.15$     
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NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
ALL JURISDICTIONS

FISCAL YEARS 2007-2010
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Monthly Revenue 12 Month Average
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month are collected two months earlier by the 
Commonwealth.

Taxation.  Jan. 2006 includes the 
reconciliation payment and a taxpayer 
settlement.                                                                                 



NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
FAIRFAX COUNTY

FISCAL YEARS 2007-2010
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particular month are collected two months earlier by 
the Commonwealth.
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NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
CITY OF ALEXANDRIA

FISCAL YEARS 2007-2010
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month are collected two months earlier by the 
Commonwealth.

Taxation.  Jan. 2006 includes the 
reconciliation payment.                                                                      



NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
ARLINGTON COUNTY

FISCAL YEARS 2007-2010
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NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
CITY OF FAIRFAX

FISCAL YEARS 2007-2010
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NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
CITY OF FALLS CHURCH
FISCAL YEARS 2007-2010
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NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
LOUDOUN COUNTY

FISCAL YEARS 2007-2010
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P t f FY 2010 NVTC Ad i i t ti B d t U dPercentage of FY 2010 NVTC Administrative Budget Used
September, 2009

(Target 25% or less)

Personnel Costs

Administrative and Allocated 
Costs

Contract Services

TOTAL EXPENSES

0% 8% 17% 25% 33% 42% 50% 58% 67% 75% 83% 92% 100%

Note:  Refer to pages 2 and 3 for details
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NORTHERN VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
G&A BUDGET VARIANCE REPORT

September 2009
 

Current Year Annual Balance Balance
Month To Date Budget Available %

Personnel Costs
Salaries 58,591.59$            176,525.81$    734,500.00$    557,974.19$    76.0%
Temporary Employee Services -                        -                   -                   -                   
       Total Personnel Costs 58,591.59              176,525.81      734,500.00      557,974.19      76.0%

Benefits
Employer's Contributions:
FICA 3,684.92                13,655.41        51,800.00        38,144.59        73.6%
Group Health Insurance 5,188.90                15,253.05        70,400.00        55,146.95        78.3%
Retirement 4,700.00                14,100.00        69,500.00        55,400.00        79.7%
Workmans & Unemployment Compensation 95.00                     285.00             3,400.00          3,115.00          91.6%
Life Insurance 338.35                   1,015.05          4,150.00          3,134.95          75.5%
Long Term Disability Insurance 288.43                   869.06             4,100.00          3,230.94          78.8%
       Total Benefit Costs 14,295.60              45,177.57        203,350.00      158,172.43      77.8%

Administrative Costs 
Commissioners Per Diem 1,300.00                3,200.00          17,450.00        14,250.00        81.7%

Rents: 15,668.23             47,868.69        191,880.00      144,011.31      75.1%
     Office Rent 14,989.23              44,967.69        179,980.00      135,012.31      75.0%
     Parking 679.00                   2,901.00          11,900.00        8,999.00          75.6%

Insurance: 575.00                  575.00             4,100.00          3,525.00          86.0%
     Public Official Bonds 2,200.00          2,200.00          100.0%
     Liability and Property 575.00                   575.00             1,900.00          1,325.00          69.7%

Travel: -                        621.18             7,800.00          7,178.82          92.0%
     Conference Registration -                        -                   -                   -                   0.0%
     Conference Travel -                        91.10               2,500.00          2,408.90          96.4%
     Local Meetings & Related Expenses -                        530.08             5,000.00          4,469.92          89.4%
     Training & Professional Development -                        -                   300.00             300.00             100.0%

Communication: 747.09                  1,669.90          10,350.00        8,680.10          83.9%
     Postage 219.29                   211.28             4,000.00          3,788.72          94.7%
     Telephone - LD 121.10                   388.76             1,300.00          911.24             70.1%
     Telephone - Local 406.70                   1,069.86          5,050.00          3,980.14          78.8%

Publications & Supplies 1,418.07               3,764.28          13,600.00        9,835.72          72.3%
     Office Supplies 348.90                   404.07             3,500.00          3,095.93          88.5%
     Duplication 1,069.17                3,360.21          9,600.00          6,239.79          65.0%
     Public Information -                        -                   500.00             500.00             100.0%
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NORTHERN VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
G&A BUDGET VARIANCE REPORT

September 2009
 

Current Year Annual Balance Balance
Month To Date Budget Available %

Operations: 239.26                  1,260.87          8,000.00          6,739.13          84.2%
     Furniture and Equipment -                        -                   -                   -                   0.0%
     Repairs and Maintenance -                        -                   1,000.00          1,000.00          100.0%
     Computers 239.26                   1,260.87          7,000.00          5,739.13          82.0%

Other General and Administrative 393.89                  1,659.66          5,250.00          1,590.34          30.3%
     Subscriptions -                        -                   -                   -                   0.0%
     Memberships 72.43                     822.29             1,300.00          477.71             36.7%
     Fees and Miscellaneous 321.46                   837.37             950.00             112.63             11.9%
     Advertising (Personnel/Procurement) -                        -                   1,000.00          1,000.00          100.0%
       Total Administrative Costs 20,341.54              60,619.58        258,430.00      195,810.42      75.8%

Contracting Services
Auditing 7,500.00                7,500.00          25,600.00        18,100.00        70.7%
Consultants - Technical -                        -                   -                   -                   0.0%
Legal -                        -                   -                   -                   0.0%
       Total Contract Services 7,500.00                7,500.00          25,600.00        18,100.00        70.7%

          Total Gross G&A Expenses 100,728.73$          289,822.96$    1,221,880.00$ 930,057.04$    76.1%
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NVTC
RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS
September, 2009

Payer/ Wachovia Wachovia VA LGIP
Date Payee  Purpose (Checking) (Savings) G&A / Project Trusts

RECEIPTS
4 DRPT Capital grant receipt 38,247.00$            

10 DRPT Capital grant receipt 158,813.00            
16 VRE Staff support 6,247.67                
16 Arlington County G&A contribution 15,643.25              
16 Dept. of Taxation Motor Vehicle Fuels Sales tax 2,870,713.34         
17 DRPT Operating grant receipt 4,481,287.00         
21 DRPT Capital grant receipts 5,173,944.00         
29 DRPT Capital grant receipt 3,753,422.00         
30 DRPT Capital grant receipt 2,400,000.00         
30 Banks Interest earnings 19.99                     217.36                 40,533.65              

-                       21,910.91              217.36                 18,916,959.99       

DISBURSEMENTS
1-30 Various (115,851.67)          

09 VRE Other capital (40,000.00)             
17 Redmon Group E schedule project (2,841.15)              
17 Stantec Consulting - bus data (20,935.44)            
17 WMATA Other operating (3,624.72)               
22 Falls Church Other operating (37,349.44)             
30 Wachovia Bank charges (36.37)                   

(139,664.63)          -                         -                      (80,974.16)             

TRANSFERS

17 Transfer LGIP to LGIP (Bus data project) 20,935.44            (20,935.44)             
28 Transfer Savings to checking 150,000.00           (150,000.00)           

150,000.00           (150,000.00)           20,935.44            (20,935.44)             

NET INCREASE (DECREASE) FOR MONTH 10,335.37$           (128,089.09)$         21,152.80$          18,815,050.39$     
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NVTC
INVESTMENT REPORT

September, 2009

Balance Increase Balance NVTC Jurisdictions Loudoun
Type Rate 8/31/2009 (Decrease) 9/30/2009 G&A/Project Trust Fund Trust Fund

Cash Deposits

Wachovia:  NVTC Checking    N/A 137,189.12$          10,335.37$               147,524.49$         147,524.49$           -$                           -$                       

Wachovia:  NVTC Savings 0.100% 248,619.64            (128,089.09)              120,530.55           120,530.55             -                             -                         
  

Investments - State Pool

Nations Bank - LGIP 0.389% 122,148,716.66     18,836,203.19          140,984,919.85    693,146.42             118,705,837.31         21,585,936.12        

122,534,525.42$  18,739,602.27$       141,252,974.89$ 961,201.46$          118,705,837.31$      21,585,936.12$     
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NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
ALL JURISDICTIONS

FISCAL YEARS 2007-2010
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Monthly Revenue 12 Month Average
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month are collected two months earlier by the 
Commonwealth.

Taxation.  Jan. 2006 includes the 
reconciliation payment and a taxpayer 
settlement.                                                                                 



NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
FAIRFAX COUNTY

FISCAL YEARS 2007-2010
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particular month are collected two months earlier by 
the Commonwealth.

reconciliation payment, a taxpayer 
settlement and allocation adjustment.                              



NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
CITY OF ALEXANDRIA

FISCAL YEARS 2007-2010
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Monthly Revenue 12-Month Average
month are collected two months earlier by the 
Commonwealth.

Taxation.  Jan. 2006 includes the 
reconciliation payment.                                                                      



NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
ARLINGTON COUNTY

FISCAL YEARS 2007-2010
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Note: Taxes shown as received by NVTC in a particular 
month are collected two months earlier by the 
Commonwealth.

*Sept. – Dec. 2005  are estimated by Taxation.  
Jan. 2006 includes the reconciliation payment 
and a taxpayer settlement.                                                         



NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
CITY OF FAIRFAX

FISCAL YEARS 2007-2010
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NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
CITY OF FALLS CHURCH
FISCAL YEARS 2007-2010
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month are collected two months earlier by the 
Commonwealth.

reconciliation payment and a taxpayer 
settlement.                                                                                 



NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
LOUDOUN COUNTY

FISCAL YEARS 2007-2010
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